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Stories From Heaven

PREFACE

These “Stories From Heaven” 
could not have been given to the world 
at a more appropriate time than now.  
The world is in a terrible state of 
corruption and confusion politically, 
religiously and socially.  Honesty, 
modesty, genteelness and morality seem 
to have been eliminated from our way of 
life, at least in effect if not consciously.  
However, God has given the world a 
Miracle it needs.

On July 28, 1967, The Miracle Of 
Saint Joseph was formally announced 
to a True Mystic.  God had chosen a 
woman to give us the sound direction, 
hope and example we need.  It was not 
the first time God had chosen a woman 
to accomplish His Purpose, always for a 
specific task in a particular time.  This 
True Mystic for our day is Frances Marie 
Klug.  She resided in Southern California 
as a wife, a mother, and a grandmother 
until her death on November 15, 2009.

In This Miracle Of Saint Joseph, 
Many Saints have come forth to 
speak through Frances Klug.  These 
“Stories From Heaven” are just a 
few of the thousands of Revelations 
received through her.  Very often these 
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Revelations were preceded by extensive 
Teachings which time and space did 
not allow us to put in print.  However, 
some of these Teachings will be found in 
several of the many Volumes of “Stories 
From Heaven”.

In these Revelations The Saints 
refer to Frances as “the child”, “the 
funnel”, “the spoon”, “the instrument” 
and “the little one”.  God made her our 
Spiritual Mother.  For many years now, 
because of this fact, she has been called 
“Mother Frances”, or simply “Mother”.  
Heaven also refers to people of all ages 
as “children” and emphasizes time and 
again, This Miracle is for people of all 
races, all colors and all creeds.

For someone turning the pages of 
these “Stories From Heaven” for the 
first time, they will easily recognize 
the sound logic and sound direction 
the Messages contain.  Mother Frances 
heard the Words with the Ears of her 
Soul, and would repeat Them aloud 
when she was told to do so.

This Teaching Miracle is a 
direct parallel to the time Our Lord 
walked the earth.  He did not loudly 
proclaim to everyone, “I am The Son 
of God.”  He taught in a quiet manner, 
simple, extensive, but always detailed 
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in repetitiveness, instilling in those 
listening what He wanted them to 
remember.  He taught in parables, 
short, simple stories containing moral 
lessons.  He knew men could more 
easily understand and remember the 
point He was trying to make this way.  
His “Teaching Stories” pertained to 
everyday living, practical matters, 
and how to become a Saint.  He gave 
hope through these stories.  He gave 
example.

Now in our time, God is once again 
giving us “Teaching Stories” through 
Saint Joseph and His instrument, 
Mother Frances.  Through her, in a 
quiet, unassuming and genteel way 
which appears so “natural”, mankind is 
again being taught the Purpose of life, 
and what God expects man to be like 
in his daily living.  People feel hope in 
these Teachings, Example always given.

Two major Revelations of 
significance have been given for us in 
our day.  Our Heavenly Mother is Part 
of The Divine, and Saint Joseph is truly 
The Holy Ghost.  These should not bring 
an immediate rejection, but should 
pique our curiosity and interest.

Our Faith in God is based upon 
many mysteries.  Whether it be The Holy 
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Trinity, the Incarnation of God, or The 
Holy Eucharist, men strive to understand 
These, trying to grasp a small glimpse of 
the Beauty of the Truth They Are.  These 
mysteries also pique our imagination 
and interest.  However, even though we 
know God revealed these mysteries to 
mankind and we accept them in Faith, 
they still remain just that, mysteries.

One has only to look at these 
“Stories From Heaven” to see the value 
They are, and to feel the hope They 
instill.  No man can logically deny purity 
of thought when it is so obvious.  No man 
can deny purity in direction, when it is 
based on sound morals, sound values, 
sound standards.  Do not be blind to 
truth.  Skepticism is for people who are 
unable to see the truth of a matter or 
situation, and many times skepticism 
drowns out purity because it is full of 
ego and pride in one’s self.  Skeptics 
find it an easy out to disclaim truth.

There is no doubt that it takes time 
for such Phenomena as This Miracle to 
penetrate even those minds who feel 
they are capable of discerning such 
Phenomena.  We must not be governed 
by purely another man’s determination, 
but we must understand that logic, 
sound reasoning and purpose must be 
the criteria of our Faith in God.
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PLEASE READ
In some early volumes of “Stories From 

Heaven”, many Revelations describe edifices 
to be built on Saint Joseph’s Hill Of Hope. As 
just one facet of The Miracle Of Saint Joseph, 
God invited men of all races, colors and creeds 
to participate in building a “City Of God”. 
Every building, chapel, bridge, shrine, garden, 
amphitheater, and even a hospital and a research 
center, to be included in this Magnificent 
Project, would be designed down to the most 
minute detail by Heaven.

This City Of God would be a place of great 
beauty for men throughout the world to visit, 
to gain true spiritual strength and to learn 
firsthand that which Heaven wants all men to 
know.

Much to the great loss of every man, 
woman and child in the world, this City has not 
been built. Innumerable obstacles were placed 
in the way of Its completion by those who 
would have benefited the most. Not enough men 
volunteered to return the gifts of their time and 
talents to God. Not enough people came forward 
with the money needed to participate in God’s 
Plan in a monetary way. Donations became less 
and less, because the men in the Church said, 
“Don’t give.” They discouraged people from 
participating.

For many years, Mother Frances and 
a handful of volunteers made every effort to 
overcome all opposition to men’s lack of wisdom, 
to build this City for God. However, we are not 
at a total loss. The Sound Teaching and Sound 
Direction given by Heaven in the many volumes 
of “Stories From Heaven” continued through 
the years, and will benefit people everywhere 
for many generations to come.

In the future, if the hearts and minds 
of men change, the world will one day see the 
Beautiful City Of God.
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All Revelations are delivered 
spontaneously and continuously 
as witnessed by all those present 
at the time.
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JULY 25, 1995 AT 2:55 P.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.  This Gift 
of The Father’s has come to mankind 
for Very Important Reasons.  You 
are the victims of much heresy, and 
I have come today to let you know it 
will become worse than it is at this 
time.  When it openly appeared, those 
who noticed its presence ignored it, 
rejected it, because they felt secure in 
the authority of the men in charge of 
Spiritual places, things.

We see so much sadness from 
Where We are, because it is like a 
thief in the night, stealing, taking, 
possessing all that is good in human 
life.  Children are not learning the 
beauty and the importance of purity 
of mind, of body, of daily life.  There is 
so much dissension amongst all Faiths, 
all races, all colors, all creeds.

We find people of all ages 
searching for security, hope, honesty, 
safety, in how they want their Spiritual 
life to be.  The world at this time is in 
constant turmoil morally.  There is no 
dedication nor responsibility based on 
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The Father’s Commandments.  We see 
what man calls ‘hit and miss’ theory.  
We see men, women and children 
stranded on the abyss of immorality, 
wherein a deep hole waits for each 
one to fall into.  Man has a common 
expression for this; it’s, ‘This is hell on 
earth.’  Where there is goodness, man’s 
enemy finds a way to force weakness 
into the midst.

The time was predicted a long 
time ago, but mankind’s obstinacy, 
rejection, ignored the signs that were 
showing that indecency, immorality, 
was evident in all areas of human life.  
When some would reject, they would be 
cast aside.  When some would just pout 
over changes, they would be laughed 
at.  When it was said, ‘You live in a time 
worse than Sodom and Gomorrah,’ in 
some areas it rang a bell, but the bell 
was shattered by so much opposition 
to truth, to fact.

When We speak through This 
Miracle of Hope, of Love, so many 
read the Words, and yet in some ways 
deny the Value of Them, because to 
accept Truth means one has to stand 
up against all odds, and many times 
stand up against those close to them, 
those they love.
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Heresy is a terrible scar that 
remains, getting uglier and uglier and 
uglier, as it grows in size.  The enemy 
of God and man is determined to make 
the scar upon the earth so deep that 
it will go beyond any ability to wipe it 
out.

All that has been spoken through 
This Gift of The Father’s Love must not 
be ignored and It must pass throughout 
the world, because there is Power in the 
written Word, there is forgetfulness in 
the spoken Word.  Every Lesson passed 
through This Miracle must be seen by 
thousands, millions of people, because 
what one Lesson might contain, will 
benefit more than you can count in 
number, and then another Lesson will 
do the same.

Those who write What We speak 
are like the Apostles of a long time 
ago.  All they spoke, All they taught 
was not fully accepted by everyone, 
but portions of Them left a Mark that 
to this day, is in many ways a Guiding 
Light of Information, of Instruction, 
to more people than you can count, 
than you are aware of, that you could 
possibly know.
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Remember what I have spoken, 
because These Words will help you and 
others see the importance of your part 
in helping to save Souls.  So be it.”
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JULY 25, 1995 AT 4:05 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  
We All wait for The Father to allow Us 
to speak through This Precious Gift He 
has given to the world, with so much 
Detail, Purpose, Information and 
Love.  When mankind talks about love, 
mankind sees it in a very minute way 
in comparison to The Father’s Measure 
of His Love for all of mankind.

This Miracle has been handed 
to the world for so many reasons, 
instructing all who will read What is 
spoken on the Importance of the Soul 
that no human being sees, but there 
is an innate sensitivity to It, even 
when a small decision must be made, 
choosing right, purity, sincerity, over 
all things that are exactly opposite of 
these things.

Little ones are not being 
instructed properly.  There is so much 
humanistic liberalism based on risqué 
immorality.  Immorality to some is a 
way of life.  It’s a normal, acceptable 
manner of living.  When it is part of a 
relationship of two or more people, it 
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goes to depths beyond what impurity 
means.  It is such a sadness to Us to 
see mankind cater to things that are 
totally based on actions that please 
the enemy of God and man.

Some men, women and children 
refuse to accept that there is a devil.  
It is strange to say this, because it is 
such an obvious fact that there is an 
enemy constantly around, evidenced 
by impurity of mind, actions, speech, 
activities.  Today, so many at this 
moment have partaken in obscenities 
beyond what I would dare to describe 
to you.  I could not bring Myself 
to describe such ugliness, defiant 
of The Father’s Will and basically 
abusive to the Soul or the Souls of the 
individuals.

Some men in high places, 
some women who feel they are 
knowledgeable in theology, and of 
course, Bible History, say that the time 
now is not as bad as it could be, and 
that too much is being made about the 
updated practices that are considered 
immoral, indecent, obscene.  Mankind 
has many excuses for violence, for 
hate, for obscenities of all description, 
and of course, all impure actions in 
daily practices.
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As I speak to you at your time, 
throughout the world at this moment, 
there are Souls being trapped into 
unthinkable demonic practices.  The 
Soul has nothing to say but is the 
recipient of all the abuse, the horror of 
being abused by so much immorality.  
The word ‘immorality’ is just a word 
to most people.  They do not attach 
this word to their behavior, their 
practices, because the flesh to them, 
the involvement with other people is 
accepted as a normal way of life.  Of 
course, this is ignoring totally the Soul 
that is the recipient of the scars that 
remain until restitution is made.

So Many of Us Here could speak, 
would speak constantly day and night, 
to save One Soul from total oblivion.  
If mankind would but see what one sin 
causes on his or her Soul!  We sometimes 
say this to The Father:  ‘What if this 
child saw what has occurred to the 
Soul?’  His answer to Us is:  ‘The child 
has a free will.  The child knows what 
displeases Me.  The child is aware of 
My Rules.’

This Miracle hopefully will pass 
through the world quickly, to awaken 
mankind to all that must be conquered 
by individuals, so that the Soul given at 
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the moment of conception will return 
to The Father in a State of Purity.  So 
be it.”
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JULY 26, 1995 AT 11:28 A.M.

SAINT ALOYSIUS

“I am Saint Aloysius.  There are 
Many standing Here with Me, smiling 
at all of you.  When We walked the 
earth, We, too, were confronted with 
many obstacles, sometimes forced 
to face tragedies that need not have 
been done, because decisions were 
made by those in charge who were 
the custodians of much authority and 
acted with this authority unjustly.  
To be a victim of unjust authority is 
never a disgrace, but the injustice is 
intolerable by all who seek truth, sound 
balance, in the order of practices in 
Faith in The Father.

This Gift The Father has given, 
in many ways sits on a scale wherein 
injustice to It, regarding It, weighs so 
heavy, that on the side of injustice the 
scale is at rock bottom.

You live in a time wherein there 
is a desire for power, a desire for great 
wealth, a desire to become known 
throughout the world.  You live in a 
time that can be termed ‘diabolically 
oriented’, because you see, satan is 
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in a constant power struggle with 
The Father, against The Father, using 
mankind as the means and the manner 
to diminish all that is good.

Mankind must remember that 
each individual has within their body 
a Portion of The Father, the Soul.  
Satan, in his envy of man, struggles to 
gain power over the Soul.  The Father 
has handed to the world a Miracle of 
His Divine Love, through His Spirit of 
Love for all of mankind.

All The Saints Here in Heaven 
recommend to mankind to think about 
the beauty of purity and the horror 
of what impurity can do to the mind, 
to the body, to the Soul.  You are the 
recipients of so much Direction, so 
much Instruction, so much Personal 
Love at this time.  Also, you must 
understand that all who claim to 
declare great Faith in The Father’s 
Will, The Father’s Way, are in many 
ways practicing injustice and false 
direction.

Ask yourself this question:  ‘If I 
could see my Soul, would I be proud 
of It?’  It is a question that each one 
should ask of himself or herself every 
night before retiring.  It is a good 
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examination of how one acted that 
day.

So much has been delivered to 
help all living human beings.  Our 
concern is that What We have delivered 
is not being shared with millions who 
are out of this place.  You must see 
the value of the written Words and 
see that millions of others have the 
privilege to read Them, to accept or 
reject Them, for no matter what their 
decision is, what an individual reads 
or is instructed in, is remembered 
in some degree, some form, for some 
purpose, maybe at a later time when It 
is needed.

Mankind talks about love.  The 
Greatest Act of Love in the world is 
The Father’s Love, and it is being 
proven by This Miracle of Divine Love.  
So be it.”
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JULY 26, 1995 AT 1:29 P.M.

SAINT CHARLES BORROMEO

“I am Saint Charles Borromeo.  
There is no time in any day One of Us 
is not present to speak.  This little one 
The Father has chosen for this Major 
Task to be accomplished, is beyond 
many men’s comprehension, because 
they do not have the Faith to see 
how The Father would work in such a 
controversial time of spirituality, of 
Faith in The Father.

So many men and women gather 
in groups, depending upon each other 
for strength in Spiritual matters, all 
forgetting, of course, the dependence 
should be on their own structured 
Faith in God, and also remembering 
that they are example of their Faith, 
their beliefs, their understanding of 
the Importance of the Soul they are 
responsible for in the human way of 
life.

Ask yourself an important 
question:  If God has created man with 
a mentality that is capable of covering 
many subjects over and above any 
other living matter, manner, would not 
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God use this creation for more than 
just earthly measures?

A child is born, and this child is 
helpless.  The child is totally dependent 
on other human life.  It takes a period 
of time for this child to be able to take 
care of itself in all matters, all manner 
of living.  This child, when a feeling 
of independence appears, there is an 
innate knowledge of a right and a 
wrong, instilled automatically, reacted 
to by the individual.

This Miracle Of The Beloved Saint 
Joseph, Who It Has Been Revealed is 
The Holy Spirit of God, has passed to 
the world Information that should give 
strength to every living human being, 
because in this knowledge that God 
Himself would come to the world, be a 
Part of the world, walk amongst men, 
accept a vocation of mankind, walk in 
Dignity, Honor, Example, this proves 
The Father’s Generosity and His Love 
for mankind beyond any love man can 
think of, in This Magnitude.

It is important that the whole 
world receive the Messages that 
have been so Divinely Given, so 
Divinely Structured, for it to be easy 
for all personalities, all natures, all 
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backgrounds, to learn about the Love 
The Father has for mankind.

When a parent hears the first 
word or words of a child, there is great 
excitement, emotion, and a feeling that 
a goal has been reached.  I want you 
to compare this to All that has been 
delivered through This Miracle.  You 
will not see the action, but you will be 
part of the action when an individual 
or individuals read the Words, and 
respond to the Lessons in the Words, 
the Love in the Words, the Importance 
in the Words, the Truth in the Words, 
and they will want to use All that they 
learn for the benefit of their Soul.

Each day that We Here take part 
in This Miracle designed by The Father, 
We smile with joy, We react to the joy, 
because it is so important for millions 
of Souls to learn about This Time, 
This Miracle, so that they will grow to 
become ‘Great Saints’ through What 
they learn, through What they imitate, 
and through their desire to please God 
above all things.  So be it.”
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JULY 26, 1995 AT 2:04 P.M.

SAINT BONIFACE

“I am Saint Boniface.  What I have 
to say is of Great Importance.  No man, 
woman or child, no activity of any 
kind, moral or immoral, is not in Our 
View every day, every night.  For some 
this might be difficult to comprehend, 
because mankind uses his or her own 
theory on what Sainthood is all about.  
To many, Sainthood is of the past, 
only read about because of the lives of 
Some Who were named ‘Saints’.  There 
are millions of Souls Here in Heaven 
Whose Names are never even thought 
about, because nothing has ever been 
written about Them, so there is no 
memory of Them.

We hear some men, women and 
children talk lightly about Sainthood, 
to the point of indifference.  This 
Miracle has been given to the world.  
It is the Greatest Gift God could give 
mankind to learn from, because It is 
a Miracle of Instruction, Direction, 
Purpose, Reason, deliberately 
instructing mankind on the Importance 
of human life, What it contains, and 
the Goal The Father has for it.
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As Each of Us speak through one 
small voice and Our Words are recorded 
for millions of others to read, to learn 
from, and to see as a Beautiful Gift 
of Divine Love, All of Us oftentimes 
say how lucky mankind is, for it is 
being done so generously, lovingly, 
reasonably, allowing no guesswork to 
enter into the Direction, the Purpose 
for which mankind was created.

It is difficult for some to think 
of a Life beyond human life, especially 
in the manner of it relating to the 
Soul of the individual.  Mankind is so 
used to usually seeing human life in 
the form it is, but I assure you there 
is a much greater way to live, and that 
is through your Soul, That Portion 
of The Father that He so generously 
places within your inception, into the 
physical form.

I raise My hand in a Blessing 
familiar to you, but My Words perhaps 
will be different than you understand 
this Blessing to be.  As I touch your 
forehead, I remind you that you have 
an intellect, and through this intellect 
you have a will, a Gift from The 
Father.
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I draw My hand down to the 
bone in your chest, and I say:  I touch 
your heart.  Remember, this beat that 
you feel is allowed by The Father, and 
this beat is a time of life for you, for 
this beat gives you the time to better 
understand the Importance of human 
life and that life is a living thing.  No 
man, woman or child wants life to end.  
The Father, in giving a Soul, gives a 
Promise of Life Forever Hereafter.

I go to your left shoulder, and 
here I say:  You have been given arms 
to work with and to use in your daily 
manner of life.  Your arms have an 
importance in them, for without them 
you would be disabled.  Think of your 
arms connected to your Soul, because 
when the arms can no longer move, the 
Soul remains, and the Soul will carry 
on to do The Father’s Will Forever 
After.

I take you to your right shoulder, 
and I say to this part of you:  Most use 
this shoulder, this arm, to carry things 
and to do many other things with this 
arm.  The arms of human life are very 
important, for you work with your 
arms in many ways, and through your 
arms you feed your body.  The arms 
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are used to cleanse the body.  What an 
important asset of human life.

All the working areas of human 
life have definite reason, definite 
purpose, definite advantage.  The 
Father has not denied human life 
anything, and He has Blessed human 
life with a Soul, a Portion of Himself 
that He requests mankind to return 
to Him after human life has fulfilled 
many works amongst mankind.  The 
Soul is a Blessed Gift from The Father, 
a Generous Gift of Love that nothing 
can compare to.  So be it.”
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JULY 26, 1995 AT 2:50 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.  This 
little one that is ever conscious of Our 
Entrance through her Soul, constantly 
asks, are We going to speak?  When We 
say, ‘Yes,’ she immediately knows that 
most of the time It is to be recorded.  
The Father wants All of Our recorded 
Words to be passed to all areas of the 
world.

Granted, many other languages 
will want to know What has been 
spoken, so they will have the Words 
transcribed into their own language.  
The little one through whom We 
All speak worries over this in more 
ways than she ever says, because in 
translation, there can be error or 
other interpretation.  We know this, We 
understand this, but the task must be 
allowed to occur so that no one in other 
places throughout the world, cannot 
hear of This Miracle, and cannot know 
What We have spoken through her.

Translators must come forward 
soon, so that this work can begin.  The 
world is in great need of Instruction, 
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of Direction, of Truth, of Sound 
Facts, that teach all ages of mankind 
the Importance of the Soul that is 
given to each life, to each human life.  
Remember this.

There are so many instructions 
at this time on accenting immorality, 
approving of it, demonstrating it, 
ignoring the danger it is to the Soul.  
Man says, ‘I believe in God, but I have 
a will and I do not feel that certain 
things I am doing are so terrible’; 
a general term, but not always 
interpreted correctly.  Man rarely 
says:  ‘I am immoral.  I sin against 
God’s Commandments.  I must change 
my way of living.’

Many times, some who feel they 
are serving The Father in special 
ways are hypocritical, because they 
are in reality doing their own thing, 
their own way, for their own reason, 
and it is not moral, it is not pure, it 
is not acceptable.  As I speak on this 
day, I see many places throughout the 
world where many are committing 
mortal sins, deadly to their Soul, and 
accepting this as the human way of 
living.  The words are, ‘I am human.’  
This eliminates the importance of The 
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Father’s Rules, and All that has ever 
been spoken regarding purity.

I am showing the child through 
whom I speak, a scene that is revolting 
to her, because it is one that is being 
repeated many times every day in many 
ways, and it has the stench of evil in it.  
She says to Me, ‘Do they smell what I 
smell?’  I say to her, ‘They are used to 
it.’  She says, ‘How can they be used to 
such a stench when it is so difficult, it 
has the odor of something burning?’  I 
say to her and to those who will read 
My Words, ‘Evil has a stench in many 
degrees.’

Picture if you will, the stench of 
burning flesh mingled with all the ugly 
odors that you are acquainted with.  
Wouldn’t it be a terrible way of living? 
because to cleanliness there is a feeling 
of life, living things, happiness, hope, 
energy, dignity, love, inspiration.  The 
stench she feels, bears down on her 
shoulders with a weight because of its 
very presence.  She says to Me, ‘I feel 
like my shoulders will break under the 
burden of even knowing this.’

Mankind has certain frailties, 
no matter how much physical strength 
is allowed, but I promise you that evil 
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has within it, around it, about it, more 
than the strongest man in the world 
could endure.

I will have to release her slowly 
because of what she has just endured, 
because the body is not used to the 
pain, the weight, the ugliness, the 
abuse, that causes such a drain.  I have 
shown you this for a Great Purpose, 
because What passes through This 
Gift of The Father’s Love is not just 
for those present here now, but for 
the whole world to read and to better 
understand that Precious Gift The 
Father gives, that must be returned to 
Him at His Command.  So be it.”
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JULY 26, 1995 AT 4:45 P.M.

SAINT JOHN VIANNEY

“I am Saint John Vianney.  
Mankind hears very little about 
sacrifice, about penance, about 
obedience, about concern, about 
interest, in one’s Soul.  There is very 
little instruction being delivered to all 
ages.  Rarely is anything spoken about 
an act of penance, an act of restitution, 
a request for forgiveness.

Many of Us Who walked a Specific 
Road, instructing men, women and 
children regarding Spiritual Values, 
Spiritual Goals, did it with sincerity, 
love for mankind, and a true desire to 
instruct each individual regarding the 
Importance of human life and the Goal 
The Father intended for it.

Many from Here have said, 
‘You live in a time worse than Sodom 
and Gomorrah.’  When We watch the 
faces of those who hear this, We see 
indifference, We see casualness, and We 
see no registering of the full amount 
of sinfulness that emanated in and 
from these sinful adulterous places.  
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Idolatry of all the wrong things took 
place.

It is now as it was then.  Also, it 
is as acceptable now as it was then.  
This Gift of The Father’s Love that 
allows so Many of Us to speak through 
to reach mankind, is more Important 
than any human being can perceive 
or conceive, of Its Full Value.  There 
was much perversion and idolizing 
of not just idols, but flesh, at Sodom 
and Gomorrah.  We see so much of this 
and even uglier ways of human living 
daily.  We see indifference to what is 
right.  We see total acceptance of what 
is wrong.

Also, in so many areas where 
clergymen gather, We see weakness, 
not strength, in their values.  It is not 
modernization that they concentrate 
on, but more of what could be termed 
‘liberation of man’s values, integrity, 
and all that pertains to human 
communications physically, mentally, 
morally’.

I spoke to this little one through 
whom I now speak, some time back, just 
before she entered where My Body lays 
in state, in a city that spoke a different 
language.  As she knelt in this place, I 
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remember her words to Me.  She was 
concerned about her obedience to The 
Father’s Will, and confided to Me that 
she knew her work was different than 
Mine and that her physical was very 
weak.

This Miracle is a Gift beyond 
what mankind can fully comprehend, 
because it would be impossible for 
mankind to see, to feel, to understand, 
this Constant Communication between 
Heaven and man.

I show the child a wall.  It is a 
very shiny wall.  The shine is blinding 
to her eyes and she asks Me why it 
glitters.  She questions everything, 
because within her being, she wants 
all things to be clearly clarified as 
to their purpose, their full meaning.  
The wall is becoming brighter to her 
eyes and her eyes are burning.  What 
is causing the brightness that is so 
intense, is the Light of so Many Souls 
present.

As I speak to her, through her, 
They All smile, because They are 
All aware of the Importance of This 
Miracle that is to instruct all races, all 
colors, all creeds, on the Importance 
of human life, The Father’s Love for 
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it, and that it has a Goal, difficult for 
man to believe.

Man says, ‘What is Heaven?’  
We say, ‘It is a Place for your Soul 
to return to,’ but man wants more 
explanation, more definition.  There 
is but one answer to this:  The Father 
created life in many forms, for many 
reasons, but the Creation of man was 
different, because from the beginning 
of Creation, The Father had a Goal for 
man different than all other things, 
and within each conception, He placed 
a Gift of Divine Love, making mankind 
different in many ways, for this Gift 
has a Title, and It’s called ‘a Soul’.

Along with this Soul, man was 
given an intellect, but another very 
important factor in this Design of 
mankind, man was given a will.  And 
then man was given his or her own 
Protector.  It’s called an ‘Angel’, a 
Guardian for all.  Some men, women 
and children cannot fathom such a 
Gift, Something like This constantly 
with them, because hurts happen, 
danger occurs, and sometimes an 
individual is violated in some form 
by the actions of someone else.  Now 
some may say, ‘What happened to that 
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Guardian Angel?’  There are always 
questions.

As I speak today, you must 
understand that human life has many 
dimensions, human life has Gifts 
beyond all other creation.  Human 
life is a Personal Gift of Divine Love.  
Human life has a Goal to reach.  It is 
called ‘Heaven’.

My Blessing goes with All My 
Words, and when others read Them, 
they can be assured I will be present, 
for through living through My Soul, I 
am able to be many places, many times.  
The Soul is a Special Gift of Divine 
Love that should be treasured, because 
It is beyond anything mankind can 
imitate in creation.  Only The Father 
has this Ability, has this Power.  So be 
it.”
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JULY 27, 1995 AT 12:45 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“Mankind is a Special Gift of My 
Divine Love, for in mankind I have 
placed many things to give mankind 
the ability to use human life for the 
good of their Soul.

Throughout the world there 
is much confusion.  Much even goes 
beyond the state of confusion.  I 
would term it ‘diabolical intercession’ 
in many areas of man’s mental and 
physical life.

You live in a time of disfigurement.  
So much is being distorted through 
moral corruption, through jealousy, 
and through heretical abuses to 
things I have given to the world to 
help mankind.  In so many parts of the 
world there is so much desecration to 
Spiritual Gifts, human flesh, and to the 
authority that is placed over children.  
Mankind is continuously abusing the 
Gift of life, concentrating on what 
is comfortable, what is acceptable, 
rather than using morality as the code 
of decision.
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All who read These Words I have 
just spoken, I ask you to make an 
examination of your own conscience.  
First ask yourself, ‘Do I choose morality 
over immorality?’  Next question, 
‘Am I willing to be good example to 
all those close to me, and all those I 
meet daily?’  Then ask yourself, ‘Do I 
spend time communicating with God 
mentally, physically, or through acts of 
charity?’  The next question might be,  
‘When others see me, do they see in my 
actions, my appearance, my speech, 
purity of mind, body and Soul?’

Needless to say, I could go on 
and on with this examination of daily 
living, but I feel this is a good start, 
because each of these help an individual 
dedicate time, energy, and each action 
physically, plus communication with 
others, plus personal communication 
with Me.

As I look at so many throughout 
the world you live in, I cannot but 
feel a great sadness.  It is not just 
selfishness I see, but degeneracy in all 
forms, all areas, all practices, all ages, 
all forms of faith, Spiritual Faith.

I have given the world a Miracle 
of My Love.  I have constantly and 
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consistently instructed mankind 
personally, and through Many Saints 
Here with Me, wanting My Words to 
travel, to be read, and to help mankind 
see what a Beautiful Gift human life 
is, and the Purpose of it.

As you are small in number, those 
who take My Words in script, never 
feel that your time is not important, 
for I picked you because I knew you 
would serve in the work so necessary 
to help Souls be returned to Me, who 
under other circumstances would 
never know the Importance of human 
life that bears within it a Portion of 
Me, the Soul.  So be it.”
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JULY 27, 1995 AT 1:50 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  
We are ever present wherever This 
Beautiful Gift of The Father’s Love 
is.  Many times We use the little one 
through whom We All speak, in general 
conversations with many who have 
no idea the thoughts are not hers, 
nor is the desire to speak hers.  Much 
Personal attention has been given to 
thousands of people of all ages, all 
denominations of Faith, and We use 
one voice to attract their attention.

The Father, in designing This 
Precious Gift to mankind, designed It 
in a manner wherein all human beings 
could converse, or listen to Something 
being spoken on many subjects.  We 
also supplied Formal Words in Book 
form so that those far away or beyond 
where this little one is, would have 
at their fingertips Our Love, Our 
Direction, Our Personal Interest in 
their life.

It is sad when We hear negativism 
regarding This Gift that has allowed 
so much to be spoken for the benefit 
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of all Souls, and also helping mankind 
in the physical ways that would give 
him strength.  It is difficult for some 
who have studied formal Spiritual 
ways, theory and practices, to fully 
understand that The Father, in His 
Love for mankind, would send such 
a Gift of Hope, of Direction, that so 
personally touched human life.

When We say We love you, We do.  
Our Love is deeper than you know love 
to be, more extensive in Its meaning 
than you know love to be, but in Our 
Love you feel Strength of Purpose, 
of Goal, and I add to this, you cannot 
help but feel personal application.

Throughout the world, there 
are millions of people, many different 
personalities, many degrees of 
intellect, and of course, many forms 
of spirituality.  This Gift that has so 
generously been placed in a particular 
area, must spread throughout the 
world in lands far beyond this place, so 
that no human being can ever say they 
never heard of The Miracle of Divine 
Will, Divine Grace.  All the written 
Words that have been designated to be 
passed to all of mankind must never be 
shelved.  They must be spread in areas, 
in places of all kinds.  We can accept 
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no excuses, because This Directive 
must be accomplished for Souls.

I bless all children, even those who 
do not fully accept The Commandments 
of The Father, because as I bless them, 
I pray that the Blessing will give them 
strength to realize that they have a 
need for The Rules in their daily way 
of life.

It is true there are many forms 
of religious beliefs, some according to 
the part of the world that people are 
in.  It is true that many times forms 
of religious beliefs are not all devoted 
to The Father, but much humanism is 
embellished in the thoughts, in the 
words, in the actions.  This is just one 
reason why All that has been written 
to be passed out must be done without 
question.

This Miracle has been sent to 
the world as a Gift beyond human 
knowledge, human ability, and It must 
never be desecrated through a lack of 
obedience, because it is The Father’s 
Will that mankind understand that 
within each life there is a Soul, and 
if the human body is desecrated or 
the human mind never told about the 
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Importance of the Soul, the Soul could 
be lost to the enemy of God and man.

Humanism is prevalent throughout 
the world.  It is The Father’s Will that 
through All that has been given, many 
Souls will be returned to Him in What 
We call ‘Heaven’.  So be it.”
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JULY 27, 1995 AT 2:35 P.M.

SAINT THERESE OF LISIEUX

“I am Saint Therese of Lisieux.  
It was My Privilege, My Honor, to 
be a Part of This Beautiful Gift of 
The Father’s Love.  I was given the 
privilege of the timing that This Gift 
was to be presented to this little one, 
and then after I said what I was to say, 
The Holy Spirit of The Father took 
over totally, blessing This Gift to the 
world with Words so Personal, the 
little one to whom He was speaking 
did not know the Fullness in What He 
represented, but I assure you, All of 
Heaven was present at that Moment 
of Announcement, that The Saint that 
she would be working for would be 
announced to her later.

It has been a long period of time 
in man’s description of time that This 
Miracle has been given to the whole 
world, but in The Father’s Time, the 
number of years is minute.  Much 
has been accomplished, much Love 
has been delivered, much Instruction 
regarding the Importance of human 
life and its Goal.  As it has been 
said before, millions of men, women 
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and children must get to know All 
the things that have been revealed 
regarding the Soul.

Mankind remembers a Special 
Gift of Love that The Son of The 
Father gave at a given time, a Sacrifice 
of Life in the human form.  This time 
in which you live has an Important 
Parallel to that time.  The Father is 
coming to the world, instructing in 
many ways the Importance of the 
Soul.  Much sacrifice had to be made 
to have All the Instruction that has 
passed through ordinary speech and 
the written Word, plus much sacrifice 
to bring to this point the ability to 
pass so much throughout the world.

When mankind receives a gift 
that is special, there is usually a 
word of thanks, a reaction, showing 
happiness.  The Father has handed 
a Miracle to the world and We see so 
much jealousy from those who doubt 
It, reject It.  None of this is based on 
the Value of The Gift, but based on 
personal opinion, and in many ways 
and cases, jealousy.  Casting all this 
aside, This Miracle of Divine Will, 
Divine Love, Divine Hope, must not be 
held back for any reason.  It must be 
shared with the whole world.
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Remember what has been spoken 
and see the importance of Each Word, 
because if this request is not fulfilled, 
many Souls will be lost throughout the 
world.  So be it.”
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JULY 27, 1995 AT 3:55 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  So 
much has been spoken about since the 
beginning of This Gift of The Father’s 
Love for mankind, in some ways simply 
spoken, and in some ways spoken in 
ways for all degrees of mental abilities 
to be able to discern the meaning of 
What One of Us Here wanted mankind 
to fully understand.

As I speak today, I want those 
of you who work daily with this little 
one, to fully understand that What you 
are a part of is more Important than 
any other written article in existence, 
because of the Instruction in the Words 
that point to a Very Important Part of 
your daily life, your Soul.

If you were to go to an auditorium 
that held thousands of people, and you 
would ask them to write about their 
Spiritual feelings, Spiritual values, 
Spiritual connections, you would be 
amazed at what you would read from 
most of them.  There would be much 
etherealism, much imagination, much 
humanism, and of course, much self-
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love, elaborating on their gifts of 
Divine Power.

Many times when you hear 
individuals speak of the Lord, 
Christ, and their particular personal 
association with Them, you find 
much egoism, little tranquillity.  You 
find a drive within them that has 
persistence, dominance, based on 
what they want you to believe.  There 
is much of this throughout the world, 
personal opinion on The Divine, on the 
humanism in The Divine.

Today you have available to 
hand to the whole world Truth, full of 
Direction, full of Love, based totally 
on Divine Will.  Humanism is not part 
of this in the manner that mankind 
associates with.  You have learned 
about that Special Portion within you 
called ‘a Soul’.

It is sad to hear so many rave on 
about their personal power, personal 
gifts, personal communication, 
ignoring where Truth truly comes 
from, and the Purpose for which 
mankind was created, the Love in 
which mankind was created.

I will speak more on this at a 
later time, but These Words today 
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were important for Me to say.  They 
are to help you realize more fully the 
important tasks you have before you, 
and that is to hand to millions of others 
All that has been given regarding 
that One Gift of Divine Love that will 
remain Forever:  the Soul.”
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JULY 28, 1995 AT 11:28 A.M.

THE TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE MIRACLE OF SAINT JOSEPH

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.  Much 
has been written about My way of 
life, also those I was associated with 
in certain areas of life.  We, too, had 
many obstacles financially, and within 
the Order I belonged to in our time, it 
was difficult for others to fully under-
stand the need in so many areas, for 
our manner of life to continue in the 
way it was organized.

You must understand that it 
is important that when The Father 
delivers a Great Gift of Love to the 
world, mankind is not always prepared 
to comprehend the Value of It, the 
Full Reason for It, or the Magnitude It 
will serve.  This time upon the earth, 
in many ways, is openly financially 
alert, conscious continually of more 
financial gain, possessions, than we 
were in our time.  It is important for 
mankind to support The Father’s Will 
in helping saturate the world with All 
that has been delivered for mankind to 
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become stronger morally, spiritually, 
in every way.

Many times it has been spoken 
from Here that you live in a time of 
crises, moral crises, and millions 
of Souls are at stake because of the 
deliberateness in impurities of the 
mind, of the body, scarring the Souls 
of so many.  Mankind says:  ‘I cannot 
see my Soul, I only hear about It.  What 
does It look like?  What assurance do 
I have in Its Real Existence?’  Let 
Me assure those who question the 
Soundness of the True Existence of a 
Soul, human life is in so many ways 
distinct from all other living things.  
The mentality of man, the nature of 
man, the physical needs of man, the 
will of man, automatically says:  ‘There 
is reason in all I am, and this reason 
says to me there has to be more to life 
after the physical no longer exists.’

I, Saint Teresa of Avila say, ‘The 
human way is but a shadow compared 
to the Supernatural Existence that is 
promised to mankind.’  The Father, 
in justice to man, gave mankind The 
Rules to live by.  He gave Them in full 
Measure, and down through time man 
has in many ways shortened Their 
meaning.  That is one of the reasons 
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This Miracle that bears The Father’s 
Love has given so much Instruction 
regarding the Importance of the Soul 
in each human life.

The Commandments of The 
Father must be elaborated upon in 
Their fullest degree, because mankind 
has purposely set Them aside.  Right 
now throughout the world, there are 
millions who have never heard about 
The Commandments of God, because 
there has been so much heretical 
practices accepted, always ignoring 
what should be uppermost as the 
Guidelines for human living.

I add to This Message:  There 
is great sadness Here in the Heavens 
because of the laxness in sound 
spirituality.  Mankind has become so 
free minded, deliberately ignoring 
moral values, moral standards.  As 
We look at what is occurring, We see 
total desecration to The Father’s 
Will, The Father’s Love.  There is so 
much emphasis on humanism, which 
basically does not exist forever.

Mankind should be looking for 
Life Hereafter, as it was planned by 
The Father to be.  Logic says it is not a 
human body, but the Soul within each 
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human life that has a Goal beyond 
anything that earth can offer.  This 
Miracle designed by The Father’s Love, 
allowing All of Us to speak, instructing 
mankind on the Importance of what 
the Gift of life is all about.  Man says, 
‘No one lives forever, so I will live it 
each day for pleasure.’  There is very 
little happiness in what mankind 
refers to as pleasure, so mankind must 
understand that to reach for the Goal 
of Heaven is logical, factual, in its 
fullest measure.

Children are not being taught 
the importance of daily living.  Their 
weaknesses are not being pointed out 
in the fullest measure.  It is not an act 
of love from those in charge.  It can be 
termed ‘laziness, indifference’, or even 
‘a personal lack of understanding’ that 
the True Treasure of human life is in 
the Hereafter.

Through This Miracle so much 
has been stressed regarding the 
Importance of each human life’s 
Soul.  It is difficult for Us when We 
see mankind ignore This Statement 
and cater to all that is indecent, 
impure, unnatural.  As We see so 
much desecration to Holy Things; 
by Holy Things, I mean Valuable 
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Spiritual Objects, times of prayer, and 
times of learning more about what is 
important morally, to say to mankind, 
‘You live in a time worse than Sodom 
and Gomorrah,’ We see no reaction to 
this historical time, because mankind 
is ignoring the Importance of the 
Message.

So many Words have been 
delivered, even by The Father Himself, 
because of the Importance of the 
Soul within each human being, and 
yet We hear negativism, rejection, 
foul remarks, much jealousy, even 
irritation, but none of this can stop 
This Gift that has been given to 
instruct mankind on the True Purpose 
for human life, and that is, for one day 
to arrive Here in Heaven.  So be it.”
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JULY 28, 1995 AT 1:10 P.M.

THE TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE MIRACLE OF SAINT JOSEPH

OUR LORD

“I am called ‘The Son of The 
Father’.  I had an earthly name.  Man 
says, ‘Jesus’.  In many years past, at 
the sound of My Name, many were 
taught to bow their head.  It was an 
action of respect.  It is no longer being 
practiced.  My reason for mentioning 
this is that so much is being erased 
because of what man calls ‘updating’, 
or other things were things of the 
past.

Respect is always a current act 
of love, whether it be to one in the 
family, an acquaintance, a friend.  
Respect is being erased from the world.  
It is a sadness, because in respect 
there is much advantage.  Respect 
calls attention to the importance of 
either the individual, the situation, 
or something that is occurring 
spontaneously, that calls for honor in 
response to it.

Respect is not in mankind’s 
vocabulary now.  So many who practice 
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leadership in Spiritual Faith, 
ignore acts of respect to those who 
come to hear them, and to many 
physical aspects, where prayer is 
being or is to be spoken.  Mankind 
calls it ‘modernization’, but this 
modernization is causing much 
tribulation, much confusion.

Today is an important day for 
many reasons.  Most throughout the 
world would not recognize it as such, 
but it was a Specific Time designed by 
The Father to be, due to the lack of 
respect in many ways, that mankind 
was accepting as reality.

At a Specific Time in mankind’s 
hours of the day, a Great Gift was 
handed to the world, a Responsibility 
beyond human comprehension, but 
it was to begin a period of constant 
Instruction, instructing mankind of all 
ages to begin to more fully understand 
why man was created, and in this 
Creation, The Father placed a Special 
Gift.

As I speak to you today, you must 
understand that as The Son of The 
Father, I was sent to the world at a 
Specific Time and Place.  Those who 
respected What was passing through 
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Me, it was obvious on their face.  Those 
who denied What I was All About, there 
was sadness within Me.

All times through the beginning 
of mankind, when man was losing 
sight of the Importance of human life, 
the Reason for it, The Father would 
choose ‘a child’ who He knew would 
respect His Will, obey His Will, and 
always show great respect for His Will.  
This time in which you live, mankind 
has been granted a Great Gift, a Gift 
of continuous Instruction on the 
Purpose of life, and that Special Gift 
of The Father’s Love that each human 
life has at the moment of conception.  
It is sad to hear some say:  ‘If I had 
a Soul, wouldn’t I feel It?  Wouldn’t I 
know what It was like?’

Mankind has been given the 
benefit to know what is moral and 
what is immoral.  This knowledge 
should say to mankind, ‘Surely God’s 
Will would only want me to do what 
is right, what is sound, what is best.’  
Mankind at this time is accepting all 
that is evil, all that is wrong, and it 
is being multiplied throughout the 
world, not just a hundredfold, but by 
millions of people.
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This Gift of Divine Love that 
We All speak to mankind through, 
has been designed in such a Perfect 
Way, because what better way can 
man learn than from the voice of one 
they can hear, and in a language that 
is spreading more than any language 
throughout the world.

When I saw My Mother at the 
Foot of the Cross, it was difficult 
to know, and feel, and see the hurt 
Her Whole Being was going through, 
because of Her Love for Me; but I add 
to this:  She endured this pain, this 
agony, because She knew it was for 
all mankind to come, for mankind to 
better understand the Importance of 
loving God above all things.

I will speak more about this at a 
later time, but I want the whole world 
to read My Words, because My Words 
are given to encourage mankind, to 
instruct mankind, in the importance 
of respect for The Father, for The 
Mother, for The Spirit of The Father, 
and for Me.”
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JULY 28, 1995 AT 3:30 P.M.

THE TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE MIRACLE OF SAINT JOSEPH

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  I 
have spoken much through this little 
one who has been given a monumental 
Responsibility for the benefit of many 
Souls.  When We Here speak of the 
necessity for All Messages to reach 
millions of people throughout the 
world, it is important that you take 
heed of Our Words, and the number We 
suggest as being important.

When mankind looks at another 
human being, he or she sees only a 
physical form, a personality, a color, 
and certain manners of dress.  The 
Father, through This Miracle, is 
reminding mankind that all of human 
life is Important, because in each 
human being there is a Portion of 
Him.  That is what makes human life 
so Important.

Some men, women and children 
cannot comprehend a Place called 
‘Heaven’, because It is so beyond 
their scope of imagination, of ability 
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to believe that such a Place of This 
Magnitude exists.

This Gift of Instruction through 
This Miracle of Divine Love, must never 
be set aside for any period of time.  It 
must be an ongoing act of spirituality, 
act of love for The Father’s Will, and 
there must be dedication to fulfill all 
the Requests that are spoken about, so 
many ways, so many times, by so Many 
Here.

We hear mankind jest regarding 
Heaven.  This is upsetting, because 
in this manner of speech or actions, 
it is not just impolite, but can be 
considered desecration.  Mankind is 
a Special Creation that has a Special 
Purpose, a Special Goal.  It must never 
be treated as something of ordinary 
nature, but must be seen for the value 
it is because of the Soul.

There has never been so much 
spoken about the Soul of mankind.  
There has been much Instruction on 
the importance of The Commandments 
of God, the importance of purity of 
mind and body, but at this time in 
which you live, it is important that 
all ages, from the smallest baby to the 
oldest human being, be made aware of 
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the importance of purity of mind and 
body.

There is so much more to be 
spoken about to millions of people 
throughout the world.  Remember, 
when you teach a baby to walk, there 
is great joy in the first step, and then 
when this act of balance becomes 
ordinary, walking is taken for granted, 
and the individual has the ability to 
accomplish much through this human 
ability, natural to life, that can give 
progress, happiness, and a mode of 
travel, natural in its very essence.

Being example, giving millions 
of others the written Words We have 
passed on to you, should become as easy 
as walking and as important as being 
able to walk.  So much Instruction 
and so much deep Concern and Love 
for the Souls of mankind has been 
continuously given, because of the 
Importance of that Special Gift that is 
within each human life, the Soul.

Do not forget One Word that 
has been spoken, for there is much 
dependence on those of you close to 
This Miracle, and much responsibility, 
because you have been chosen to be 
close to This Miracle.  So be it.”
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JULY 29, 1995 AT 6:39 P.M.

 

“Mankind has been given a 
mountain of Instruction in how 
to become ‘a Saint’.  In All This 
Instruction, Everything that has been 
spoken is without question logical and 
practical.

Mankind seeks success in a 
lifestyle in the vocation of life he or she 
chooses to follow.  Success is not always 
eminent, due to problems that arise 
through situations that the individual 
cannot control, or sometimes cannot 
be conquered because of so many 
difficult obstacles that occur.

Man says, ‘That’s life,’ even 
when there is great disappointment 
in the outcome, in the results, in 
the anticipated goal or goals.  The 
Greatest Goal mankind can strive for 
is to become ‘a Saint’.  This, in reality, 
can be accomplished through one’s 
own initiative, practices in obedience 
to The Rules set down by God Himself.  
Failure to become ‘a Saint’ is only 
inevitable when a human being denies 
himself or herself the choice, the 
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personal decision in obedience to 
God’s Commandments.

This Gift The Father has given 
to the world, instructing all races, 
all colors, all creeds, on the necessity 
to use one’s will and be sure that 
all decisions are based on purity, 
soundness, bearing in mind at all 
times that all actions in human life 
are related in some way, some degree, 
to the responsibility man has to The 
Father’s Rules.  These Words are put so 
simply, it is difficult to think anyone 
could see Them at a disadvantage and 
not see the logic in Their very clear 
description.

It is sad to hear some men and 
women deny that This Gift that passes 
through this little one is The Father’s 
Will.  There are many learned men and 
women who ask themselves and others:  
‘Why was a Miracle such as This so 
necessary at a time when mankind is 
so highly educated, so knowledgeable?  
Also, why would The Father choose 
such a little one?  Why not one who 
was highly learned and gifted with 
theological knowledge and Spiritual 
acumen that would supersede an 
average human being’s abilities?’
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As I speak, I speak with a Love for 
all mankind, because it is important 
that all degrees of intelligence, all 
occupations, all religions, see the 
Value of holding God above all things 
that are acted out through human 
nature.  The Father’s Generosity is 
One Alone.  As a parent is quick to 
forgive a child, The Father is quicker, 
because The Father knows the depth 
of what occurred, the reasons for 
why it occurred, the intention, and 
also the individual’s ability to see, to 
understand, to evaluate, to consider 
the reasoning behind the act or 
action.

So much has been delivered 
directly through this little one.  It is 
sad to hear so many men and women 
deny Its Origin, but time will have to 
be a factor in helping mankind to be 
more able, better able to see the Value 
of a Gift of Divine Love that This 
Miracle is for all generations to come, 
for all races of people.  So be it.”
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JULY 30, 1995 AT 11:34 A.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“We are with mankind at all times 
and every place.  This little one through 
whom We All speak is constantly aware 
of Our Presence.

My time with you today is 
to alert you to the many heretical 
actions that are being practiced by so 
many men and women in all areas of 
life.  The Father has sent This Miracle 
as a Warning as well as Personal 
Instruction, and many, after reading 
the Words from Here, are denying 
Their Validity because it would cause 
them to be more conscious of their 
moral values and moral standards.  
Mankind is dismissing the fact that 
there is a Hell.  You have My Word, 
there is a Hell.

This Miracle, from Its Inception, 
has instructed mankind in the True 
Purpose of life.  We question man’s 
ignoring this logical Reason for human 
life.  Would not God, in His Love, have a 
Greater Place for man to look forward 
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to after experiencing the reality of so 
much evil in the world?  

I will return.”
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JULY 30, 1995 AT 1:15 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I will speak slowly because the 
little one We All use to reach mankind 
is totally beyond a trace of physical 
strength.  I am your Heavenly Mother.

This Miracle is a Blessing to 
the whole world, because It has been 
designed by The Father to instruct 
all races, creeds of mankind on the 
Importance of human life, and the 
Precious Goal of the Soul that is given 
to each human being born, bar none.

This little one must always be 
attentive to Our Entrance, because 
each time One from Here calls her 
attention to Them she must respond 
immediately.  The Miracle was designed 
to save Souls.  It must travel by the 
written Words and by the verbal Words 
to all of mankind.

Those who deny This Miracle 
or belittle It will be chastised by The 
Father, because of the Importance 
of the Personal Direction that is 
constantly being relayed to mankind 
for Souls.  This little one battles all 
obstacles to be sure that none of Our 
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Love through Our Words are lost 
because of indifference of some, and/
or loud sounds aimed to drown out Our 
Connection to her.

Mankind of all vocations must 
understand that human life has a 
Purpose beyond what is seen.  As 
mankind works in the world for prime 
opportunities for success, The Miracle 
is a parallel to human life, always 
encouraging mankind to reach for the 
Highest Goal possible:  Sainthood.

This continuous listening for 
Our Entrance is not a normal way 
of life, and the child knows We must 
come before all other things, so her 
rest periods from the daily exhaustion 
must be more often.

Men in high places of Spiritual 
work must stop and think of the 
Importance of All that has been 
delivered.  Logic is evident in All 
Messages and anyone trying to ignore 
the Beauty and Importance of This 
Miracle are blinding themselves 
to reality, either out of jealousy, 
ignorance, or because they themselves 
are evil and find it difficult to trust 
such Pure Direction.
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The Miracle is, as We have said, 
a Gift of Love beyond any human 
being’s comprehension.  I bless all 
who will read and practice What has 
been delivered.  There is a Heaven, 
there is a Purgatory, there is a Hell.  
Remember this.”
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JULY 30, 1995 AT 2:13 P.M.

SAINT CHARLES BORROMEO

“I am Saint Charles of Borromeo.  
It is important for all creeds to look 
into the importance of what is being 
instructed in their particular Faith in 
Spiritual performance and goal.

The world is in total chaos where 
spirituality is the key issue, the focal 
point of personal preference regarding 
the practice of beliefs in God, and what 
is expected of each human being in 
the direction of understanding of the 
Soul.  Some place so much emphasis 
on humanism, that humanism is the 
ultimate point of pleasure and point 
of importance.

We have used This Miracle to 
instruct mankind on the Importance 
of a Higher Being, and that through 
the physical being it is the means to 
reach for Sainthood, which is the 
Goal for all mankind.  Stubbornness 
of some people regarding the belief 
that human life is the ultimate force, 
source, and goal of all living things, 
does not make it so.
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Mankind must go back in time 
and see the Love, Reason, and Purpose 
for which mankind was given a free 
will, and that it is and was, the greatest 
Gift God could give to mankind other 
than the Soul, because in God’s Love 
for mankind, He uses this will to 
allow mankind the privilege to reach 
for Sainthood.  This is likened to 
man’s innate desire to be successful.  
God says, ‘It is a Gift that is based 
on showing love, appreciation for a 
Goal that is open to all Souls of all 
mankind.’

To say God is Generous is an 
understatement, because God’s Love 
has no bounds, but is based on a Love 
that is instilled at the moment of 
conception.”
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JULY 30, 1995 AT 2:47 P.M.

SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST

“I am Saint John The Baptist.  
My work when I was upon the earth 
had a Great Purpose to it.  It was 
the introduction to mankind of the 
Importance of an open Act of Love to 
the Soul of man.

Baptism has a cleansing, but it 
also in its very act, expresses a need 
and a desire for purity of one’s Spirit 
that is Part of The Father’s.  Needless 
to say, the story that man is born of 
original sin casts a mark on the Soul 
of the unborn, but in reality, it relates 
to the heritage of all living human 
beings, because the relationship 
between men and women is not always 
pure in its act.

Baptism has an important Act of 
Faith within it, and it is beneficial to 
the Soul of the individual, because it 
strengthens the human mind and body 
to reject sin that is devastating to the 
Soul.  There are definite instructions 
on this Blessing and they should not 
be ignored, but mankind must under-
stand that all Sacraments have reason 
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and strength to the moral, physical, 
mental, and Spiritual action of all 
mankind.”
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JULY 31, 1995 AT 12:08 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“I am Saint Joseph.  There is 
no doubt that My Name is known 
throughout the world, but My Full 
Title is not known.

Through This Gift that bears My 
Name, much has been revealed.  It is 
sad to see so many openly reject such 
Enlightenment, and openly reject 
the Beauty of the Words that draw 
mankind closer to The Divine, more 
knowledgeable about The Divine, 
allowing mankind to better under-
stand the Love of The Father for 
mankind.  At no time in past History 
has so much been revealed.

As I speak to you, there are men 
gathered, women too, discussing This 
Miracle that bears My Name and the 
Names of Many, Many, Many Others 
Here in Heaven Where We All Are.

Children are not being taught 
the importance of goodness, the 
importance of purity of mind and body, 
the Importance in the Love The Father 
has for each one, and that because of 
His Generous Love, He gave mankind 
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Commandments to live by.  Granted, 
The Commandments have been put in 
such a concise manner, concise degree 
of importance, even generalities, that 
when one memorizes Them, they can 
rattle Them off spontaneously.

Through This Miracle that bears 
My Name, it is important that All that 
has been given regarding The Father’s 
Commandments must be given out 
again and again and again, because 
mankind, by nature, has a record of 
minimizing important situations, 
matters, instructions, so consequently, 
mankind is more apt to repeat God’s 
Commandments in the shortest form 
available to the mind at that time.

The Soul of an individual is 
always aware of the Souls of others 
present, and this Soul of an individual 
is constantly dependent upon the free 
will of the one to whom It was given at 
the moment of conception.  Many times 
We are aware of a Soul desperately 
fighting to encourage the one to whom 
It is in, to resist anything that is wrong, 
partially wrong, minutely wrong.

A human being makes decisions 
all the waking hours.  A human being 
instinctively knows right from wrong.  
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A human being treasures this act of 
the will, but what many do not think 
about:  is the decision beneficial to the 
Soul, or is it based on ego, jealousy, 
greed, hate, and all things that cater 
to the enemy of God and man?

Sometimes when I see an 
individual reading the Words that 
have passed through This Miracle 
that bears My Name, and of course, 
other important words of instruction 
that are sound, beneficial for the 
Soul, I see choice of decision a 
monumental escape to please someone 
else, to gratify someone else, or to be 
victimized by human manipulation.

If The Father’s Commandments 
are looked into to Their fullest degree 
by all of mankind, you would find living 
in the world a beautiful experience, 
and a time of exceptional worth.

The world must know of This 
Miracle that bears My Name, because 
in It and through It, many Souls will 
gain Sainthood.

It is important for mankind to 
understand that the Soul is a Portion 
of The Father, and that this Soul is 
contained within each human life.  It 
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is a Treasure of Light.  Do not forget 
what I have spoken.  So be it.”
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JULY 31, 1995 AT 1:13 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I address what I am about to say 
to all children throughout the world.  
I am your Heavenly Mother.

We smile at your obedience 
because through your obedience, 
millions of children throughout the 
world will begin to better understand 
the Importance of human life and the 
Special Gift The Father placed within 
it, giving mankind more than just the 
Dignity that mankind is born to have, 
but also the understanding that The 
Father’s Love for mankind was and 
is so Special, because of the Portion 
of Himself He placed within each 
conception.

If This Information passes 
throughout the world as We expect it to, 
mankind will see the Beauty of human 
life, the Importance of human life, the 
Advantage of human life that gives 
mankind a Dignity, a Purpose, a Goal 
beyond all other living things.  It will 
not be difficult for many to more fully 
understand, because mankind has an 
intellect that is present in many areas 
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of life:  mental, mechanical, Spiritual.  
This is to but name a few.

As Each One of Us speaks 
through an innocence based on love 
for All of Us, We use this love to spread 
throughout the world Our Love at a 
time when it is much needed, and at a 
time when mankind has strayed away 
from morality to such a tremendous 
degree.

A Mother’s Love passes through 
This Miracle continuously, and you 
must be assured that My Love is based 
on The Father’s Will, and when His 
Will is being accomplished there is 
great joy in the Heavens, because The 
Father’s Will is beyond any human 
comprehension.  So be it.”
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JULY 31, 1995 AT 3:45 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“Many of Us are present at this 
time, listening to conversation that 
is full of human love, full of human 
naturalness, full of human strength.  I 
am your Heavenly Mother.

Mankind in many ways is ignoring 
prayer, using it only as a secondary 
means to Us.  So much diabolical 
immorality is taking place throughout 
the world, replacing personal prayers 
to All of Us.  Mankind must understand 
that The Father has sent to the world 
a Special Type of Miracle to instruct 
mankind, to strengthen mankind, 
to encourage mankind to more 
fully understand the importance of 
communication with The Divine and 
man.

Man walks in clothing that 
immediately designates a particular 
vocation of life.  The demand for 
respect is first to the clothing, because 
the individual is recognized because 
of it.

You live in a time worse than 
many times in the past wherein so much 
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corruption was evident.  Immorality is 
a pastime to many men, women, and 
children.  Immorality is a sadness to 
All of Us because it desecrates, in so 
many ways, the Beauty of Souls Who 
are the recipients of the immorality.  A 
human being, after an impure act, can 
feel upset or feel regret, but never to 
the degree that the individual’s Soul 
feels at this time, and perhaps for some 
time to come, because immorality to 
the Soul is a scar that is difficult for 
the Soul to have.  Do not forget, the 
Soul is a Portion of The Father.

If you were to go to a specific 
place to a group of men, perhaps some 
women, who had the responsibility of 
instructing you on the importance of 
spirituality, ask yourself, how many 
would mention that in immorality 
your Soul is the victim of it?  I know 
you would not go into much detail, and 
most likely they would have answers, 
even acceptance of how you must feel, 
and I sincerely feel they would not go 
into the detail that We do, because you 
see, they are not familiar with this 
aspect of what immorality does to the 
Soul.

Much has been spoken of late 
on the importance of The Father’s 
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Commandments.  I beseech mankind to 
look into The Commandments deeply 
and to see the fullness in each one, in 
how They were originally meant, not 
just in the concise manner in which 
They are delivered at this time to all 
mankind.

Many times We hear differences 
of opinion regarding things of 
importance; that is, material things.  
It is amazing to Us that Spiritual 
deportment is not always expressed in 
the same manner, to the same degree.  
It is important that all of mankind read 
What has passed through This Miracle, 
learn from It, and act according to Its 
Directions on all matters, because the 
time now, if things do not change, will 
get to the point where The Father will 
be forced to raise His Hand as He has 
done in the past.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 1, 1995 AT 3:55 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  Many 
who speak to Me call Me ‘Holy Mary, 
Mother of God’.  Others say, ‘Blessed 
Mother, I love You, please help me.’  I 
answer all prayers in the manner I 
understand, in the way I understand 
is best for the child at that time.

Children are not being instructed 
in the importance of morality.  They 
are being exposed to satanic measures, 
morally.

I hear you speak.  I understand 
every word you say, and I fully know 
that you want to see progress in 
helping others better understand God, 
All The Saints, and the Goal of life that 
is so logical when one sees The Father 
as The Giver of all life.

There are so many who stand 
outside This Gift who resent it when 
they are handed Our Words, because 
they instinctively say that This could 
not be truth, because God would not 
allow a Personal Communication with 
‘a human being’ in this day.
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You must spread This Miracle of 
Instruction to all places throughout 
the world, to individuals who have, 
in many ways, strayed far from 
purity in their minds, in their bodies, 
desecrating the Soul to a limit beyond 
imagination.  Some say, ‘I want to 
believe in All the Words, but it doesn’t 
seem possible that God would take 
this time, and use any human life to 
deliver Words of Advice to the whole 
world.’

My, this is always sad to hear, 
because past History tells of what 
great lengths The Father went to, to 
instruct mankind.  He sent a Portion 
of Himself known as ‘The Son of God’.  
There were also Two Others that 
accompanied His Son in the human 
form, so that mankind could relate 
to the structure of family life, the 
importance of family life, the value of 
family life.

At this time in which you 
live now, so much is being revealed 
regarding how The Father worked 
to give mankind Christianity in an 
understandable way, knowing that 
mankind needed to have Example that 
he could relate to, he could respond 
to, and that this relationship would 
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dignify human life in a manner and 
way nothing else could.

There have been many times 
in past History when mankind was 
unaware of having a Soul, and men, 
women and children practiced 
savagery in their daily life, having 
only a moral code of ethics, of values, 
determined by those in authority.  Of 
course, these codes of ethics and honor 
were based on the whims of those who 
were superior in position, not superior 
in moral values, moral standards.

When We hear a child say, a 
child of any age:  ‘How can This 
Miracle be true?  Why would God go 
to all this trouble at this time when 
mankind knows right from wrong, 
good from evil, truth from untruth?’ 
what arrogance it would take to make 
this remark, for The Father has never 
allowed mankind to be truly alone.

Presently there is much diabolical 
activities that are weakening the 
Spiritual values based on The Father’s 
Commandments.  Mankind has fallen 
into the depths of humanistic pleasures 
that bespeak only immorality.  There 
is no dignity in human life practiced 
in the manner of openly choosing 
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sound moral values and sound moral 
standards.

Some in high places have 
accepted degeneracy because it 
pleased their emotions and it pleased 
their personality.  I could speak a 
long time on what We see, but it is 
not necessary.  We hear mankind brag 
about indecency, impurity, immorality.  
We hear men who have accepted 
the vocation of instructing others 
regarding Spiritual matters, failing 
themselves morally, through emotional 
weaknesses in many forms.

We use a small voice, We use 
a small body, but We are assured of 
obedience.  You must saturate every 
place with All We have delivered 
because of the necessity for mankind 
to better understand the importance 
of morality.

A Blessing is always given every 
time We speak, and in this Blessing 
there is a strength, because in Truth 
and Sound Values there has to be a 
Love that goes deeper than any human 
love can be expressed.  Our Love for 
mankind is exceptional.  It is different 
than mankind knows love to be, else 
why would We have given the world 
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This Gift of Divine Love, instructing 
in so many areas of human life, the 
Importance of the Soul that mankind 
never thinks about, never relates any 
act or action, thought, word or deed to 
It, for It, only because mankind cannot 
see It, but This Miracle has in many 
ways spoken of It, described What It 
is, the Importance It plays in human 
life.

You must understand, All that 
has been handed to mankind must 
be spread throughout the world, not 
ignoring one corner where human life 
is.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 2, 1995 AT 12:05 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“When We walked as a Family, 
Three in Number, We were greeted by 
those around Us in a very normal and 
natural way.  We would talk about the 
events of the day, and when We would 
go for water in the manner of Our day, 
We would converse with others that 
were doing the same thing, needed to 
sustain Us in many ways.

This Miracle The Father has 
so designed in Detail Unlimited 
for mankind, is natural and yet 
Supernatural in many ways, in many 
areas.  There is much jealousy that 
surrounds this little one The Father 
has chosen to continuously instruct 
mankind on the Importance of human 
life, because within it there is a 
Portion of The Divine.

Many will argue over this point: 
‘If man has a Portion of The Divine, 
why is not mankind pure of body, 
mind and Spirit?’  When We hear such 
remarks as this it brings a sadness to 
Us, because mankind has the ability 
that nothing else has, and that is to 
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understand the importance of morality 
and its place in the daily life of all 
human beings.

I am your Heavenly Mother.  We 
reach you through an obedience of 
mind and body, also of the will.  The 
Father has chosen ‘this time’ to be, 
because so many Souls are being lost 
because of immorality.  It is important 
for mankind to fully understand that 
life without full understanding of The 
Commandments of God could in many 
ways be disastrous to the Soul of 
millions throughout the world.

This Precious Gift of Divine Love 
is in many ways strengthening Faith in 
God, giving Hope where it is hopeless, 
because of All the Instructions 
repetitively delivered in various ways 
because of the different personalities, 
mentalities, and degrees of Faith 
in Spiritual matters.  You live in a 
troubled time where morality is not 
just on a decline, but it is obviously 
not part of man’s thinking, man’s 
decisions, man’s caring.

We could All speak without 
stopping, continuously delivering 
Instructions for the benefit of all 
Souls, but in the human way mankind 
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can only listen to Our Words for a 
degree of time, put Our Words in script 
to a degree of time, and then mankind 
seeks rest from the Words so lovingly 
given from The Divine.

We hear men speak loudly, some 
even shout:  ‘Why would God choose 
one such as she is, why not one of 
us who would have the stamina and 
knowledge based on all we have 
learned through our studies, our work 
habits, subjecting ourselves to a way, 
a manner of living dedicated to a 
vocation of life to instruct others of 
The Father, His place in our life?’

As I walked the earth with a 
Husband and a Child, We were fully 
aware of what others thought about Us, 
and some even questioned openly the 
passion Our Son had for instructing 
others.  We, too, stood by because We 
were fully aware that a Great Miracle 
was occurring, and We did not expect 
mankind to understand, but We also 
knew that Our time upon earth was 
to give mankind Life, based on why 
mankind was created and the Love in 
which mankind was designed.

This Miracle of The Divine must 
be spread throughout the world.  Time 
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is of the essence in the same way it 
was when We walked the earth.  There 
was much evil.  There is now.

Remember what I have spoken 
and pass My Words throughout the 
world.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 2, 1995 AT 1:03 P.M.

SAINT PATRICK

“I am Saint Patrick.  I watched 
this little one grow in service at a very 
young age, dedicated to responding 
consistently and constantly to a child’s 
love for The Father, for Saint Joseph, 
and of course, for The Holy Mother.  
She would kneel before the Altar 
and promise many things.  Innocence 
was evident, because many things 
she promised were not ordinary but 
extraordinary in content, in context.  
We would All smile and say, ‘The day 
will come, the time will come, and she 
will be aware of the urgency for Souls 
to be saved.’

She would pass by My statue, 
know Who I was, but would go to the 
Others immediately.  We would All 
smile at this, for in one period of time 
it was a very small human being, and 
then at a later time, one who was 
growing rapidly.

We oftentimes take her back to 
remember the promises she made.  We 
All smile because she does not fully 
understand.  It is never taught to 
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mankind, the importance of prayer 
as a child, and how when one grows 
to be an adult, We Here remember 
all incidences, all occurrences, all 
promises, all the love that is shown.

This Miracle that has been 
given to the world is One beyond 
what mankind terms ‘Greatness’, 
because The Father has marked This 
Time, This Miracle, to instruct all of 
mankind throughout the world on 
the Importance of the Soul.  There 
have been other times in past History 
when the Soul was mentioned as being 
Important to man and that the Soul 
was to reach for Heaven.

At no time has there ever been so 
much Instruction, so much emphasis, 
so much deliberate Wording regarding 
this Living Part of human life that 
mankind cannot feel as he or she feels 
a limb, they cannot hear as they hear 
other things.  They cannot touch It and 
feel Its Presence, but I, Saint Patrick 
say to you, ‘Within each human life 
there is an awareness that there is 
Something more to human life than 
mankind is fully instructed about or 
fully made aware of.’
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Mankind is aware of mentality, 
progress, literature, financial areas, 
and yes, many other things, plus 
mankind is fully aware of the need of 
financial means, goal for support of 
the physical.  The greatest support 
of the physical is each individual’s 
ability to more fully understand that 
within the physical there is a Living 
Portion of God.  It is a Soul.

What makes mankind 
contemptible, sometimes unkind, 
mean, irritable, angry, sinful?  It is a 
lack of what man calls ‘self-control’, 
but how many, in realizing this fact 
of life, immediately says to himself or 
herself:  ‘All these things are against 
the purity of my Soul.  I must change, 
I must seek purity of my mind, I must 
seek sound moral values, sound moral 
standards.  I must better understand 
others like myself who are human.  I 
must stop abusing others through my 
very manner of doing things’?

We hear some men, women, and 
even children, say their prayers are 
never heard.  They are looking for a 
sign of some kind, physical, but prayer 
sometimes is answered in a very subtle, 
quiet, beautiful way, because there is 
no prayer spoken or act of goodness 
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not responded to.  We are always aware 
of what is occurring, because as Our 
Soul is the Light through which We 
stand Here in The Heavens, Our Soul is 
attracted automatically, immediately, 
to every prayer that is spoken and all 
other things that occur in the human 
way.

So much has been delivered in 
This Miracle regarding the Soul that, 
to this point, was a word not truly 
defined, and I would say little under-
stood, but through the innocence of 
this little one, The Father has handed 
to the world a Knowledge of the 
Utmost Importance to all living human 
beings, that they are the custodians 
of a Portion of The Father.  They have 
responsibility to return this Soul to 
Him unscathed, unharmed, Pure in 
every way, as It was presented at the 
moment of conception.

We hear mankind say, ‘That is an 
impossibility.’  I, Saint Patrick say, ‘It 
very possibly is, but that is why there 
is a Purgatory.’  So little is spoken 
about Purgatory, but a wise man, 
woman or child always wants what 
they are getting to be perfect, the 
best, important.  They have it in their 
Soul.  Why then does not mankind 
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cherish this Gift, and be aware of all 
things that could harm It through 
the daily actions of the mind and of 
the body, of one’s intentions, one’s 
obligations, one’s moral views, one’s 
moral decisions?

I bless mankind through This 
Miracle of The Father’s Love and in 
this Blessing I say, ‘All who write What 
I have spoken, all who will hear What 
I have spoken, all who will read the 
Words I have spoken, have the ability 
to individually reach for Sainthood by 
just changing some habits and other 
manner of doing things.’  So be it.”
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AUGUST 2, 1995 AT 1:57 P.M.

SAINT JOAN OF ARC

“I am Saint Joan of Arc.  I was 
a warrior through the Personal 
Direction of The Father.  I was told 
what to do, when to do it, and how to 
do it.  I was constantly instructed in 
what to reveal to those who were in 
battle with me.  I was a girl, and in the 
time in which I lived it was difficult 
for many to believe that I was the 
leader of an army of men, men who 
were considered not just rugged, but 
rough in manner, warriors in battle.

When I first announced to 
them what my tasks were to be, some 
laughed; some didn’t, because they 
had Faith in God and understood the 
manner in how I would speak, that it 
was not ordinary, it was not that of a 
girl’s opinion.  It had to come from a 
Higher Source of Greatness, because 
The Father would use terminology that 
the men respected, understood.

As we went to battle, many times 
they were told that the battle was for 
a great cause and they must fight it 
honorably.  In man’s terminology it was 
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‘teamwork’ to accomplish the goals.  It 
was difficult for many outside the army 
to fathom, to even consider accepting 
my being a girl, my leading an army of 
men, because of my purity in mind, in 
control.  We were Blessed many times 
by The Father for obedience to His 
Will.

At this time a small one has been 
chosen, more in years than I was, but 
there is a parallel to the way of each 
day, each battle.  So much has been 
delivered by Many Here, consistently, 
constantly giving strength where it 
is needed, because mankind is truly 
at war against the enemy of God and 
man.

The battle is every moment of 
every day, and The Father has come to 
the world through This Miracle of His 
Making, to strengthen mankind, to 
instruct mankind on the Importance 
of What the enemy is attacking:  the 
Soul.  If mankind will but see the 
reality of what has just been spoken, 
mankind will rise to the occasion, join 
the army, attack the enemy, and not 
weaken at any point, or allow weakness 
to interfere with winning the battle.
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If mankind were to see devils 
walking down the street, riding 
in cars, going to work, joining in 
entertainment activities, no human 
being would be without fear, and want 
to hide from what was appearing in its 
ugliness, its hate for mankind, and its 
constant despair that radiates from its 
presence.  The Father has appointed 
this little one, ‘this place’, and He has 
surrounded her with a small army, but 
one in which He feels will fight the 
battle that is constantly destroying all 
that is morally sound, that is valuable 
to the Souls of millions.

I oftentimes speak and I do 
not announce My Name, but I was 
requested to do so at this time.  The 
Father said it would help those who 
write This Message and who will read 
This Message, to associate more clearly, 
more beneficially, more readily, more 
obviously, to the time in which I lived 
when the battles were on the fields, 
against immeasurable odds.  You do not 
see guns blaring openly, but I sincerely 
say, ‘The guns that are surrounding 
mankind in your day are operated by 
the enemy of God and man, who in 
reality has an ugliness, no beauty, no 
love, no purity, only hate for all who 
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follow The Father’s Will and desire to 
become “Saints” one day.’

Be aware and beware, for within 
organizations that are trained to 
practice Faith in The Father and 
have the means to save Souls, you 
could be walking in the midst of the 
enemy, for you live in a dangerous 
era of time where human weaknesses 
are constantly evident, immorality 
prevalent, sinfulness obvious in every 
age, and love for The Father not shown, 
because you see, when love for The 
Father is shown in an obvious manner 
of living, the individual has a strength 
of courage, behavior, energy, that is a 
weapon that is able to conquer more 
than the individual knows.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 2, 1995 AT 3:04 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“I have designed This Miracle and 
I call It ‘a Miracle’ because It is My 
Personal Attention to mankind that is 
different than mankind has ever openly 
been exposed to.  I speak through a 
little one to transfer My Words as I 
speak Them, because My Voice, or a 
Voice I would use, would be too much 
for mankind to be able to handle 
physically, mentally, emotionally, even 
spiritually.

In order for This Miracle to 
take place, I took a small one, a 
little one, and molded her mind, her 
love, her obedience, to be able to 
repeat All I wanted mankind to hear 
through her voice, and then through 
the Words that were to be written 
for millions to be able to read.  Not 
hundreds, not thousands, but millions 
of Words have been spoken openly, 
formally instructing mankind on the 
Importance of human life, the Love I 
have designed it for and with.

My Gift of human life is a Gift 
beyond all other living things, because 
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a Portion of Me is within this life, 
difficult for some to understand or 
to believe.  Mankind in many ways is 
ignoring the Importance of human 
life, the Purpose for which I created it.  
There have been many times in the past 
that many men, through coarseness, 
through vulgarity, through jealousy, 
through eagerness for material 
things, performed many obscenities, 
desecrations, to Things that were 
Holy, things that were pure, things 
that I wanted mankind to be a part of, 
so that purity of mind, body and Soul 
would be evident at all times.

I have chosen ‘this time’, 
instructing mankind to see the 
Importance of human life, What it 
contains, the Goal I have for it.  As I 
speak to you, I speak to the little one 
through whom I allow My Words to 
be said.  Mankind must place in open 
places My Commandments, for none of 
These are being obeyed to any degree. 
Mankind has shelved Them, and in 
many ways saying They are things of 
the past, not Instructions adaptable 
to this time in History.

I will not speak for a long period 
of time, but you must see in What I 
have spoken a great necessity, because 
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you are fully aware that immorality is 
prevalent in all ages, in all races, all 
creeds, all degrees of knowledge, and 
in all occupations.

I will give the child a short rest, 
because there is so much yet to be 
accomplished through This Miracle of 
Mine that I have deliberately given at 
‘this time’.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 2, 1995 AT 4:13 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“I am Saint Joseph.  When This 
Miracle was announced to this little 
one through whom I speak, so Many 
Here in the Heavens saw the fear in 
her face, and yet We All knew that 
she would obey all the Commands 
that would be given because of the 
Importance of Souls to be returned to 
Heaven.

It is difficult for some to believe 
that We All speak and use this one 
child in so many ways, so many times, 
to deliver so much Instruction that in 
reality is taught no other place.  She 
is fully aware of the importance of 
obedience, and We recognize how she 
expects it of you who are close to her.  
There is a sadness that takes place 
when she sees anyone stray, walk away, 
or cast aside the Words We deliver.

Through This Gift of Divine Love 
mankind has a Personal Gift of The 
Father’s at hand, through All that 
has been written by those who took 
the time, and are taking the time to 
see that What We say will be open for 
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inspection, and to learn from and by.  
When a parent expects truth from a 
child, the child automatically feels 
a responsibility, even when the child 
would prefer to act another way, or 
resist obedience to the responsibility.

We see thousands who have 
been instructed in religious matters, 
Spiritual Truths, walking a tightrope 
over the abyss of Hell, ignoring all that 
was learned in the past, and actually 
tempting God to allow them to fall.  It 
is not just arrogance, but it is a game 
some play in some places; they call it 
‘Russian Roulette’.

When some read the Words that 
We pass through this little one, they 
openly express that they cannot believe 
that We would speak so practical to 
mankind, nor would We use one such 
as they are, of human mind.  Mankind 
has been given a Gift that no man 
could buy.  Mankind has been given 
a Direct Gift from The Father.  Now, 
logic says a Gift of This Magnitude 
shows a Deep Caring, a Deep Love, a 
Deep Concern for some Portion of man 
that The Father wants to survive.

Ask yourself as you read this:  
When human life ends, what mark have 
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you left upon the earth?  What purpose 
did life have if there was not, if there 
is not, a Goal for your birth?  So much 
has been instructed regarding the 
Purpose of life, the Goal of life, and 
the Treasured Gift The Father gives at 
the moment of conception:  the Soul.

Mankind joins all kinds of 
contests, wanting to win whatever 
the prize may be.  This is instinctive 
in mankind to reach for a goal, to 
accomplish, to win, to be a winner.  
Why then is it so difficult for so many 
to see that it is instinctive in man to 
use life for a Higher Goal?  So be it.”
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AUGUST 3, 1995 AT 11:51 A.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“Many of Us are present where 
this little one is, because of the 
Importance of This Gift of The Father’s 
for the Souls of all mankind, those 
who live now, and those who are being 
born, and for those who will come 
times after.

This little one faces many 
obstacles unseen by those present. 
Obstacles are many times handed 
without reason by the enemy of The 
Father and the enemy of man.  Each 
day in human life decisions are 
necessary.  Some are casual, some have 
much responsibility, some can be put 
in an ordinary state according to one’s 
station in life.

This Miracle has been so lovingly 
given to the world, explaining so 
many facets of life and so many ways 
to become ‘Saints’.  This Miracle of 
Divine Love is not a myth, but is truly 
a Gift beyond any human measure, 
any human ability, any human under-
standing.
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At the Time of the Announcement 
of This Gift from The Father, so 
many who heard of Its Presence were 
overjoyed, and then others were 
skeptical.  Those who were overjoyed 
had Faith in how The Father would 
work, could work, through a human 
being.  Those who were skeptical 
had reasons of their own, not all 
reasonable.

Some feared that This Gift would 
interfere with their daily life because 
of what It would be saying, what It 
would be instructing mankind to 
follow.  In the jealousy of some, it was 
a sadness to All of Us, because jealousy 
very often is based on weakness that 
emanates from one’s own obsession 
with what they think is always right, 
what they do is always correct, what 
they feel always has merit, and of 
course, their opinion of judgment is 
the final word.

Much Love passes to mankind, 
Divine Love, through the Words to 
reach mankind in a positive way, giving 
to mankind of all races, all colors, all 
creeds, sound reasoning and a fuller 
understanding of what human life 
was created for, and this of course, 
the Goal for the Soul that mankind 
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humanly finds it difficult to associate 
daily life with, because mankind cannot 
see the Soul and is more acquainted 
with visual facts, visual matter.

This Miracle that bears My Name 
must spread throughout the world 
fast, because many men, women and 
children are being led in wrong paths 
by those who do not have the ability, 
the character, the true understanding 
of the importance of moral values that 
all decisions are based upon.

Children are not being taught 
what the word ‘moral’ means, what the 
word ‘immorality’ means, but a child 
will understand a word like the back 
is ‘fractured’, the arm is ‘fractured’, 
because in these two instances there 
is hurt and disappointment.

The children of many sound 
religious people are not being 
instructed regarding the Soul, so This 
Miracle that bears My Name must be 
not just spread, but instructed in a 
depth that is understandable, using 
These Words that a child will under-
stand:  ‘As God The Father has a 
Holy Spirit, you have a Soul which 
is a Portion of The Father’s Spirit of 
Love that He placed within you at the 
moment of conception.’  So be it.”
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AUGUST 3, 1995 AT 1:25 P.M.

OUR LORD

“Mankind seeks mercy when 
there is a serious problem or situation.  
Mercy to mankind is kindness, caring, 
and always a search for help, a means 
of help, a request for help.

Mercy to mankind is rarely 
thought of in daily life, but when 
illness occurs the word itself does not 
appear, but what the word means is 
evident.  This Miracle that The Father 
has so lovingly given, so clearly given 
to all of mankind, is truly a Gift of 
Love extending a Gift of Mercy that 
mankind would not associate with It.

The children in this time 
throughout the world, are not being 
instructed in gentleness, genteelness, 
kindness, and making acts of mercy 
to their fellowman.  There is much 
cruelty occurring, all based on 
diabolical intervention.  There is so 
little sound instruction on what the 
Gift of human life is all about, and 
there is much confusion in all places 
that advocate spirituality as a special 
Gift to mankind.
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In the world there are many forms 
of what man terms ‘religious beliefs’, 
many supposedly based on the theory 
that is contained in the Bible.  I say, 
‘Which Bible?’ and now I say, ‘Do you 
understand the meaning of all that is 
spoken about?’  Do you read the Bible, 
and do you feel that the strength you 
have received supports what you are all 
about?  It is important to understand 
that the Bible has a place in man’s 
life, but it is not always interpreted 
correctly.

I will say no more at this time, 
because I am One Who lived at the Time 
the Bible speaks of.  I was present.  So 
be it.”
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AUGUST 3, 1995 AT 1:53 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“My beloved daughters, you have 
much responsibility, because at the 
moment of conception you are handed 
the importance of purity.  Mankind 
knows the word but refuses to accept 
the full meaning of it.  There are so 
many things in man’s life that do not 
call for purity, because they are not 
associated with the mind, the body or 
the Soul of human life.

The soil that is called ‘land’, 
the sand that is also of the land, the 
vegetation, and so many other things, 
are different than what human life 
was designed for.  There have been 
many times since the Creation of the 
world that were times of immorality, 
wherein mankind refused to act in the 
dignity in which God created man, and 
mankind in many ways sunk to the 
level of animal life.

Now, in the animal kingdom 
there are different species and The 
Father created them to be closely 
associated with their own species. 
Man was created as a higher form of 
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being, having intellect, a will that was 
closely associated with one’s nature, 
personality, and understanding of 
morality.  Mankind has many physical 
abilities that support several areas of 
human life.

Human life has a dignity of 
responsibility.  Also, human life has 
Something nothing else has been 
created with, and that is the Soul that 
is closely associated with The Father; 
that is to The Holy Spirit of The Father.  
The Soul of mankind is a Creation not 
seen by mankind, but is always obvious 
by Its Presence through the behavior 
of mankind, and of course, mankind’s 
choice of what is pure over what is 
impure.

This Miracle that bears My Name 
has been given to mankind to better 
understand, to more fully understand, 
that life in the human form has a 
Goal beyond any other living matter, 
not the flesh of mankind but the Soul 
of mankind, because the Soul, as a 
Portion of The Father, gives a higher 
dignity to human life, an Importance 
beyond any other thing to human life, 
plus the Soul has a specific link to The 
Father.
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It is sad to see so many men, 
women and children disregard the 
dignity of human life and cater to 
a lower level of daily living.  Some 
would term it ‘animalistic’, because it 
lacks not just dignity, but the Beauty 
of what human life stands for, and that 
is, that human life made to the Image 
and Likeness of The Father, designed 
with all means of abilities to carry out 
and carry through functional means 
and manners, intellectually a Gift 
of Divine Love, because through the 
mind mankind has many abilities:  the 
Gift of understanding, the Gift that 
extends man’s life in many areas for 
fulfillment to the individual’s degree of 
need, desire, hope and understanding.

It is sad to hear so many who first 
read about This Gift that This Miracle 
is, disagreeing violently, objecting to 
what they feel is not so, impossible, 
improbable.  So much has been handed 
to mankind to touch many different 
lives, many degrees of abilities, so that 
different types of nature that man has, 
different degrees of spirituality, can 
more fully understand what a Precious 
Gift of Divine Love, bearing My Name 
at This Time.
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We are All available for those 
who ask for more understanding, 
more availability, to see the Value and 
accept what The Father Wills to be 
accepted.  Many Blessings are passed 
through This Miracle, because it is so 
important for all ages, all cultures, all 
creeds, to look deeply into What has 
been spoken, What has been written, 
and not ignore the Values that are so 
generously being given to enlighten 
mankind to the Importance of that 
Gift at the moment of conception to 
all human life, the Soul.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 3, 1995 AT 2:38 P.M.

SAINT ELIZABETH

“I am Saint Elizabeth.  This Gift of 
The Father’s is much happiness to All 
of Us, because It is a Gift to mankind 
not just of Instruction, of Direction, 
but of a Love, the Type of Love We 
Here are All aware of.

Human life speaks of love, loving 
family, loving friends, even loving 
acquaintances.  Each of these are a 
different degree of love, a different 
type of love, and some of it is termed 
just ‘friendship’.  But Love Here in 
Heaven is beyond any type of love, 
degree of love, that mankind can be 
aware of, or I say venture into, because 
This Love radiates from The Father in 
a Light of Splendor.

When We see the birth of a child, 
We are All fully aware of every birth of 
every child.  The Beauty in the Soul of 
the child is a Light We All remember.

Mankind’s inability sometimes 
to feel the Importance of human life 
or to respect human life, is a sadness 
to Us, because We are All fully aware 
that human life is a beautiful step to 
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Here.  It is a Gift of Divine Love from 
The Father, unable for mankind to 
fully understand, because some would 
say, ‘If my Soul is the only Part of 
me that returns to The Father, why 
should I be so careful of the physical, 
what it does, what example it gives?’  
It is important for mankind to see the 
advantages in the physical, for there 
are many Degrees of Sainthood.

Mankind must be assured that 
all good acts, actions in human life 
are accountable to The Father, and of 
course, loved by The Father, because 
everything that mankind does reflects 
in the Soul.  The greater the acts an 
individual performs, the Soul returns 
to The Father in a Light that to Him 
reflects the individual’s goodness in 
all matters and manners of human 
living.

Some who read These Words may 
find Them difficult to understand, but 
it is important for mankind to know 
that all things that occur in human 
life are recorded in the Soul of the 
individual, and the Soul is the recipient 
of all good, all wrong, thus giving that 
Soul a Specific Place in Heaven.  There 
is sadness Here when We see a Soul as 
a victim of permissiveness, immorality, 
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indecency, because the Soul bears a 
sadness unbelievable.

No place in the world is there 
instruction such as This.  That is why 
All of These Words spoken through 
this little one must be seen throughout 
the world, for those of you close to her 
do not realize that many Souls will 
be lost if mankind does not read the 
Messages, and see the Value in Them 
for protection of the Soul that The 
Father Wills to be returned to Him in 
a Place called ‘Heaven’.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 3, 1995 AT 4:00 P.M.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

“I am Saint Francis of Assisi.  The 
whole world has been Blessed by The 
Father’s Will because of His Love.  At 
different times He hands to mankind 
a Blessing beyond man’s ability 
to understand.  As He has handed 
through This Miracle of His Love, 
millions of Words instructing mankind 
on the Importance of human life, and 
His Precious Gift in each life of a 
Soul, mankind is in great need of This 
Miracle, because if I were to tell you 
in descriptive form, manner, the in-
depth number of desecrations to the 
mind, the body of so many millions of 
people, you would vomit, because of the 
vileness in all the offenses desecrating 
human life, thus desecrating the Souls 
of those involved.

When mankind treasures an 
object, it is difficult mentally, even 
sometimes physically, to find that this 
object has been abused, even when 
the individual is aware that it could 
be repaired to a degree somewhat 
satisfactory.  So many Souls have been 
desecrated to a degree impossible for 
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mankind to understand, because the 
Soul, in the language of your time, is 
‘hanging by a thread’, pleading with 
the individual, saying ‘Save Me!’

This description of what I have 
just spoken would be difficult for 
some to understand, but I assure you 
it is happening throughout the world, 
because mankind has placed all their 
pleasures, all their desires in practices 
worse than Sodom and Gomorrah.  This 
applies to all ages, to all cultures.

Homosexuality, lesbianism is 
not normal to human life.  Life was 
not designed to follow this pattern of 
living.  It is prevalent throughout the 
world.  It is acceptable throughout the 
world, and there is very little, very few 
who will stand up against the practice 
of it.  Immorality has reached a peak 
worse than Sodom and Gomorrah.

It is true, back in time mankind 
did not practice the same moral values 
that Christianity has instructed man 
about, but this time in which We speak, 
there is so much desecration to human 
life that it is difficult for All of Us 
Here to see the sadness in The Father.  
We have even said, ‘Father, take their 
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free will from them’; He responds and 
says, ‘I never take back My Love.’

Some reading These Words 
at another time will reject Them, 
because they cannot see the Personal 
Communication that The Saints have 
with The Father.  What they do not 
understand is that We Here in the 
Heavens originally came from the 
Heavens, but now We have another 
identification attached to Our Soul, and 
that identification is one connected to 
a human place in the world.  Do not be 
saddened over any disrespect, anger, 
that might be seen or heard regarding 
What I am speaking today.

When man is born to the world, 
man depends upon others who are 
close to him or her; much dependence 
comes through the growing years.  It 
is important for mankind to under-
stand another facet of this, that each 
human life is given a free will and it 
is endowed with the ability to know 
right, wrong, truth, untruth, and the 
individual most times is allowed to 
make decisions through this will.  When 
a human being is victimized by the 
strength or power of another one, The 
Father’s Justice in this accountability 
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is always Reasonable, Understanding, 
and of course, Just.

We hear mankind say:  ‘Why 
would a Miracle of This Type be 
needed now?  Things such as This are 
associated with past History, and also, 
why would God choose a woman for 
this Task, when a man would be much 
stronger, more acceptable?’

Mankind does not have the 
Wisdom of The Father, so mankind 
should never question The Father in 
any manner, in any way, in any degree.  
We are fully aware of this little one’s 
physical and We are fully aware of 
what it takes to repeat The Father’s 
Will through Messages of Direction.  
The Father’s Will must never be 
questioned, for His Purpose for all 
things has a Purpose beyond man’s 
ability to perceive.

When One of Us speaks, Many 
gather.  Sometimes One will hold 
the child because of the strength 
needed to repeat the Words that are 
so important for mankind to hear, to 
read, to remember.  Others are also 
present, aware of all that is occurring, 
also helping some who are working.  
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You are never alone; this should be a 
comfort.

Much Love passes through This 
Miracle because It is the Greatest 
Gift that mankind has ever received, 
except, of course, for the Soul at the 
moment of conception.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 7, 1995 AT 9:30 A.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“You must not be so timid, so 
selective in handing out All I have 
given.

A Portion of Me, My Son, had 
to Sacrifice His human life, to show 
mankind the Importance of Me.

Now I have handed the whole world 
Important Teachings, Instruction, and 
I see Them being safeguarded.  My Son 
was not safeguarded by the men who 
walked daily with Him.

The Words from Here are to save 
Souls.

I Command It Be Done.”
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AUGUST 7, 1995 AT 11:28 A.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“Mankind uses an instrument to 
accomplish many tasks.  Each task very 
often has a specific type of instrument 
made to accomplish a special work of 
art, of necessity, of design, of purpose.  
The Father also uses an instrument, 
an instrument that is in the human 
structure of life, so that what has to 
be accomplished, others in the human 
way can relate to, adjust to, can 
understand, and can see the Value of 
what the instrument has been given 
the Responsibility to accomplish.

You can relate this to a fork in 
your time of life.  The fork has the 
ability to do several things:  to pick 
something up, to spear something 
that needs more direct action.  And 
then you have the spoon.  The spoon 
has a manner of using liquid in a 
more favorable way than the fork for 
certain things.  And then you have a 
knife.  The knife is capable of cutting 
through obstacles.  The knife has the 
ability to separate things that need to 
be separated for the end result to be.
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The Father uses a small child 
as an instrument to penetrate many 
obstacles that mankind uses out of 
selfishness, out of disbelief, out of 
anger, and stubbornness is a very 
important factor here.  Also, the 
human mind sometimes resists what 
is different to them, what is not in 
their daily practice, so The Father 
uses an instrument to not just attract 
the mind, but to instruct the mind, 
cutting through the already implanted 
obstinacies that are detrimental to the 
human life, or even others associated 
with this individual.

Mankind strives for intellectual 
endeavors.  Some cases, mankind is 
attracted by many things that can 
destroy all the good that is already 
absorbed in the mind.  This is called, 
in some cases, ‘venial sins, mortal 
sins, very grievous sins’.  Through the 
mind come habits, and habits can be 
beneficial to a point, detrimental to 
the Soul, and cater to the enemy of 
God in every way, direction.

The Father has sent to the world 
an instrument, and through this 
instrument there have been many uses 
that automatically one would say was 
used to spoon-feed The Father’s Love.  
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Others were used as a fork, to either 
blend what was there, or to separate 
in some ways, the personality, the 
actions, the motives, the intentions, 
and the unacceptable results of these.  
The knife was used to cut through, to 
open the way to more understanding 
of the Beauty and the Precious Gift 
that human life is to mankind.

This is an unusual manner to 
speak in, but to some it might be more 
understandable, because so many men, 
women and children learn more by 
descriptive analogy than by any other 
means.

Mankind rarely thanks The 
Father for a Blessing handed, because 
so much is taken for granted, but the 
time has come for mankind of all ages, 
all cultures, all creeds, to see The 
Father’s Love that has been handed 
so many times so openly.  So much 
sadness is in the world, due to a lack 
of understanding, bitterness, and also 
acts of aggressiveness by some.

Mankind was created with a 
Soul, but the Soul is not being spoken 
about in the manner It should be.  It is 
only being done through This Miracle 
that The Father has so lovingly given, 
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delivering Words that are not difficult 
to understand, but easy for mankind 
to comprehend Their full meaning.

I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
We have All spoken in so many ways, so 
many different degrees of topics.  With 
Everything that passes through This 
Miracle, there is a Lesson, a Directive, 
a Purpose, for one or many each time.  
Do not forget this.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 7, 1995 AT 1:10 P.M.

OUR LORD

“I know what it is to suffer 
physically, mentally, tortured by the 
insults of mankind.  I know what it 
is to be rejected.  I know what it is 
to be cast aside by those who openly 
expressed concern, love, under-
standing, companionship for My Way.

As I walked the earth, I had a 
Name.  I was recognized every place I 
went to because of those who followed, 
exclaiming to others the meaning of 
the Words that would pour forth from 
Me.  At times there were thousands 
listening.  Of course, they could not all 
hear My Voice, but sometimes the hills 
surrounding Us would echo sounds 
audible far greater than an ordinary 
voice would allow to be heard.  Some 
would sit and listen to What I had to 
say.  Some would stand and keep trying 
to move closer.  Some had traveled 
distances because they wanted to hear 
what no one else could tell them.

As I would watch some in the 
crowd relay My Words to those behind 
them, I would smile, because I knew 
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this is how it would be for many 
hundreds or thousands of years to 
come.  My Voice would not be evident, 
but What I would teach, instruct, 
would be passed down through time by 
way of mankind, in written Words and 
audibly spoken.

At this time, there is much 
dissension throughout the world, 
much misrepresentation regarding all 
the instruction that mankind received.  
The same words written in different 
languages do not always mean the 
same thing.  This Precious Gift of The 
Father’s Love, This Miracle of Divine 
Love that is being given to the world so 
directly, so personally, is a Gift beyond 
man’s full understanding.  There was 
Great Reason for This to occur; in 
fact, many Reasons.  Mankind was 
beginning to misinterpret much of 
what had been written, over and above 
what the writer had written.

This Miracle is also to trigger 
mankind into thinking more about the 
Purpose of human life, the Reason for 
its Creation, and the Goal that only 
man has, because of the Soul that is 
within mankind at the moment of 
conception.  Some men read the Words.  
We see this.  They toss Them aside.  
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There are many excuses that We hear, 
but none of the excuses justify the 
act of ignoring What is spoken, What 
is written, What they hear in such a 
personal way.

We hear mankind speak of 
importance.  It is important for 
mankind to be important in the eyes 
of others, but I ask you, ‘Does being 
important make one a Saint?’  No way.  
It’s not the way Sainthood is gained.

We hear many say This Miracle is 
repetitive.  These are the majority.  We 
hear this even from learned men and 
women, and yet when some of these 
same individuals kneel, or stand, or 
sit, or are in a lying position, the words 
in the prayerful manner spoken are 
many times repetitive of the way they 
learned prayer to be, ignoring totally 
the advantage they have of speaking 
personally, their thoughts, their love, 
their needs, their intentions, and also, 
asking for forgiveness of the wrongs 
they have committed, the disgrace 
they have placed upon their Soul.

Mankind has excuses for 
everything.  Those who tortured Me 
beyond human understanding said 
they were told to do it, an act of 
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obedience, but some of them did it so 
vehemently to prove their acceptance 
of that authority.

Mankind is now faced with 
authority.  Mankind has also been 
presented the Beauty of Truth in how 
to become ‘a Saint’, the importance 
of this.  Mankind has been instructed 
in many ways through This Miracle, 
on The Father’s Commandments in 
detail.  It is important for mankind 
to personally and fully understand 
the Values of immortality, living with 
The Father in a Manner indescribable, 
but Ultimate in Goal and Reality, all 
because of that Precious Gift, the 
Soul, a Portion of The Father given 
at the moment of conception, which 
automatically makes human life the 
greatest, most advantageous form of 
living matter.

This Gift of so much Direction 
must never be wasted, must never be 
cast aside, must never be ignored.  So 
be it.”
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AUGUST 7, 1995 AT 2:20 P.M.

SAINT ALOYSIUS

“I am Saint Aloysius.  It is difficult 
for mankind to understand This Gift of 
The Father’s Love that permits Many 
of Us Here to instruct mankind on the 
Importance of the Soul.  It is true you 
have many in your time who openly 
speak in reference to the Importance 
of man, and the Importance in man 
going to Jesus.

The Father has sent This 
Miracle to the whole world, not just 
to America where you live.  The whole 
world is in need of a greater Spiritual 
understanding because of so much 
emphasis being put on humanism, 
making humanism likened to God, 
actually in some cases, speaking of it 
in a superior manner, diminishing The 
Holy Trinity.

Some reading This might say:  ‘I 
do not see it this way.  Humanism is 
important.  It is how we think, how 
we speak, how we live.  Our intellect 
is trained in all facets, all dimensions 
of education wherein human life 
responds, is a part of, and human life 
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has the ability to absorb all that is 
offered.  Spiritual matters are in some 
way secondary to human life, because 
it is but a part of the human way of 
living.’

I could write pages on this 
diabolical interpretation, because 
without God there would be no human 
life, there would be no living things 
upon the earth.  Everything would be 
obliterated.  It is not just nonsensical, 
but diabolical for mankind to not see 
the value, the importance, the reality 
to the importance of Spiritual beliefs, 
response, in everyday living.

You live in a time wherein 
so much immorality is accepted, 
dismissing purity of the mind, the 
body, totally ignoring the recipient of 
all that is practiced daily, the Soul.

If human life was not Special, 
did not have a Goal, it would be like 
all other animals created, but it is not 
this way, and it is time for mankind 
to revolt against all that is diabolical, 
cast it out, and see the Beauty in All 
that The Father gives and All that The 
Father has to give.

The Soul is a Living Portion 
within mankind, and It is Distinct in 
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Its Being.  It is a reflection of all that 
the individual says and does, because 
of It being a Living Portion of The 
Father.  It is not an inanimate object.

My Words are important, because 
in the time in which you live there 
is so much desecration to the human 
minds, the physical bodies all over the 
world, that Souls are being desecrated 
every moment of every day.

The Words spoken through This 
Miracle that bears the Name of The 
Holy Spirit of The Father must be 
handed to all people, no exceptions.  
Remember what I have spoken.  So be 
it.”
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AUGUST 9, 1995 AT 10:28 A.M.

OUR LORD

“As in the time I walked the earth, 
it is now in many ways.  The Father has 
chosen ‘this time’ to alert mankind, to 
instruct mankind on the Importance 
of human life.  Denial of this does not 
change the Purpose for which The 
Father designed This Miracle of Divine 
Love.

As The Son of The Father, I 
walked with men.  Sometimes there 
were hundreds.  Some would have to 
leave, but while they were with Me, 
they were instructed in how to live the 
human way, the Purpose for it, and the 
Goal of it.

Some would walk away muttering 
to themselves:  ‘How can I approach 
those with whom I live and get them 
to understand, to believe in What This 
Man said?  It is impossible for me to 
use His exact Words, Definitions.  I 
know I will fail, but I must try to give 
others the Messages that are so logical 
and so full of hope.  I must not abuse 
this time or allow it to be useless, 
because my time spent with This Man 
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was beyond any other experience I 
could ever encounter.’

It is true, those who listened 
to My Words, feeling the Love that 
passed through Them regarding the 
Importance of human life, the Goal for 
which it was intended, gave strength, 
and I was quite sure, positive in some 
ways, that much of What they heard 
from Me they would remember.

Today in this time, in this year 
that so much is being delivered, is 
a parallel to that time.  This time, a 
little one bound to obedience is the 
deliverer.  Mankind must understand 
that human life has an Important Goal.  
Man searches out for treasure, and 
what mankind does not understand 
is that within each human life there 
is a Treasure that must be protected 
against all evil, because this Gift of 
Divine Love is to be returned to The 
Father, to remain with The Father for 
endless time.

Man says, ‘I cannot see my Soul, 
I cannot feel It; how can I be sure 
It’s really there?’  I assure you, your 
ability to know right from wrong, 
moral from immoral, justice from 
injustice, love from hate, gives you 
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the basic foundation, the assurance 
that through these abilities, you have 
within you the understanding that 
there is more to your human life than 
just the physical.

So many Blessings have passed 
through This Gift that mankind, when 
reading the Words, sees the reality to 
the Importance of human life.  It is 
only reasonable, because mankind has 
been gifted with a sense of judgment, 
an understanding of what is pure, what 
is impure.  Also, mankind is constantly 
aware of the will that is his or her 
own, and when there is dominance 
from some other faction or individual, 
there is automatic rebellion because 
of the importance of the individual’s 
will.

A will is a Blessing, because it 
is a Gift wherein choice can be made.  
Hopefully the choice will always be 
purity of mind and body, because of 
one’s Soul.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 9, 1995 AT 12:04 P.M.

SAINT JOHN VIANNEY

“Mankind is causing much 
disgrace to certain Sacraments and all 
of The Commandments.  A Sacrament 
was designed, each one for a specific 
reason, a specific purpose.

Baptism was designed to give 
a child or an adult a strength, also a 
Blessing that was termed ‘cleansing’.  
Mankind has used many words in 
discussing the Sacraments, because 
many say the Sacraments are man-
made.

The Sacrament of Baptism is 
from a long time ago.  It is an open 
Sign of giving Love, Strength.  The 
Sacrament that some partake in, called 
‘Holy Communion’, is a Sacrament of 
Union with The Father in a Special 
Form.  The Sacrament of Extreme 
Unction is a Blessing, giving Strength 
at a moment when the physical needs 
hope, help, encouragement, love, and 
of course, draws attention to God to 
be present.

More will be spoken on what 
is termed ‘Sacraments’, because 
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mankind is in many ways diluting the 
meaning, the full significance and the 
purpose.  There is much turmoil in the 
world, diminishing so much that at 
one time gave extreme moral strength 
to everyday living.

You live in a time when The 
Commandments of The Father are no 
longer accepted in many ways, in many 
areas.  Much has been diminished in 
Their meaning.

I will talk more on this later.  I 
am Saint John Vianney.”
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AUGUST 9, 1995 AT 1:32 P.M.

SAINT MARY MAGDALENE

“I am Saint Mary Magdalene.  
This Gift of The Father’s is not just a 
reflection of His Love but a Personal 
Gift of His Love, because in the 
Creation of mankind there was Great 
Love.

At one time a man was chosen.  
This man was physically strong, 
morally strong, and yet highly 
sensitive.  His name was ‘Moses’.  Many 
stories have been written regarding 
His way of life, His physical strength, 
His moral strength, and His deep inner 
understanding regarding the True 
Presence of God.

This Miracle that has spoken the 
Words of so Many from Here in the 
Heavens, is a Treasury of Truths, a 
Gift of Divine Love, and for millions of 
Souls, Direction to Heaven.  Mankind 
must understand that The Father 
would never have allowed mankind 
to be totally on his or her own.  All 
through time, specific children from 
many walks of life were chosen to 
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instruct millions regarding certain 
areas of life that had to be controlled.

Mankind connects My Name with 
a sinful past.  This is always a sadness 
to Me, because mankind, desiring to 
describe emotionalism, sometimes 
overplays, overdoes many things that 
occurred in past History.  You live in 
a time that is so beneficial to your 
mind, to your body and to your Soul.  
You have the benefits of learning in so 
much detail, the full meaning of The 
Father’s Commandments to the world, 
plus you have been given so much 
understanding regarding that Precious 
Gift of Divine Love, the Soul.

As I speak to you today, My 
mission at this time is to encourage 
you to scatter throughout the world 
all you can, All you have, in respect to 
The Commandments in detail, so that 
mankind cannot put Them in such a 
concise manner like they have learned 
Them, thus eliminating Their full 
content, Their full meaning.

The Father gave mankind a 
Great Gift of His Love when He 
handed to mankind The Rules of 
life, for life, in life, because without 
Them the guidelines were weak 
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because They were not expressed in 
detail, so mankind would, in common 
language, ‘slough Them off’, showing 
and registering very little importance 
on Them.  We sometimes use words 
common to mankind, to emphasize or 
just to alert mankind to a form or fact 
for better understanding.

Here in the Heavens All of Us 
have tasks.  The tasks are a Gift of 
The Father’s, because the Souls that 
He has allowed to be placed within 
human lives must be returned to Him 
in a State of Purity.  Mankind cannot 
draw what a Soul looks like.  Mankind 
cannot fully understand what a sorrow 
it is to The Father to see a Soul put in 
jeopardy, or to see a Soul tormented 
by so much evil being acted out by 
the individual in whom this Soul was 
placed in Total Purity.

Ask yourself:  ‘Have I learned 
more about life in the last years 
regarding the Importance of what life 
was created for?’  Now ask yourself:  
‘Am I committed to change all the 
wrongs I am in the habit of doing 
because of what it does to my Soul?  
Also, if I were to stand before The 
Father today or tomorrow, would He 
say to my Soul, “Welcome back, My 
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Saint, you have returned to your Place 
of Honor”?’

Mankind says, ‘Live each day, 
don’t worry about tomorrow.’  This is a 
sadness to All of Us because there may 
not be a tomorrow for the Soul.  Also, 
when you weigh good against evil, be 
sure the scale weighs heavy on the 
side of good.  When you are attracted 
to impurities, never forget the Soul 
that is within you.  When temptation 
that is obviously the stench of evil 
bears down on you, causing you to 
make a quick decision, do not forget, 
in human life a horrible stench is too 
much to bear.  Imagine the stench of 
Hell and perhaps it will cause you to 
make the right decision.

Mankind innately treasures 
cleanliness, purity in many areas of 
life, but sometimes immorality seeps 
in and then there is more attention 
to what is occurring, allowing wrong 
decisions to take place, dangerous in 
many ways to the mind, to the body, and 
of course, the Soul.  There are many 
learned men and women who desire 
only high positions of importance, to 
become well-known.  That is their goal, 
and that causes them to ignore all that 
is morally sound, morally good.
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The world is full, it is saturated 
with deplorable desecrations of the 
body, of the mind, of the Soul.  Be 
alert to temptations and do not play 
ignorance to what they are, for logic 
tells you what is right, what is good, 
and what The Father would prefer you 
choose.

A baby is not born immoral.  
Remember All that I have spoken, 
and remember the last Words I spoke.  
Also, remember that immorality is not 
contagious; it is based on one’s own 
decisions regarding one’s own worth.  
So be it.”
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AUGUST 9, 1995 AT 2:35 P.M.

SAINT ANASTASIA
SAINT ATHANASIUS

“We wish We could gather the 
whole world where This Miracle is 
taking place, because of the Beauty of 
It, the Importance of It, the Love in 
It, and of course, the Goal that is so 
beautifully expressed through It for 
all Souls, not just those who hear what 
We have to say firsthand.

As We look at the world Where We 
are, We see heavily populated areas, 
thousands of people, some alone, some 
in large groups.  In other places We 
see people scattered, smaller groups; 
and then We see people traveling in 
small numbers, moving along with 
destinations.

When a child is conceived, 
there is an immediate Destination to 
this conception.  As the child travels 
through life, through all the steps of 
human living, many are not taught 
about the Reason for human life and 
its Destination.  This Miracle, This 
Gift of The Father’s Love has been 
sent to the world to remind mankind 
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throughout the world that human life 
has a Goal, a Destination.  Human life 
has a Soul, human life has a nature, 
a personality, a will, a Goal.  Human 
life was designed according to The 
Father’s Love, Purpose, and in a way 
that mankind would be Special above 
all other life, all living things, any 
other matter.

There are Two of Us Here, 
speaking as if in conversation with 
this child.  One of Us is named 
‘Saint Anastasia’, the Other ‘Saint 
Athanasius’.  We smile, listening to 
this child repeat Our Words.

Mankind has been Blessed at 
different times through time.  This 
Blessing that bears the Name of The 
Holy Spirit of The Father is totally 
addressed to the Importance of every 
living human being’s Soul.  We have 
heard some say, ‘If the Soul is so 
Important, why was not more spoken 
about It by men who have chosen 
active Spiritual clerical roles?’  I, 
Saint Athanasius, say that many would 
respond to this in this manner:  There 
were so many things to cover spiritually, 
that so much detail regarding Souls 
was not able, in ordinary instruction, 
to be deliberated upon so extensively.
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This Miracle began in such a 
quiet way, but the little one through 
whom We All speak found that The 
Father opened many doors, many 
gates, many minds, to What could be 
occurring in the world in their time.  
Some feared the results of the meetings 
with her because of the changes that 
would have to take place, and they 
did not see it feasible in this year, at 
this time, because of the set rules that 
were so strictly enforced by men in 
the clerical field.  There were many 
who stopped others from believing, 
others accepting This Gift of Divine 
Love, because of personal reasons, 
and because they could not handle 
so much strictness in What was being 
delivered, due to the fact that it was 
a time of leniency morally, physically, 
emotionally.

The world of mankind accepts 
a war between nations, between 
countries, between people, and they 
feel that this is a war they can accept, 
because they feel they understand the 
circumstances.  You are in the greatest 
war, the biggest battle that mankind 
could possibly ever be in.  It is not a 
war of nerves; it is a war between The 
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Father and the enemy of God and man, 
satan.

Sometimes when We hear 
remarks after someone reads What 
We have spoken, it is a sadness to Us, 
because the individual or individuals 
are biased in their thinking, because 
they can see a war between nations; 
but, in reality, the world is in a war 
that one could describe as:  on one 
side is morality, on the other side is 
immorality.  On the side of morality 
there is truth, soundness, obedience 
to The Father’s Will, and Heaven as 
the Goal for the Soul.  On the other 
side, immorality, there is the stench 
of immorality evident and prevalent 
in all stages, vocations and places 
throughout the world.

This Gift of The Father’s is 
because of the need of Souls.  You do 
not hear your Soul screaming to The 
Father, shouting for help, begging 
for intercession to what is occurring 
within the human life They are a part 
of.

Many, as they read These Words 
will say, ‘This is difficult to believe, 
difficult for me to cope with, under-
standing this type of occurrence,’ but 
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We Here in the Heavens assure you, it 
is important for mankind to take the 
time to see that human life is different 
than all other living things, and that 
human life has a Goal different than 
all other living things, and that is, 
to return the Soul to The Father in a 
Glorified State.

Mankind does not understand 
nor does he want to understand, that 
as the Soul is placed at the moment 
of conception, the Soul is eager to 
be a Part of this conception, because 
this conception will give to the Soul a 
‘specific name’ in Heaven.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 11, 1995 AT 6:17 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“There is no reason for mankind 
to not believe All that has been 
delivered through This Miracle of My 
Love for mankind.  My Words to the 
world at this time have Specific and 
Special Meaning, because so much 
diabolical practice in many forms have 
jeopardized the Souls of millions.

I know that when some read the 
Words delivered by Me, or Others Here 
with Me, find it difficult to under-
stand that I would speak through one 
such as them in such a Personal Way, 
using a voice like theirs to repeat What 
I want mankind to value because of Its 
Content, and the Important Reason 
that is evident in All Its Direction, All 
that It implies, and All that It solidly, 
clearly covers.

I hear men, women, and even 
little ones question:  ‘How can This 
be true?  Why would God pick one 
like her, to send so much Direction, 
Information, and Personal Love, 
through a human being?  Why would 
He not do it in a different manner, 
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like through one or more who stand 
in high Spiritual places, who have 
learned through much schooling, much 
practice working with people on the 
importance of Faith in God, prayer to 
God, dependence upon God, and the 
importance of purity, that they would 
be so qualified to instruct in?’

If mankind will but look into 
past History, My Way is not man’s way.  
How I determine to reach mankind is 
in the manner and way I know is best 
for mankind.

Man crosses himself and calls 
My Name at the top.  This is a big 
step for some, because it is their way 
of alerting Me to their presence.  All 
ages are children to Me.  All degrees 
of Faith in How I Am, Who I Am, are 
important to Me.

I have given the world a Blessing, 
a Sign of My Love for all human life; 
plus, I have alerted mankind that 
they are the holders of a Gift of Mine 
that they received at the moment of 
conception, a Portion of My Light, My 
Love, combined with the knowledge 
of what is good, what is evil, what is 
right, what is wrong.  It can be termed 
‘instinctive’ in human beings.
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There are so many who struggle 
to determine How I Exist, in What 
Manner I Exist, and of course, in 
many ways they dare to humanize 
My Existence in comparing Me with 
human existence, physically, mentally.

When mankind gives a gift 
and it is a gift that is personal, most 
times there is a love attached to this 
gift, an importance attached to it, 
and a significance obvious in it that 
identifies this gift, either in what 
this gift means personally between 
them, or a reminder of something that 
occurred that was special to them, 
and when they are assured mentally 
that this gift has a special meaning, it 
becomes more important.

I could speak endlessly on this, 
because mankind feels strength in 
communication when it is either 
verbal, or through a means or a matter 
that can be associated to remembrance, 
closeness, and/or love.

This Miracle that I have given 
to the world is beyond anything 
mankind can imitate, because My 
Love for mankind is above and beyond 
what mankind can in any way fully 
understand.
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I want All I have given through 
This Miracle, instructing mankind to 
more fully understand what a Treasure 
human life is, the Importance of it, 
and its Association with Me that must 
never be questioned.”
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AUGUST 12, 1995 AT 6:01 P.M.

SAINT PETER

“Mankind many times experiences 
thunderstorms, earthquakes, tornadoes, 
hurricanes, floods, and tremendous 
degrees of the power in which wind 
can pass over the earth.  To many it 
is a frightening experience because of 
the possible dangers that could occur, 
affecting the lives of many people.  
The uncontrollable factor in all of 
these times has a definite effect that 
is remembered.

Mankind ignores the terrible 
effect impurity of mind, body, 
actions, have on the Soul.  There is a 
parallel to these two things.  The only 
difference is, the first one man cannot 
make decisions on the intensity of the 
actions taking place, but on the second 
one mankind has a will that has ability 
to resist, reject, or to submit, accept.

So much has been instructed 
regarding the importance of the 
necessity of purity of an individual’s 
mind, actions, because of the effect 
that impurity has on That Portion 
within mankind that is Greater than 
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the human flesh; It is the Soul that 
is a Portion of The Father.  It is sad 
to see so little fear, so little care, 
so little resistance, so little denial, 
participation in vulgar immoralities 
that express only impurities, acting out 
against The Father’s Commandments.

Mankind reads stories, 
some regarding historical events 
dramatizing heresies, vulgarities, 
and all types of immoralities.  The 
more explicit some of these are, the 
more encouraging they become for 
some to read more about.  Those who 
react this way do not fully understand 
The Commandments of The Father, 
and sound instruction is not being 
stressed on the importance of God’s 
Commandments.  It is as though They 
no longer exist.  It is as though They 
were only meant for a period of time.

There is not enough emphasis on 
sound moral values, on sound moral 
standards, sound moral reasoning, 
because mankind has sunken to the 
depths of pleasures of the flesh that 
are being emphasized by all ages, all 
degrees of human life.

I come through this child, not 
just to alert mankind, but to wake 
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mankind up to the fact that The Father 
will have to show His Hand like He has 
done in the past.  By this time some 
are saying, ‘Who is speaking?’  I am 
Saint Peter.

Instead of the world, with all its 
advantages, becoming a more pure 
state of thinking, it is worse than times 
past.  There are excuses for everything, 
all types of desecrations to the mind, 
body, of all ages.  Mankind was not 
born an animal, but most animals are 
more sound in their activities with one 
another than mankind is, yet mankind 
has been endowed with logic in what 
is right physically, morally.

I ask you, those who will read 
These Words, what category would 
you place yourself in as you read 
These Words, and would you say that 
if the time came and you were to 
face The Father in a short time, what 
would your Judgment be by Him — 
immediate, or would He have to say:  
‘Much reparation must be to help 
the Soul I gave you to return to Me.  
It must be in a Pure State.  You have 
marred It, you have desecrated It.  It 
is a great sadness to Me’?  So many 
excuses of the past are not applicable 
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at this moment of Judgment.  Truth is 
all that counts.

These Words to you are Words of 
concern, because mankind is ignoring 
truth, sound values, sound standards, 
and making only acts that please the 
enemy of God and man.  My Words 
today must be added to the millions of 
Words that have already been spoken 
through This Gift of The Father’s 
Love.

Mankind must realize that when 
a Blessing such as This is given to 
mankind, It is a Gift beyond any other 
gift can be, because It assures mankind 
of the closeness of human life with 
The God Who Created All Things.  So 
be it.”
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AUGUST 14, 1995 AT 11:47 A.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
The Father has chosen This Time to 
instruct mankind on the Importance 
of human life, and that Important 
Part of mankind that is a Portion 
of Himself.  We see many in groups, 
discussing their theory regarding This 
Special Gift that is instructing all of 
mankind in Absolute Truth regarding 
the dignity that man has over and 
above all other living things.

Mankind has learned that man 
was created to the Image and Likeness 
of God.  This is truth.  This is fact.  
Man’s intellect, though developed in 
different degrees in each human being, 
has a specific closeness to The Father’s 
Greatness, because The Father is The 
Creator of All Things.

Mankind many times is given 
a degree of talent, and it is up to 
the individual to develop the talent, 
hopefully for the best results to be 
used for specific reasons, and in many 
ways to encourage others to develop 
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their Gifts and use them to benefit 
others.

Within man, The Father placed 
a nature.  There are many facets to a 
nature.  Sometimes a nature depicts 
in strength, practices according to the 
culture in which the individual was 
born.  Nature, to an individual, can 
be the focal point to become ‘a Great 
Saint’, because through the nature 
an individual stands out through 
the expressions that are from within 
the individual, based on knowledge, 
integrity, disciplines, talents, energies, 
beliefs, goals.

The Father has given mankind 
a will.  The will, in its very essence, 
speaks strength, courage, under-
standing, abilities to make decisions, 
and the will from the moment of 
conception is very important, because 
the will is joined with the Soul in 
ways not understandable to man, but 
it is instinctive for the child to be 
born to be able to exercise all that is 
within it, and the Soul is ever present, 
because through the Soul, The Father 
is Present.

Mankind can dissect a body 
physically, mentally, morally, but no 
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one can dissect a Soul, because the 
Soul, to the human eye, cannot be 
seen, but there is no human life that 
does not feel an inward expression 
of Something more than the physical 
role.

Even when one is sinning in the 
ugliest form, blaspheming, there is a 
knowledge that passes through the 
mind, the intellect, that the decision 
is corruption or corrupting to an inner 
portion of the mind, of the body, even 
though We hear some say:  ‘That’s 
life.  I intend to fulfill it in every way 
possible.  I intend to enjoy everything 
I want to enjoy.’  When We hear this, 
it is a sadness, because We are fully 
aware that the Soul of the individual 
is the victim of the immorality, 
blasphemy, indecency, based on a lack 
of gratitude to The Father, for the Gift 
of life first of all, but then also for the 
Gift of knowing that purity is the most 
beneficial choice in all decisions.

So Many of Us Here have spoken 
openly in great detail, instructing in 
all degrees that mankind is capable of 
handling, of understanding, regarding 
not just reasonable reactions, but 
reactions that would be pure because 
of the Importance of what human life 
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was created for.  There is a dignity to 
human life that should be obvious, but 
some men, women, and even children, 
do all things that put human life on 
the level that can be spoken about as 
being lower than any breed of animal.

The Father has allowed so much 
Instruction to be put in descriptive 
forms to mankind through This Gift 
of His Love, because mankind has 
intentionally dismissed, ignored 
the dignity that human life has that 
nothing else is created with.

An animal has instincts.  Man 
has a will.  Each animal has a purpose.  
Man has a Goal.  It is sad to hear some 
men, women, and even children not 
even try to understand the Importance 
of what their individual life was 
created for.  This Miracle that has 
instructed so deeply, so intensely, must 
be seen throughout the world as a Gift 
of Divine Love, and not just a sermon 
of instruction based on the intellect, 
ambition, vocation of a human being.  
So be it.”
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AUGUST 14, 1995 AT 12:45 P.M.

SAINT PETER CANISIUS

“This Miracle that The Father has 
given to the world is a happiness to All 
of Us Here with Him, because We All 
know that those who will accept All 
the Instruction that is passed through 
It verbally and through the written 
Word, will grow spiritually, morally, 
mentally, and even physically in many 
cases.

When man says, ‘I have found a 
treasure; it is a treasure that will help 
me live a better life, it is worth a great 
deal of money,’ it is innate in man to 
want to find a treasure and to delight 
in it.  God has handed the whole world 
a Treasure, and in This Treasure there 
is a Goal beyond any goal money could 
buy.

I am Saint Peter Canisius.  We 
see so much in the world of a desire 
for monetary progress, because man 
feels with monetary progress, through 
so much material gain, it will bring 
happiness unlimited.  This is not reality.  
Mankind associates material things 
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with wealth, happiness, control, as the 
ultimate measure in life.

This Miracle that The Father 
has designed, instructing mankind in 
the Greatest Treasure mankind can 
reach for, find, is through the Soul 
mankind was given at the moment of 
conception.  Children are not being 
instructed on This Treasure within 
their being.  Children are basically 
being instructed in competitive things, 
monetary measures, ignoring the 
importance of God’s Commandments.

Ask yourself, those who will 
read These Words:  ‘When was the last 
time that I truly pondered over God’s 
Commandments?  When was the last 
time I deliberately took an accounting 
of my life, my actions, my thinking, 
my moral views, my moral standards, 
plus the company I associated with, 
and what influence they had on me or 
I had on them?’

Mankind rarely delves into his 
or her practices in daily life.  It is 
important that mankind begin to see all 
the destructiveness that is occurring 
because of so much immorality, so little 
regard for purity of mind and body, so 
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little direction, example being shown, 
not just to the young but to all ages.

The time in which We are now 
speaking can be spoken about as a 
time of much desecration to the Souls 
of every living human being.  You live 
in a time of much moral corruption 
of all walks of life, of all ages of 
life, of all degrees of education.  You 
live in a time of much injustice, due 
to so much immorality, so much 
selfishness, so much self-love, so much 
self-dedication, so much impurities 
connected to immoral values and 
immoral standards.

Man speaks about justice, but 
how does man weigh justice?  Does 
he or she take a scale out each day 
and weigh one against the other?  
How many men, women, and even 
children make a daily examination of 
conscience, based on their thoughts, 
their words, their actions?  You would 
be shocked at the lack of number.

So much heresy is being 
practiced and so little is being spoken 
about when something is so obviously 
diabolical.  Somehow or other it is 
accepted, associating this acceptance 
with progress of time, and that things 
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are different now than they were when 
The Commandments of God were given 
to mankind.  What foolish, ridiculous 
determinations are made, causing 
mankind to justify all that is wrong, 
all that is obscene, all that is impure.

All of Us Saints Here in Heaven 
have been given the opportunity to 
speak, not always giving Our Name, 
but wherever this little one is, in 
general conversation One of Us Here 
can be heard even when there is no 
identification.  This Gift that has been 
handed to mankind can be compared to 
Great Times in past History, times that 
were considered the most instructive, 
educational, because They All came 
from Heaven.

The Father has Blessed This 
Miracle in a way mankind cannot 
understand, but We All know that The 
Father has allowed no man to stand 
in the way of This Miracle, because of 
the Importance of It, the Reason for 
It, and the Goal for which He created 
It.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 14, 1995 AT 1:43 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“At no time is not One of Us 
present where This Gift has been 
delivered for the whole world to better 
understand the Importance of human 
life, and that a Portion of The Father 
is Present within each life.

There are so many who are 
falsely instructing others on what 
life is all about.  They are dwelling on 
issues, ideas and particulars that they 
themselves have initiated as important 
to man’s abilities and Spiritual areas.  
So much is being mistakenly given 
as fact, as valuable, as solid truth.  
Mankind is vulnerable because he 
or she does not have the courage to 
respond to all that is wrong.  Sometimes 
it is not a lack of courage only, but the 
inability to address situations with 
courage, conviction, and stable facts.

So many are vulnerable to the 
egoism and the self-importance of 
those who feel that instructing others 
on religious beliefs will gain them not 
just attention, but monetary measures 
to help them live comfortably.  There 
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is so much deceit amongst all ages at 
this time, so much conceit, that it is 
destroying many important, valuable 
matters of Faith and morals.

This Miracle must be handed 
out to those you may least suspect 
would accept It, acknowledge It.  
You must not make the decision, but 
allow those who receive It, because 
you cannot always judge the need of 
another human being, or their degree 
of Spiritual Faith and understanding.

There are so many at this time, 
standing in instructive ways regarding 
matters of Faith and morals.  Most of 
them base what they are saying on 
emotionalism, or a feeling they are 
gifted with what will lead others on 
a path that mankind is many times 
vulnerable when hearing certain 
individuals expound.

There is so much heretical 
instruction being passed out through 
millions of people.  It must cease, for 
it is instilling in so many, impractical 
ideas, ideals that are totally opposite 
to sound, factual, Spiritual instruction.  
When some men, women and children 
hear loud voices expounding, it is 
attractive to them, and they feel it 
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must be fact, it must be truth, and 
they fear that if they deny it, they will 
be lost forever.

Mankind says:  ‘I say prayers.  
I believe in God.  I know He is with 
me all the time.’  The individual most 
often does believe this, but does not 
realize the fullness of what he or she 
speaks.  In many ways, what they say 
can be termed ‘assuming’.  The facts 
are real; the understanding weak.

The Father has given the world 
Personal Instruction, a great amount 
of detail through This Miracle that 
bears My Name, for as I am called 
‘Saint Joseph’, mankind must know 
that I am also The Spirit of The Father, 
His Love for mankind that no other 
love can compare to.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 14, 1995 AT 2:55 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“The world in many ways is 
suffering, due to the satanic plague 
that travels throughout the world 
rapidly.  Mankind basically knows 
what is moral, what is immoral, what 
is evil, what is good.  The enemy of God 
and man has traversed the world with 
a speed that no human mind can fully 
grasp, fully understand, fully compete 
with.

I am your Heavenly Mother.  
Many mothers, many fathers can relate 
to a sadness in a family when a child 
is hurt, or they lose a child in death.  
What is occurring in the world is in 
many ways a parallel to what I have 
just said, because so many children of 
all ages are being destroyed by those 
who practice obscenities, drawing 
the victims into cages like trapped 
animals, instructing them, guiding 
them, to accept all that is immoral, 
indecent.

We hear some say, ‘Why doesn’t 
God stop what is occurring?’  Mankind 
must understand that one of the 
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greatest Gifts besides the Soul, at the 
moment of conception, was a free will 
that is instilled.  There is so much 
wickedness, so much cruelty, so much 
deliberate violence, that mankind 
ignores the fact that these are all 
against The Father’s Will.

There have been times in past 
History when mankind ignored purity 
of any dimension, and used every 
means to what was termed ‘human 
pleasure’, denying the importance 
of sound moral values, sound moral 
standards, basing things on purity of 
mind and body in all decisions that 
have to be made momentarily.

You live in a time that is 
considered to be intellectually above 
all other times.  You live in a time 
where there has been so much invented 
to not just aid mankind physically, but 
to support mankind’s intellect to do 
many things above and beyond past 
historical times.

The Father does not send 
challenges to mankind, giving 
mankind choice of possibly choosing 
immorality.  The Father, in His Love 
for mankind, gave mankind Rules, 
Regulations, Commandments to 
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support all decisions that mankind 
would be confronted with.

The Father initially said, ‘I Am 
The Lord Thy God.’  Now let us take That 
Statement and use it in comparison to 
human life as you know it to be.  When 
an individual says, ‘I am in charge 
here,’ it says to the individual that is 
hearing these words, there is someone 
who has the authority over and above 
anyone else.

The Father does not come to the 
world each day and physically appear 
and say to each living human being, 
‘Remember, I gave you The Rules to 
live by.’  Mankind must understand 
that the Soul within each living human 
being constantly makes the individual 
aware of the moral obligation that 
human life has.

The Father, in His Love for 
mankind, gave man a will to be able 
to do many things with.  Unlike an 
animal, man, through his will, has the 
ability to use all the talents available, 
giving life a freedom that nothing else 
has.

Each individual born to the 
world is a special design.  There are 
many portions of each individual 
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that explicitly point out that they are 
different from each other.  One of the 
most identifiable forms of this are 
what man calls the ‘fingerprints’.  It is 
important for mankind to understand 
that in this very suggestion of 
identification, it can be associated 
with the Soul, because there are no two 
Souls exactly alike, and as you walk 
through each day, never forget what I 
have spoken.  You are as different to 
each other as your fingerprints are to 
each other.

This can be applied to what you 
hear.  You may hear the same thing.  It 
may sound the same, but it will reflect 
in your actions through your will 
differently, and you can be recognized 
by what they call your ‘personality’.

How many really see the value, 
the importance of a personality?  
Some personalities bespeak a special 
love for God, a personal love for 
God, a caring love for God above all 
obstacles, and yet they can associate 
under certain circumstances with 
others who also have a personality.  
And yet, if you think about it, no two 
personalities are exactly alike, because 
a personality reflects the nature, the 
will, the intellect, the passions and 
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compassions of an individual, the 
tolerance, the patience, the sensitivity, 
the emotions, the vulnerabilities, the 
hopes, the dreams.

I have spoken in this way on 
this day because of My Love for all 
who are present here now, and for all 
who will read These Words.  A mother 
expects all children to be different, 
but a mother wants the safety of the 
children, goal of the children, to be 
beneficial to their minds, their bodies 
and their Souls.

I send a Blessing with My Words 
that only a Mother’s Love can reveal.  
As each child is born to the world, My 
Hope is that the Soul of that child will 
be returned to The Father in a ‘Blaze 
of Glory’.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 14, 1995 AT 5:00 P.M.

SAINT ANNE

“I am Saint Anne.  I have 
oftentimes spoken through This Gift 
of The Father’s, not mentioning My 
Name, but in direct conversation with 
individuals.  The reason I did not 
mention My Name was because I felt it 
would be a distraction to the Content 
of what I was describing, or speaking 
about at that particular time.

So much Sincere Love has 
passed through This Gift of The 
Father’s.  Mankind is not capable of 
comprehending or physically under-
standing the Insurmountable Degree 
of The Father’s Love, so generously 
given in so many ways to one or many.

Mankind is now learning through 
This Miracle the Beauty of the Goal of 
life, the Beauty of the Purpose of life, 
and the importance of living according 
to The Father’s Commandments.  
Undeniably These Rules are not just 
a cornerstone of Truth, but each Rule 
has within It instruction for mankind 
to more fully understand that man must 
use These Rules in the daily practice 
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of living in the world.  In essence, The 
Rules were to give mankind a means 
of safety for the Soul.

So Many of Us listen to All 
that is given, and We, in Our love for 
The Father’s Will, in Our desire for 
mankind to reach the Goal The Father 
intended, many times whisper Words 
that a child cannot hear physically, 
but We automatically alert the child 
to the importance of choosing right 
over wrong.  Mankind has a close 
association, communication with All 
of Us Here.  All mankind has to do is 
say words that to some would be called 
‘prayers’, but to Us it’s a personal 
association, because We hear all that a 
child says, We see all that a child does, 
and We are always alert to what the 
Soul is exposed to, whether it be good 
or bad.

My Love goes in This Message to 
a degree not understandable by man, 
but I promise you, if you are in need, 
We are always available to your words, 
and many answers come your way that 
you do not recognize as an answer 
to your prayers, because you are so 
involved in so many things that you 
sometimes forget We truly care.  So be 
it.”
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AUGUST 16, 1995 AT 10:30 A.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“As My Words pass through a 
human voice, My Words are what I want 
mankind to be able to read, and to read 
to others who cannot read, because of 
the importance of What I have to say.  
I am your Heavenly Mother.

When We hear those who doubt 
This Miracle that The Father has 
designed in such a meticulous way, 
covering all facets of human life, it is a 
sadness to All of Us Here, because the 
very same ones that criticize what We 
say, can be found reading many things 
that are detrimental to their purity of 
mind, body and Soul.

We hear some who gather 
together, discussing This Gift of The 
Father’s.  We hear them say, ‘God 
would not work this way; God would 
not use one who is so natural, so down-
to-earth, so much like everyone else in 
every way.’

When We walked the earth as a 
Family, We were seen in a very normal 
way.  We gathered at the well and We 
worked for a living, supporting Us 
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in a natural way.  It would not have 
been acceptable had others seen Us 
in the Manner We Stand Here in the 
Heavens.  Our time upon earth was a 
time of Great Importance, because of 
the Purpose for which this time was 
meant to accomplish.

As the Child and Myself would 
watch Joseph work, and friends 
would come by, they recognized Us as 
a Family.  We had many visitors, just 
as everyone else did, and We lived in 
a time somewhat different than yours.  
The laws were different, and mankind 
in many ways followed different forms 
of prayer, all addressed to the time in 
which We lived, the manner in which 
We lived.

You live in a time where so 
much knowledge has been accepted, 
reviewed, and also you live in a time 
where Faith in The Father has been 
designed in different manners and 
ways, some true to what The Father 
Wills, some only according to an 
individual’s thinking, ideas, ideals.  
When a child is born, the child is the 
recipient of the Faith of those who are 
in charge of the child.
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Mankind must understand one 
thing.  Though there are different 
forms of belief in God, practices of this 
belief, it is important that mankind 
understand one thing:  all men, women 
and children are born with a Portion of 
The Father within them.  This Portion 
is not seen, but It is evident in many 
ways.  It is the Protector of the moral 
judgments, the sound reasonings.  It is 
a Living Portion that expresses to all 
who come in contact with It, of what 
to expect of the individual of whom It 
is, of whom It is a Part of.

There is so much for mankind 
at this time to better understand the 
Dignity of human life, the Purpose for 
it.  As I speak to you on this day, My Love 
is extended in Each Word, because of 
the Importance of That Portion within 
you that you must constantly be aware 
of, and you must constantly see that It 
must be returned to The Father in the 
manner for which It was Decreed.

As I close My Words now, I hand 
through a child in the world, a Mother’s 
Blessing to all who have heard My 
Words and will pass My Words on to 
millions of others who will be able 
to read Them, and those who will be 
taught about Them.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 16, 1995 AT 12:57 P.M.

SAINT IGNATIUS LOYOLA

“I am Saint Ignatius Loyola.  It is 
difficult for many to believe that This 
Miracle is true, because at no other 
time has mankind heard so Many of Us 
speak so directly.  It is important for 
mankind to see the Importance, the 
Value, and the Truths in This Gift of 
The Father’s Generosity and His Love.

Mankind is faced daily with 
decisions, many of them totally moral 
decisions, some based on words, some 
based on actions, and some based on 
interactions with other people.  An 
individual can read a book telling the 
individual what is expected of him or 
her regarding the protocol that must 
be followed in particular situations.  
The protocol that must be followed 
in daily life is logically to remember 
Who created you, the Purpose of the 
creation, and of course, the Goal.

So many men, women and children 
open each day with no thought of 
recognizing God in any way.  So much 
is taken for granted, thus many times 
abusive to the Importance of human 
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life, and of course, ignoring the Goal of 
human life.  We see millions of people 
every day, never once giving a thought, 
a word or an action that reveals that 
they truly understand that The Father 
is always present, and that within 
them they have a Gift from Him that 
nothing else can be compared to.  This 
Miracle that has been so generously 
given to man by God, can be compared 
to nothing else of value in the world.

My speaking to you today is to 
encourage you to help others better 
understand that human life is greater 
than all other living things, for in The 
Father’s Plan it was created to return 
to Him, a Saint.  It is sad to hear so 
many find it difficult to see this Close 
Connection, Association with The 
Creator of All Things, but pure logic 
should say to mankind:  ‘There has to 
be a greater purpose for me than what 
I am in my eyes, and in the eyes of 
others.’

It is instinctive in most human 
beings to desire success, to reach for 
success, either in the way of popularity 
or financially.  Educationally it is 
important for many to strive to 
become academically superior.  There 
is nothing wrong with this.  It is in 
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the nature of mankind, stimulated 
through the will of mankind to 
strive for success.  So then, why is it 
secondary to man’s thinking to become 
‘a Saint’ at the end of the human life?  
It is so important for mankind to fully 
understand the Gift of human life is 
not just ordinary.  It has a Goal.

Hopefully, after some who will 
read These Words, it will encourage 
them to reach for the Ultimate Goal 
intended for human life:  to return to 
God the Soul, a Saint.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 16, 1995 AT 1:21 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  It 
does not take a legal mind to interpret 
the True and Full Meaning of All that 
has passed through in understandable 
Words, This Miracle of The Father’s 
Gift to the world of mankind.

It is sad to hear so much 
negativism, and see so many allow the 
enemy of God and man to interfere 
with a Magnificent Instruction that 
is so clearly given because of the 
Importance of the Soul of all of 
mankind.  Many of Us stand Here 
and listen to rejection that We see as 
totally diabolical, because of the envy, 
jealousy and misinterpretation, guided 
by demonic intervention.

As I speak today, My Words are 
to spread to millions because This in 
many ways is not just an Alert, but I 
am sending an Alarm to be sure that 
mankind stops ignoring What The 
Father has so generously allowed to 
be given.

When man feels he or she is 
dying they want more time, they have 
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deep fear within them.  My Message 
at this time says mankind should not 
wait for the final hour and shout for 
time, because this time would only 
be practiced in a manner and way 
the individual was used to.  Time 
is important to man.  Time is also 
important to The Father.  Mankind 
must recognize this fact, and I add to 
this:  When man is given life, he or she 
should always be conscious that after 
life, Eternity is Forever.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 16, 1995 AT 1:43 P.M.

SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA

“I am Saint Catherine of Siena.  It 
is sad when We hear so many excuses 
being passed from one individual 
to the next regarding the closure 
of so many convents throughout 
the world.  In many of these, what 
occurred could have been corrected 
without such drastic measures being 
taken, but the disciplinary factors 
involved were absent of more clear 
understanding; also, the enemy of God 
and man interfered many times in 
specific vocations, and these vocations 
automatically interfered with other 
vocations.

Those who lived outside of the 
communities had very little concept 
of what was occurring behind the 
walls, and I add, very few prayed for 
the vocations to flourish.  They took 
them for granted, which in reality was 
a sadness to know.

Some men and women try to 
justify so many vocations being lost 
because of human reasoning, human 
understanding, human vulnerability; 
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but I, Saint Catherine of Siena say, 
‘In any vocation of life, the marriage 
state, the single state, there should 
always be prayer to help each one of 
these stations in life be held in the 
proper manner, for the right reason, 
and of course, for the Goal of each 
one involved:  to become “a Saint”.’  
Mankind has a way of taking so much 
for granted, casting aside any obvious 
needed help, allowing all things up to 
the individuals.

Prayer is a very important part 
of daily living.  It is very often the last 
thought for refuge that a situation 
calls for, because the humanistic 
part of mankind falls prey to the 
humanism that looks more appealing, 
more justified, more acceptable, more 
realistic.  Prayer is almost a thing of 
the past, and yet in prayer there is 
a strength that will last.  Prayer is 
a personal communication with The 
Father, with Our Heavenly Mother, 
and All The Saints Here in Heaven.  
Heaven is real and Heaven does hear 
all that is spoken, even when some 
speak in impolite jest.

The world of mankind places so 
much emphasis on becoming famous, 
having power, and gaining monetarily.  
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All these things are in many ways 
competitive to all of mankind, but 
prayer is available instantaneously, 
and there is no better or greater way 
to find strength, courage, peace of 
mind, hope, because in prayer there 
is a Personal Association undeniable, 
with a Source Greater than any human 
being can be compared to, any action 
in life can fulfill.

As We All speak through this 
little one who has been directed to 
repeat Our Words One by One in the 
order We give Them, mankind is being 
instructed to see more value in what 
life is all about.  And mankind must 
remember one important factor:  The 
power of prayer, though it passes 
through the mind, is immediately in 
the Soul of the individual, which is the 
closest Contact to The Father mankind 
could ever have.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 16, 1995 AT 2:40 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“Mankind automatically fears 
some who continuously lie about 
unimportant things, and important 
things.  Mankind fully understands 
that he or she can become victims of 
these lies, and some can even become 
traumatized, because of what these 
lies could do to their character in the 
eyes of friends, relatives, and even 
some strangers.

You live in a time that in many 
ways the number of heretics have 
increased.  It is difficult for many to 
understand the danger that a heretic 
can be morally, spiritually, and even 
physically.  To many the word ‘heretic’ 
is not conceivable in the year in which 
you now live.  It automatically relates 
to times in the past, something that 
was written about, talked about as 
being dangerous.  Many times mankind 
resists words such as this, because 
he does not, or she does not fully 
understand what a full-blown heresy 
can do, how it can affect an individual 
or individual’s life in so many different 
ways.
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The Father, in seeing so many 
abominations, morally, physically, 
mentally, has given the world a Miracle 
of Instruction, using This Miracle 
to help mankind avoid being swept 
into any heretical opinions, actions, 
involvements that are so detrimental 
to the human part of life and to the 
Souls of so many.

We speak through a little funnel 
that picks Our Words up immediately, in 
a manner that is difficult for mankind 
to understand how she receives so 
much in such a short time, on so many 
important issues.  This Miracle is a 
Genuine Gift from The Father because 
of the need of so many Souls that, 
without This Miracle of Instruction, 
many Souls could be lost to the enemy 
of God and man for all eternity.

It is sad to say that when some 
will read All We have given, they will 
pass over the Words and not see the 
Meaning, the in-depth Protection that 
They are automatically meant to be 
for millions of Souls of all ages, no 
matter what religion, no matter what 
nationality, no matter what age, no 
matter what they may practice in some 
form of ritual.
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Many times men look at this little 
one, and cannot feature The Father 
choosing one so small, one who appears 
so casual, so normal.  There is a great 
reason for all of this, because one of 
a different stature, different type of 
voice, different attitude, different 
presence, could automatically appear 
unapproachable.

The little one’s genteelness, 
straightforwardness, love for mankind, 
and yet obvious Spiritual disciplines, 
project What The Father wants 
mankind to see, to feel, to acknowledge 
as a means similar to the time when 
The Son walked the earth, because 
What He projected was in every way an 
approachable figure, a caring attitude, 
and in so many ways radiated a Love 
for mankind that drew mankind to 
Him automatically.

I use this little one who walks as 
I design It to be, for her trust and her 
Faith in All that has been Revealed 
would stagger some men’s imagination, 
but also cause some men to reject what 
her innocence has accepted as reality.

When the news was released, 
the Information that I was The Holy 
Spirit of The Father, We saw much in 
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the attitude of many.  Some could not 
accept It, because It was unrealistic 
in Its Essence, Its Reality, but now as 
I look at many who read the Words, I 
smile, because you see, repetitiveness 
and truth are great teachers.

So much Instruction has been 
given through This Miracle that bears 
My Name.  All of Heaven has spoken, 
not always mentioning Their Name.

We find strangers to her wanting 
to stay more with her, and they do not 
know why.  I smile at this, because you 
see, she is never without The Spirit I 
Am, and the Love that so Many Here 
have for Me.  I am to mankind What the 
Soul is to mankind, a Portion of The 
Father, a Light that radiates within 
each human being.  It is so important 
for the whole world to learn of This 
Miracle, because through It, mankind 
is learning the closeness man has with 
The Father in all things.”
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AUGUST 17, 1995 AT 10:55 A.M.

SAINT JOHN VIANNEY

“I am Saint John Vianney.  The 
Father has Blessed the world by 
giving the world This Miracle that 
contains so much Direction, so much 
Information, so much Love, via the 
Souls that have been given permission 
to draw mankind’s attention to the 
Importance of human life, its Goal.

The Father’s Love is a Love 
beyond any description mankind could 
give it, because it is a Love that passes 
through the Soul of every individual.  
Mankind separates himself or herself 
from responsibilities that they feel 
they are not comfortable with, or 
that they have no real effect on their 
particular manner of life.

You have many different degrees 
of intelligence in all cultures.  You can 
recognize the culture many times by 
their manner of dress, how they speak, 
even their habits, and how they eat, 
how they address certain situations.

No human life is created with 
just flesh and a mind to think with.  
This would put mankind in the 
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category of all other living things.  
This Miracle of Divine Love is in many 
ways instructing mankind on not just 
the Importance of human life, but 
the Importance of what Additive The 
Father put into it that makes it above 
all other living things.

If you were to discuss with many 
people the Soul that you innately know 
is within their being, they would react 
in many ways.  Some would respond 
negatively, because they cannot 
associate their life with what they 
would term an ‘organ’ they are not 
aware of; of course, totally dismissing 
the fact that the Soul is not an organ of 
the body, It is a Portion of The Father, 
His Continuous Association with the 
individual.

There would not be so much 
immorality, heresy, sinfulness, if 
mankind would take the time to see 
why The Father would put into human 
life this Gift of His Divine Love that is 
beyond any other portion of mankind.  
People who consider themselves highly 
educated will possibly not understand 
that within them they have a Portion 
of God, and that every act they 
perform, every thought they have, is 
accountable to God through the Soul 
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that they cannot feel, they cannot see, 
and in many cases they choose to deny 
Its possibility.

So Many of Us Who speak through 
this little one, find that Our Words, 
though complete to many who read 
Them, They are taken for granted, 
because They are only understood to 
the individual’s degree of Faith in how 
The Father works, and His Divine Love 
for each human life.

So much could be spoken at this 
time, extensively, but you have received 
an important mission, and that is to 
pass to mankind All We have given.  
This Miracle is to save Souls.  The 
task is not impossible, but sometimes 
mankind loses sight of the Importance 
of the Soul, because material things 
and personal association is more 
comfortable, more acceptable, more 
understandable, and much easier to 
deal with.

Whenever We speak to give 
mankind a Message of The Father’s 
Love, it is to hopefully reach one Soul 
that will be the recipient of more 
direct attention, more consideration 
by the individual of whom that Soul is 
an Important Part.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 17, 1995, AT 1:10 P.M.

SAINT BENEDICT

“I am Saint Benedict.  It is a 
privilege to speak through This 
Gift of The Father’s that is so full 
of Instruction to mankind, not just 
encouraging mankind to adopt a better 
manner of living, but to practice 
sound moral values and sound moral 
standards.  It is a sadness to All of Us 
Here when We see so little obedience to 
The Father’s Commandments, so little 
respect The Father’s Way, in prayer, in 
time, in actions.

Many times when The Father 
addresses One of Us to speak through 
This Miracle of His Divine Love, there 
is a joy in Us and from All Others 
around Us, because of the importance 
of mankind to better understand 
the Beauty of Sainthood.  We value 
the time as Saints, because it is The 
Father’s Will for all of mankind to 
return to Him in the Form He chose to 
be:  a Saint for All Eternity.

Mankind is alert to a battlefield, 
two sides:  one right, one wrong; a 
battle, that if right wins it is for the 
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good of all, if wrong is the victor, 
the enemy of God and man will 
have a happiness beyond what man 
knows happiness to be.  The Souls of 
mankind are a Portion of The Father, 
and the enemy is after This Part of 
man because of his hate, jealousy of 
The Father.  When a battle rages on 
the earth, and there is a right side and 
there is a wrong side, there is great 
happiness when what is right, what is 
just, what is good, wins the battle and 
enjoys the glory that is attached to it.

If mankind can but just see the 
happiness Here in the Heavens, or 
even imagine it when a Soul returns 
to The Father.  It is beyond anything 
mankind can experience.  It has 
Beauty beyond any beauty mankind is 
acquainted with.  A Soul is more than 
mankind can comprehend; a Soul has a 
Brightness, a Glow.  When a child does 
something that brings happiness to 
his or her parents, love automatically 
shows, happiness radiates, and it is a 
moment of glory for all involved.  This 
is but a small fraction of what it is 
like Here in The Heavens when a Soul 
returns to The Father.

Mankind misses so much when 
he or she looks at human life on the 
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downward side, never looking at 
what the individual child’s Soul is all 
about, the Importance of It, and the 
Magnificence of from Where It came, 
and to Where It must return.  It is 
sad to say parents are not instructed 
properly, and most of them tend 
to place so much humanism in the 
parental role, and the role of the 
family.

This Miracle has instructed 
mankind in so many beautiful goals, 
so many beautiful areas of what the 
future can hold for each one that 
belongs to them, and all the others 
they know.  This Miracle of The Holy 
Spirit of God is a Miracle of Total 
Instruction, deliberately given to 
help mankind fully understand the 
tremendous Value of human life, and 
the Ultimate Goal it has.

Whenever Any of Us Saints 
speak, We instinctively want to go on 
and on and on, because as We know 
so personally the Beauty of Heaven, 
We want all of The Father’s Souls to 
return Here for All Eternity.  So be 
it.”
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AUGUST 17, 1995 AT 1:50 P.M.

SAINT THERESE OF LISIEUX

“I am Saint Therese of Lisieux.  
It is important for the whole world to 
hear of This Miracle that so beautifully 
instructs mankind on What the Soul 
is, because mankind has never been 
instructed properly on this Important 
Part of human life.

Children at very young ages 
should begin to learn that as they 
learn about parts of their body, they 
are taught about that Special Portion 
in them that is Personally a Part of 
God, and that is the Part that must be 
taken care of in many ways, through 
their actions, their thoughts, their 
words, and in everything they do.

It should begin at a very young 
age, in of course capsule form, so as 
to not overwhelm the child and cause 
the child to misunderstand the Soul 
as being an organ of the body that is 
seen, or that a doctor can tell what 
condition It’s in, what It’s like, what 
Its function is.

The first prayer a child is taught, 
he or she should be alerted to the Soul 
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that connects immediately what is 
being said to God, and then it should 
be instructed about all other portions 
of life, because the Soul is a constant 
communication to God, and that God 
is Totally Aware of all things.  Unless 
a child learns in the proper way, right 
from the beginning, the child when 
instructed regarding religion, attaches 
this degree of learning, thus there is 
an absence of the sound relationship 
from the beginning.

All of Us want so much for 
mankind to fully understand that 
human life has a Divine Purpose, and 
that The Father created mankind 
to His Image and Likeness.  This is 
evident because of one’s capabilities 
in life, mentally, physically, and in the 
act of procreation.  But it is important 
also, that children, and I add of all 
ages, understand more of the Close 
Association God is with man.

My Words are Words of a Love 
that is being given, hopefully in a 
manner that all will understand.  So 
be it.”
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AUGUST 17, 1995 AT 2:16 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
The Father has granted the world 
a Gift of Instruction, of Hope, a 
Gift that gives to mankind Facts, 
Information, Direction, and in many 
ways Corrections for behavioral 
patterns that are not pure in mind, 
body, interest and actions.

There are so many cultures 
throughout the world who are in 
many ways confused, thus causing 
more confusion because of so little 
strength in sound moral values and 
sound moral standards.  Mankind 
today can be likened in many ways to 
Sodom and Gomorrah, two cities that 
were morally not just unsound, but 
diabolical.  These two cities have been 
made obvious in many stories because 
of the diabolical actions that were 
practiced consistently and constantly 
by most who lived there.

If mankind had a true evaluation 
documented regarding all that took 
place in those two cities, there is 
much comparison to the time now, 
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because there is so much diabolical 
intervention, practices, theory, that 
can relate word for word for those 
two cities.  It is not a case of the 
world lacking in religious education 
that has permitted all this diabolical 
intervention, integration.  Mankind 
has allowed so much leniency, laxness, 
and relaxation in The Commandments 
The Father gave.

How many men, women and 
children, as a family now, can explain 
how their family responds to God’s 
Commandments physically, verbally, 
emotionally, practicing down to the 
letter what they know is correct, is the 
way The Father expects them to act?  
Mankind has a saying, not always used, 
but ‘Good instruction, sound learning, 
is the foundation for good living.’

If you were to walk down the 
street and you could see the Souls 
of all you meet, ask yourself:  Would 
you be happy to be in their company?  
Would they be happy to be in yours?  
Would you feel safe being alone with 
them?  Would they be safe being alone 
with you?  Do you feel secure with 
everyone you know, everyone you 
meet?  Do you have for goals of all you 
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do, God’s Commandments, and do you 
obey These Rules?

This Miracle has been given to 
the world at a time when mankind 
was, and is in great need of All the 
Instruction that All of The Saints 
have been allowed to give through 
what is called ‘Revelations’.  Some 
people might say that:  ‘Revelations 
are a thing of the past.  They were 
of a different era of time.  We now 
have education, we have laws that 
we understand, and there is more 
soundness in man’s mind.’  My, what a 
sad statement this is when it applies 
to the reality that mankind depends 
upon, that truly doesn’t exist.

God’s Commandments must be 
learned in more detail than They have 
been printed in for such a long time, 
because the whole world of mankind, 
people of all ages, must begin to see, 
to understand, and to practice the 
fullness in which each Commandment 
covers protection for the Soul, and of 
course, the way to Heaven.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 17, 1995 AT 2:50 P.M.

SAINT JOHN OF THE CROSS

“I am Saint John of The Cross.  I 
have many times spoken through This 
Gift of The Father’s, rarely announcing 
My Name to the little one through 
whom I speak.

It is difficult for some very 
learned men to feel that This Miracle 
of The Father’s Love, that in reality is 
of a Magnitude of Instruction beyond 
what any man who wears the clerical 
garb could give, because of the Name of 
the One Who is dictating the Message 
has long left the earth, and is now a 
Saint in Heaven.

The world is in dire need of 
All the Instruction that has passed 
through this small child who acts 
only in obedience, because she has 
been trained by The Father to respond 
immediately because of the importance 
of what mankind must learn, must 
follow, must accept, because of the 
Importance of the Soul that without 
proper protection is placed in great 
jeopardy.
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We hear so many laugh, ridicule, 
contradict, even insult This Miracle of 
The Father’s Love for all of mankind.  
It is not always just ignorance of 
truth, but much is based on jealousy.  
Jealousy is a trait of satan, jealousy 
was the downfall of his place in 
Heaven.  Many names are attached to 
this fallen angel, and in many ways it 
is difficult to apply the word ‘angel’ to 
him, because the word ‘angel’ depicts 
a Heavenly Body, different from The 
Saints, but nonetheless close to The 
Father, and of course, close to The 
Saints.

One day when men of sound 
Spiritual understanding, sound 
reasoning, sound Faith in how The 
Father Works, will see the Beauty of 
This Miracle, Our one hope is it will not 
be too late, because in the meantime 
so much is being spoken against the 
Value of This Miracle, the Importance 
of It, the Beauty of It, and of course, 
the Full Meaning that It stands for, and 
that is to encourage mankind to reach 
for Sainthood.  The Gift of human 
life, in its very structure, obviously 
has a Purpose beyond all other living 
creatures.
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Past History, relating many of 
the struggles that mankind had with 
diabolical measures, means, cannot be 
ignored, but it is such sound reasoning 
to understand that The Father’s Love 
for mankind would send to the world a 
Gift to far surpass anything mankind 
could do, could think, could produce, to 
strengthen mankind’s understanding, 
and why The Father would create a 
human life known to be to His Image 
and Likeness and not give this life 
Something More within it to secure its 
role, its purpose, its safety, its course, 
that would ultimately return It to The 
Father.

My Blessings go each day to 
those who accept This Gift of Divine 
Love, because We All understand that 
mankind sometimes has to take some 
time to realize the Magnitude of a Gift 
of This Size, but My Words to mankind 
are, ‘Do not delay,’ because you do 
not truly know when The Father will 
choose the day for you to leave the 
earth and be Judged for all you have 
done, all you have accepted, in your 
Love for Him, your obedience to His 
Will and Way.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 17, 1995 AT 3:29 P.M.

SAINT BARTHOLOMEW

“I am Saint Bartholomew.  There 
is so much The Father wants mankind 
to think about, to better understand, 
regarding the Importance of human 
life, and the Precious Gift of the Soul 
that is placed within each human 
life.  It is sad to not hear more spoken 
regarding this Gift that is the Ultimate 
in Purpose.  It is more Precious than 
any jewel mankind could have.

Mankind enjoys beautiful things, 
material, and also things that appear 
in the sky that have meaning, and 
are interesting to the mind and to 
the eye.  Mankind looks for progress, 
advancement, and many yearn to 
learn more about what the earth is all 
about, what the sky is all about, and 
of course, everything that pertains to 
the physical, mental role.

We see many who are drawn to 
Spiritual values, Spiritual instructions, 
positions, enjoying instructing others in 
their evaluations of Spiritual matters.  
Sometimes We find that the basis for 
their knowledge is humanistic, and 
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has been corroborated by those who 
feel they have much Spiritual insight, 
usually desiring much attention, 
because it is a field that is very often 
believed when someone is instructing 
on what they feel, what they feel they 
know is helpful to others.  There are 
many, many false leaders in Spiritual 
roles because of personal application 
and personal definition, very often 
ignoring the sound logic that is evident 
through learned men who walked in 
very important Spiritual roles.

You live in a time of what 
many of Us call ‘Spiritual chaos, 
Spiritual dilemma’.  So many men 
and women use spirituality as a 
dominance, as a control, promoting 
their own interpretation, and very 
often this interpretation is based on 
a diabolical role.  The foundation for 
sound Faith in God is based on God’s 
Commandments, and of course, some 
other areas in which Spiritual roles 
were obviously not just practical, not 
just deliberate, but sound in their 
practicality according to All that The 
Son of God stood for, practiced, and 
eventually suffered and died for.

At this time in the History of 
mankind, there are many false gods 
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honored, because some of these gods 
are human in structure, and they are 
idolized because of their manner in 
how they speak, how impressive they 
are in what they say, and needless 
to say, they cause some people to be 
cast into a hypnotic spell of belief.  It 
is important for mankind to be very 
cautious in accepting all that he or 
she can read, listen to, and be tempted 
to follow.

It is important that all ages be 
reminded that God is above all things, 
and the beauty in following His Rules 
is a sound foundation for life, to be 
able to be seen, to be felt as being on 
the right track of Sainthood.  Saints 
are being cast aside by many who once 
used a Saint’s Name to get attention, 
and get others to practice what a 
particular Saint was known for.

You do live in a time that can be 
called ‘humanistic’ in all versions of 
it, all dimensions of it, in all practices 
of it, and of course, all goals available 
to it.  This Miracle that bears the 
Name of Saint Joseph, and also adds 
to This Name the Announcement that 
He is The Spirit of The Father, gives 
mankind assurance that through 
What is taught in All that is spoken, 
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could never be diabolically oriented, 
because the enemy of God and man 
could not, or would not, give praise 
to This Particular Instruction that 
emphasizes the Importance of The 
Holy Spirit of God.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 18, 1995 AT 11:08 A.M.

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

“I am Saint Francis of Assisi.  I 
have come today to talk about the 
lack of sincere prayer throughout the 
world.  Many times it can be termed 
just a ‘gesture connected to a thought’.  
Sometimes it can just be a slight 
remembrance of what it used to be 
like, taking time and communicating 
personally.  The time now is much 
different, because mankind is 
so involved in what is occurring 
politically, or in the entertainment 
field, that prayer has lessened and 
lessened and lessened, mentally and 
verbally.

Those in charge of religious 
vocations and religious services are 
not instructing properly, nor are they 
encouraging those who surround 
them or seeking their advice on the 
importance of taking a specific time 
and devoting it totally to a personal 
communication with The Divine.  
Granted, times like these seem so one-
sided, because there is no interaction 
with the One that an individual is 
talking to, thinking about, asking a 
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favor or a Blessing.  Mankind must 
begin to see prayer as an important 
part of daily life, and use this time with 
dignity, purpose, sincerity, because of 
the value of it, the strength in it, and 
the importance it is to the Soul of the 
individual.

Mankind has so many options 
to be entertained by.  The personal 
communication, silently or verbal, 
is being abused, cast aside, ignored, 
forgotten, because man says there 
just isn’t enough time in the day, yet 
mankind finds the time to listen to all 
that is to be said by different forms 
of media that basically have no direct 
communication with the individual’s 
Soul.  When one talks to God or to 
One of Us, We are immediately alerted 
through the Soul of the individual.  
There is no time delay.  Mankind 
should remember this.

Also, throughout the world there 
is so much diabolical pictures, books, 
encouraging people of all ages to 
seek information that is stimulating, 
sinfully invigorating, and intentionally 
detrimental to sound moral values, 
sound moral standards of all who 
concentrate on what is contained, or 
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who even just casually pass over it 
because of inquisitiveness.

This Blessing of The Father’s that 
has dictated to mankind a voluminous 
amount of Direction, has more worth 
in It than any other subject available 
to mankind.  Through This Gift of 
The Father’s, He has openly explained 
to mankind that within each human 
life He placed a Protective Portion of 
Himself that mankind must be aware 
of, because of the Importance of what 
human life is all about.

Mankind can be told a story, 
and no matter how untruthful it 
is, how diabolical in content it is, 
how disfiguring it is to man’s mind, 
mankind will spread this through word 
of mouth, or by handing it to others, 
sharing it in spite of what it is to the 
mind, to the body and the Soul of 
others.  It is important that All that has 
been prepared by The Father, through 
This Miracle of The Holy Spirit of 
The Father, be spread throughout the 
world, because in the Power of It, in 
the Truth that is contained in It, It is 
the greatest weapon mankind can use 
against all that is totally opposite to 
the truth.
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This Blessing is a Gift beyond 
what any human being can fully 
understand, but that should not stop 
All of What The Father has given as 
a weapon against the enemy of God 
and man.  Time is important, action is 
important, service to God important.  
Remember All that I have said.  So be 
it.”
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AUGUST 18, 1995 AT 1:18 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
We speak at all times of the day 
through this little instrument that 
The Father uses to give mankind 
more understanding regarding that 
Important Portion of human life, the 
Soul.

We hear many speak on physical 
issues, legal issues, with great minds, 
and when We hear some speak on 
Spiritual issues, they use subjects 
that do not always touch on important 
issues that are pertinent to man’s 
daily life.  For the most part, much 
worldliness comes into what they 
teach, what they instruct, because 
they associate humanism in such a 
way to human life, that the important 
issue of why human life was created is 
passed over.  Mankind must begin to 
see, to understand, and believe that 
human life has an Ultimate Goal for 
the Soul.

Historically, man has spoken about 
obedience to God’s Commandments, 
but sometimes it is passed over lightly 
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because of the time it would take to 
elaborate on what connection God’s 
Commandments have to the physical 
life, the Spiritual Goal for mankind, 
that in each day of life man is 
accountable for this Soul at a time, at 
a later date.

Children are not being taught 
nor instructed on That Portion of them 
that is More Important than anything 
in the whole world.  Children are being 
taught humanism, materialism, totally 
eliminating sound moral values, 
sound moral standards.  Children are 
being exposed to demonic pleasures, 
impurities that automatically affect 
their mental abilities, acceptances 
and habits.

This Miracle that I speak 
through many times, is a Gift beyond 
all the material gain, control, in the 
whole world, because This Miracle is 
indelibly marking Values, Truths, and 
the Importance of human life beyond 
the human structure, beyond the 
human mentality, the Soul.  Mankind 
searches out instruction on how to 
be more adept in many things that 
pertain to their close association with 
other human beings, irregardless of 
the morality or immorality that is 
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involved.  This does not even enter the 
individual’s conscience or thinking.

Picture yourself standing in a 
courtroom.  The Father is The Judge.  
You are on trial to be judged according 
to your way of living, and of course, 
the degree of purity of your body, your 
mind and your Soul.  The trial will not 
last long because, do not forget, The 
Judge is fully aware of everything 
about you, because within you there is 
a Portion of Him, and there is no time 
that He does not know your actions, 
your thoughts, your intentions, your 
decisions, and how much in all of these 
things you have made and practiced 
more love for Him.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 18, 1995 AT 1:48 P.M.

SAINT ANDREW

“I am Saint Andrew.  There have 
been several Specific Times since 
the beginning of mankind, when The 
Father would give to mankind Special 
Instructions on how He wanted 
mankind to fully understand the 
Importance of human life.  In some 
of these times He delivered in great 
detail, Specific Rules so that mankind 
would have Guidelines, and fully 
understand what was expected of him.

This Miracle that bears the 
Name of The Holy Spirit of God is a 
Special Time of Instruction, because 
The Father has directed and allowed 
so Many of Us to participate in helping 
mankind understand many things that 
were not elaborated upon at other 
times.

Man calls this time ‘modern’.  
It is a term that man uses because 
of physical progress, and of course, 
because the mentality of mankind 
has flowed with the progress, in 
many areas, in many ways, for many 
reasons.  Some of these reasons are 
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educational goals, innate in many 
men, women and children.  Then 
there are goals that some aspire to, 
called ‘Spiritual instructing’ that is 
delivered mechanically to thousands, 
even millions of people.

Whenever mankind reaches a 
plateau wherein he or she is stymied 
by the degree they have reached in 
what they are interested in, they 
oftentimes begin to make many 
repetitive mistakes, but they will not 
back down for their mistakes, because 
they are solidly indoctrinated in the 
limit of their abilities.

The Father is limitless in all 
areas, in all things that exist, and 
He has given the world at ‘this time’, 
Personal Instruction regarding why 
He created mankind, what Part He has 
in mankind’s life, the Love He has for 
mankind as a Special Creation of His.

Mankind has a saying to those 
he or she loves:  ‘I love you with all my 
heart,’ because to mankind the heart 
is the beat of life, the focus of life.  
Through This Miracle that bespeaks 
the Greatest Love in the world, The 
Father says to mankind:  ‘I have given 
you a Portion of Me, and all you are, 
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all you do, all you have, is registered 
within That Portion of Me, and the 
life you live physically will one day be 
represented before Me by the Soul that 
I gave you at the moment of conception.  
Many, many, many times when a child 
is born, those who look at the child see 
Something they cannot describe, no 
words are capable of saying What they 
see.  I always smile at this, for What 
they truly see in a Light in that small 
body, is the Soul that is a Portion of 
Me.’  So be it.”
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AUGUST 18, 1995 AT 2:27 P.M.

SAINT DOMINIC

“I am Saint Dominic.  My time with 
you today is important, because I have 
come to alert mankind that Devotions 
to Our Heavenly Mother have subsided 
to the point where there is very little 
attention to Her in many ways.

Mankind must stop and think 
regarding Specific Devotions to The 
Mother of All Mankind.  As She stands 
in The Heavens, She is constantly 
aware of each child’s presence upon 
the earth, no matter where they are, 
no matter what country they live in, 
even those who do not know Her in 
any way.  All ages are Her children, all 
denominations are Her children, and 
She worries for the Souls of each one.

Many Visions in which She 
appeared, each one present would 
feel something special within them, 
not only based on their own degree 
of Faith, but a Grace that would pass 
from Her to their Soul.  Of course, 
none of this was seen, nor did anyone 
truly explain what was occurring.
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Those who practice Devotions to 
Her are a joy to Her Ears, to Her Heart.  
It is the most logical way to explain 
how She is affected by these prayers, 
because these are places in the human 
life that mankind can associate with.

Children are not being taught on 
the Magnitude of Her Being.  Children 
are not being instructed on the Degree 
of Love She has for all human beings.  
Bible History, in some ways, spoke of 
Her as ‘The Mother of The Son of God’.  
Also, there have been many Devotions 
addressed to Her, where children would 
kneel and pray aloud, some privately, 
and they would request favors because 
they knew that Her Love was beyond 
all human measure, human means.

Today as I speak to you through 
a little one in the world, I want you 
to remember the Importance of The 
Heavenly Mother’s Love for all human 
life, because She is fully aware that 
within each man, woman and child, 
there is a Portion of The Father, 
and This must never in any way be 
demeaned, but It must be thought of as 
a Treasure, a Treasure beyond anything 
that man can understand, man can 
comprehend, man can determine.
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Man says to those close to him 
or her, ‘I love you.’  These are words of 
assurance between two human beings 
that give strength to the relationship.  
The Beloved Heavenly Mother, in Her 
time upon the earth, left an Indelible 
Mark all Her Own, because as The 
Mother of The Son of God, She was 
the Example for all human life to 
come, and when She stood at the Foot 
of the Cross, Her Strength was beyond 
what human strength could conceive.  
Though She looked mortal, She was 
Immortal, and it was Her Presence 
that gave to this Crucifixion not 
just a picture of Her Protection, but 
in essence, how She feels about all 
children born to the world.

She Is The Mother Of All 
Mankind, She Is The Giver Of Life, 
because you see, She Is United With 
God In The Divinity.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 18, 1995 AT 4:04 P.M.

OUR BLESSED MOTHER

“False idolatry is not a thing of 
the past.  It is greatly present in many 
areas wherein mankind chooses this 
manner of what mankind falsely terms 
‘sound belief’ in a Higher One, and 
also a Hereafter.

Mankind has been Blessed in 
so many ways, especially through 
learning that within mankind there 
is a Portion of The Father.  This Fact 
should be the main factor in mankind 
to never allowing himself or herself to 
fall into the trap of the enemy of God, 
and practice false idolatry.

This form of so-called ‘Spiritual 
action’ is spreading to a degree far 
greater than mankind realizes.  
Humanism is one of the main factors 
in this demonic practice.  It is demonic 
because the enemy of God and man 
uses every avenue that is possible 
to encourage mankind to bypass the 
Beauty and Importance of The Father’s 
Existence and relate to diabolical 
measures and means.
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So much Spiritual instruction 
is based on mankind’s ability to 
talk, to give speeches, to instruct, 
basically leaving open opinion, open 
interpretation, for individuals to 
see humanism as the most important 
factor, eliminating God.

Mankind has been given This 
Miracle.  It is for all ages, and for all 
men, women and children who are 
seeking truths, sound values, in the 
Spiritual matters, goals, of human life.  
The Commandments of God are the 
Greatest Outlines for all of mankind to 
be guided by, and to guide their lives 
according to each Commandment, 
because without a doubt, there is 
great strength, great purpose, sound 
direction within each one.

It is sad to see so many man-
made religions cropping up, putting 
the importance on the individual in 
charge, promoting his or her abilities 
in instructing others in the importance 
of what human life consists of, almost 
always ignoring the Goal of life as The 
Father has designed it to be, and of 
course, eliminating the Soul that is a 
Portion of Him to be returned to Him 
for All Eternity.
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Humanism, when it is practiced 
for the good of the physical and in 
many mental areas of man’s thinking, 
is beneficial to a degree; not when 
false idolatry is the key expressed so 
emphatically, so purposely, ignoring 
All that The Father has given, All that 
The Father Is.

Mankind must in many ways 
begin to see the Value The Father 
has given in His Commandments, and 
through the Crucifixion He endured, 
showing mankind the Sacrifice, the 
Love, the Goal, the Purpose, in which 
mankind must recognize The True 
God, and not in any way follow a false 
idolatry.

Mankind says:  ‘I have a free 
will.  I feel I know what to choose.  I 
feel I know what is best for me.’  It is 
difficult sometimes when there is such 
a strong deliberate hold on the enemy 
of God and man, for an individual to 
change the mind, but prayer for them 
must be said, because the world is 
saturated with many who follow, many 
who accept false idolatries.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 28, 1995 AT 11:48 A.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“There are millions of people in 
many countries throughout the world 
who are unable to receive any portion 
of This Gift The Father is delivering 
at this time, for mankind to better 
understand, to more fully understand 
the Importance of human life over and 
above all other creations of life.

This time is a Special Time, 
because through one small voice The 
Father is instructing mankind on the 
Importance of human life and the 
Precious Gift within it, the Goal for 
which this Gift is to return to The 
Father, because this Gift is a Portion 
of Him.

When mankind desires to show 
affection, love, or sometimes just 
attention to an individual, they present 
the individual with a gift; this gift is a 
binding factor of relationship.  When a 
child is conceived, The Father instills 
within the conception, a Portion of 
Himself that this individual lives with 
every moment of every day, and this 
Gift is to be returned, representing 
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the individual who was chosen at 
the moment of conception to be with 
this Gift every moment of every day, 
because this Gift is a Light of Love 
and Protection.  There is no price for 
this Gift.  It is beyond what mankind 
can term a gift to be.

At no other time in the History of 
mankind has so much been delivered 
on the Importance of the Soul that is 
presented to each human life.  It is 
important for mankind to understand 
that This is more than any gift, any 
priceless gift that mankind can receive, 
because this Gift promises to the one 
in whom It becomes a Part of, that 
Life will continue on when human life 
no longer exists, and in this Life The 
Father receives this Life, this Light, 
in a Manner and in a Way that nothing 
in human life can compare to.

We hear some say, ‘No one has 
ever seen a Soul; how can we be sure 
that such a Thing exists?’  Has anyone 
ever seen God?  No!  Has anyone ever 
lived with God?  No!  Then would not 
mankind understand that the Soul, 
as a Portion of The Father, is unseen 
by the human eye, but is obvious by 
Its Presence, through the intellect, 
through the Gift of Faith that mankind 
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has.  It is sad to hear some reject such 
a Divine Gift.  It is a horror to see so 
many accept humanism as the ultimate 
source of life.

As I speak through a little one 
in the world, I speak in a manner 
understandable to man.  This is not 
a common thing.  That is why This 
Miracle should be treated by all as a 
Gift of Divine Blessing beyond any 
Blessing man could receive.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 28, 1995 AT 1:35 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
It is sad to see so much vulnerability 
in so many areas that bear only 
humanism, lacking sound belief in The 
Father and His Way and His Will.  It is 
difficult to understand how mankind 
can eliminate Truth and follow human 
plan where their Soul is at stake.

Man says, ‘I pray.’  I, Saint 
Alphonsus Liguori say, ‘Yes, prayer is 
necessary and it is communication, 
but it is very important for mankind 
to practice sound morality, viewing 
as its foundation, obedience to God’s 
Commandments.’  Mankind must 
understand that the conciseness in 
which mankind has learned What The 
Father gave to Moses is far beyond 
the definitions that man is used to 
accepting.  My Words describing this 
lethargy mankind has developed would 
be too numerous to dictate.

Man says, ‘I live by rules, the 
law of the land, the laws that mankind 
has written for my protection, and for 
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others to be protected by physically, 
mentally, morally.’

God’s Commandments have 
been watered down to such a degree 
that within each one there is very 
little depth, very little direction, and 
of course, mankind can repeat Them 
rapidly, because there is not enough 
substance in each one for mankind to 
fully understand the importance that 
each one was decreed to be.  Mankind 
makes excuses constantly, and excuses 
are usually denial, rejection, or a 
means to not practice or do something 
that is audibly or verbally suggested.

This Miracle that The Father 
has designed, instructing mankind, 
informing mankind, alerting mankind, 
is a Miracle of Greatness, is a Miracle 
of Personal Communication of The 
Father’s with human life.  Nowhere 
has there been so much Instruction 
on the Importance of What human life 
contains.  This Miracle was designed to 
give all ages, all degrees of intellect, not 
just Knowledge but Values, instructing 
mankind that human life was created 
for a Greater Glory than mankind can 
ever reach in human life.
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Man says:  ‘I have joined an 
organization and I feel it will be good 
for me.  It will help me socially and 
financially because of the nature of 
it, and those with whom I will come 
in contact.’  Mankind is constantly 
striving for higher social standings, 
higher financial goals, not taking into 
consideration that these things are 
not basically good for their Souls.

If you were to walk up to a man 
or woman on the street and ask them, 
‘What condition is your Soul in today?’ 
even if it was to be one who walks as 
a priest or a preacher, the reaction 
would be resentful, and of course, 
would suggest that you were some kind 
of a freak.

Mankind has been given This 
Miracle in a straightforwardness, 
verbally speaking, instructing all who 
will read the Words on the Importance 
of That Portion of Life within human 
life that is basically no secret, but It 
is rarely discussed openly, because 
mankind is more prone to discussing 
mortal understandings of human 
means, measures, subjects.

This Miracle that bears the 
Name of The Holy Spirit of The Father, 
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gives to mankind through the written 
Words, the Importance of That Part of 
Life for which life was created.  God 
in His Generosity created mankind.  
Mankind has a Portion of The Father, 
and it is through This Portion that 
mankind has been given many Gifts in 
life, many abilities to understand that 
human life has to have a Goal, not the 
body, but for the Soul.

While upon the earth in living 
form, the body and the mind are 
active, interested in many things.  
Talents flow from many, and they are 
able to accomplish many what is called 
‘normal’ things, but My Intention for 
what I have just spoken is to awaken 
mankind to reality, to alert mankind 
to a Goal beyond any human goal; that 
is, to one day return the Soul to The 
Father with his or her name attached 
to It, as a Saint Who will be able to 
recognize immediately that They are 
returned to from Where They came, 
but in somewhat of a different status, 
a different degree, a different means, 
a different measure; this time, with a 
name of a human being.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 28, 1995 AT 2:13 P.M.

SAINT CYPRIAN

“I am Saint Cyprian.  It is a Gift 
of The Father’s Love, This Miracle that 
allows so Many of Us to help mankind 
better understand, more reasonably 
understand the Importance of human 
life, and the Reason for which it was 
created.

It is sad when We hear that 
so many are not being instructed 
properly in the Importance of human 
life and the Goal for which it is 
intended.  When We hear many speak 
about ‘Live today; tomorrow will take 
care of itself,’ this is a common phrase 
of words to many people, only because 
they do not want to openly accept 
responsibilities that are important, 
because these responsibilities will 
cause them to be accountable one day 
for their obedience to The Father’s 
Commandments.

It has been said before, 
perhaps in a different way, that 
The Commandments of God have 
Great Purpose, and are necessary to 
man’s daily life.  The degree of each 
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Commandment has been shortened, 
but instinctively man knows that to 
obey the basic they have learned, 
involves much more in a particular 
area, and that they are responsible 
for that area that is not spelled out.  
Don’t ever let anyone tell you or even 
suggest it, that they do not know right 
from wrong.

Many excuses are said to avoid 
confrontation, and/or to avoid a 
subject that is not comfortable to speak 
about, or that the subject involves 
actions that could be more acceptable 
because they are not bound by The 
Rules.  Mankind is very quick to justify 
many things that at that moment he 
or she wants to react to, because it is 
more suitable, more acceptable, more 
convenient.

The whole world of mankind, no 
matter what culture, no matter what 
Spiritual orientation is available to 
them, refrain from looking at the in-
depth meaning of The Rules of The 
Father.

Right now I could make a list 
ten feet long and enumerate all the 
sins that mankind is involved in, and 
in every way justification is without 
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a doubt the reason for what he or she 
does.

Let Me take a few:
Incest — how many means 
and ways is this practiced 
in your time?  What 
sin is it against?  What 
Commandment would you 
rate it under?

Pornography — the word 
alone bespeaks wrong, 
but how many forms of 
pornography are there, and 
how many Commandments 
are sinned against by each 
one of these acts or actions?

Prostitution — a common 
word and absolutely 
acceptable in its worst 
form.  Is there only one 
Commandment connected to 
this sin?  I would say, ‘No.’

Abortion — how many 
excuses can man make 
for the killing of a human 
life, not just excuses, but 
justification?  And do not 
forget, there are many man-
made rules applied to this 
act.
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Adultery — I show the child 
a list.  She says:  ‘Saint 
Cyprian, it is so long, so 
involved, and it is so against 
purity in so many areas.  How 
can they all be covered at 
this time?’

I smile at this child who speaks to 
Me in this manner, because as I speak, 
I feel from within her, not emotion, 
but a fear that I will go on and on 
and on, and it will be very difficult 
for some to read, because you see, a 
few days ago when We were with her, 
We went through the list that would 
one day have to be put into script, to 
alert mankind that no sin is hidden 
from The Father, no form of sin, no 
manner of sin.  Sin is worse than any 
ugly horrible odor that mankind could 
possibly come in contact with.  It 
has a stench beyond what man could 
comprehend.

I say These Words for you to 
compare what Hell would be like, not 
just fire burning flesh, but the odor 
of all sins that have been created 
throughout the world.  The scene would 
be horrible, but the stench totally 
unbearable, even to the lost souls that 
would be subjected to it continually.
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Remember what I have said.  So 
be it.”
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AUGUST 28, 1995 AT 3:38 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  I 
reach you today through one like 
yourself, but I want you to know that 
there is no time, no day, that I am not 
with you.

This Miracle that you, in your 
love for God, love in a way you cannot 
describe, is important for the whole 
world, because your part in writing 
What is dictated to you will be 
delivered to men, women and children 
throughout the world.

At this time there is so little 
emphasis on purity of mind, body and 
Soul.  Mankind is deliberately acting 
against what is pure, and utilizing all 
human actions against the importance 
in the Purity of the Soul.

There have been thousands and 
thousands of Words, not All written, 
but delivered spontaneously through 
this little instrument The Father chose.  
Mankind many times hears sound 
Words of Direction, yet ignores Them 
because of the mood or the manner in 
which he or she is accustomed to.  The 
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Father has allowed so Many Here to 
speak in great detail on the Importance 
of the Soul.

We hear some say:  ‘I know, I read 
It; I know, I heard It, but I just cannot 
connect Something I cannot see or 
feel, as a Link between my Creator 
and me.  How can I be responsible for 
Something I only hear about?’  These 
are foolish words, because logic should 
say to all who hear Our Words, that 
if the subject was not important, We 
would not take the time to elaborate 
in such detail on subject matter that 
is beneficial to man’s Goal.  The Goal 
of mankind is Sainthood, and yet in 
the human way man experiences many 
goals in life, and oftentimes uses 
much more energy, much more desire 
to reach the goals, than he or she does 
in reaching for Sanctity, and yet these 
very same people, when a problem 
arises, will choose a Saint to intercede 
to help.  We always smile at this.

I have something to add to all 
of This:  The prayers in My Name, the 
requests for Me to hear what a child 
has to say, are fewer in number in these 
days.  This is a sadness to Me.  I am 
saying This and asking you to write It, 
because it is important for a Mother 
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to hear Her children communicate 
with Her on all issues, from all places, 
regarding all needs or requests against 
temptations.

As I close These Words with you 
today, I want you to be aware I am 
constantly with you, even when I do 
not hear your prayers calling Me in a 
loving way, a personal way, for do not 
forget, I am your Heavenly Mother, 
and I am always wherever you are.  Do 
not forget this.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 29, 1995 AT 10:00 A.M.

SAINT AGNES

“It is important for mankind to 
learn from This Miracle of Divine Love 
that human life has a Great Purpose, 
a Great Goal, and it was designed in 
a special way, in many ways able to 
do many things mentally, physically, 
artistically, to make human life more 
interesting.  Also, mankind must 
understand that this Design of The 
Father’s, in its Purpose, is totally above 
all other living matter or things.

With all that The Father has 
endowed mankind with, mankind has 
within himself or herself a precious 
Gift in vocations of life.  One human 
being can have more talents, more 
advantages, more opportunities, more 
zeal, but when it comes to looking at 
human life, there is no human being 
born who is not gifted with a Soul.  In 
the Design of mankind, The Father 
thought of so many ways, things, 
that would give mankind energy, 
intelligence and abilities that no other 
living thing had.
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The Father is All Things.  
Mankind must remember this, and in 
His Love for mankind, He instilled a 
Portion of Himself.  Some men would 
say, ‘Why did He do this to only one 
Creation of His?’  The answer is simple.  
The earth is made up of many things.  
None of these things are to the Image 
and Likeness of God.  This Special 
Creation of God’s, He made to be able 
to recreate other human beings.  What 
a Blessing this was.  It was given in a 
Love beyond human understanding, 
and then within this life He instilled 
abilities to learn through the mind 
that could create activities, action, 
hope, love.  Mankind was designed 
in such a special way for a Greater 
Purpose than any other creation.

This Miracle is a constant 
Instruction for mankind to better 
understand what a Valuable Blessing 
it is to be a human being.  This Miracle 
that has been given to the world is an 
Ultimate Form of Instruction beyond 
any other time in the History of man.

Children must be taught that 
they have choices, and in these choices 
they must choose what is right, what 
is good, what is moral, what would 
please God.  Many children are not 
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being instructed on the importance of 
loving God, pleasing God.

So many prayers have been 
designed by man.  They do not all fit a 
small child’s ability to understand.  I 
will give you a prayer for little ones, 
and I would like this prayer to be 
spread where little ones are, because 
you see, in their innocence they will 
appreciate this prayer, understand this 
prayer, and say it when they please:

God, I cannot see You, but I 
know that Something inside 
of me tells me I love You.  I 
also know that You created 
me and when You did, it was 
through Your Love for me.

God, help me to be so good, 
that one day when I return 
to You, You will be so happy 
to see me, because I did 
everything I could to please 
You, by being good.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 29, 1995 AT 11:08 A.M.

SAINT BARTHOLOMEW

“It is very important for mankind, 
no matter what religion he or she 
follows, has claim to, it is important 
that all of mankind read All that has 
been delivered through This Miracle Of 
The Beloved Saint Joseph.  It has been 
designed to instruct all of mankind 
on the Importance of human life, the 
Purpose for it, and What life fully 
contains, besides the human aspects 
that mankind is used to recognizing 
as necessary, because of the design of 
mankind.

There is One Very Important 
Ingredient, a Portion of human life 
that is rarely spoken about.  It is 
made reference to, but not to Its 
fullest measure, and that is the Soul.  
Mankind has been taught to a degree, 
of what Part the Soul plays in human 
life, but only through This Miracle has 
it been so clearly instructed regarding 
the Importance of the Soul as being 
a Portion of The Father, thus giving 
mankind a Special Means in human 
life that nothing else has been given.
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Mankind refers to human life as 
being united with others in a family, 
specifying heritage, hereditary factors 
that are recognizable, sometimes 
due to parts of the world that some 
families come from.  There’s a unity of 
understanding in heritage.  Sometimes 
it has great significance, other times 
no significance, but one thing all of 
mankind has in common, and that is 
that at the moment of conception, 
a Portion of The Father is instilled, 
giving mankind a Union with The 
Creator of All Things, The Designer of 
All Things.  This is a Blessing beyond 
what any human mind can fully 
conceive.

The world of mankind has always 
had disagreements, disappointments, 
also changes in many areas of how 
man lives, how man thinks.  Mankind 
is now in a positive state of learning 
many things beyond what any other 
age had the opportunity to do, but in 
some ways mankind is abusing this 
privilege.  And then there are areas 
wherein availability to higher learning 
is becoming less and less valuable, 
because of mankind’s immoralities.

There is much abuse morally, 
physically and mentally.  Even though 
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mankind has become more educated, 
he has also become more vulnerable.  
This Gift of The Father’s was given the 
Name, ‘The Miracle Of Saint Joseph’ 
for Special Reasons, because if It 
was not so Designated, It would have 
been cast aside, putting It into the 
same category as all other instructive, 
constructive means of education.  The 
Miracle Of Saint Joseph is more than 
education.  It is a Gift of Divine Love, 
delivering to mankind what a privilege 
human life is, and that all of mankind 
has the same opportunity through 
sound moral values, sound moral 
standards, to become ‘Great Saints’.

In the educational fields, 
academically speaking, men, women 
and children work for what is called 
‘a degree’, or ‘a diploma’, or some 
formal sign of accomplishment.  This 
Miracle has instructed mankind that 
the Greatest Accomplishment man can 
reach for is to return the Soul to God, 
a Saint.

What I have spoken today must 
be handed out throughout the world, 
as well as All the other Things that 
have been spoken through This Gift of 
The Father’s, because mankind must 
remember that human life is different 
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than all other things.  It is exceptional 
in its very birth, because within each 
human life there is a Portion of The 
Father.  This Statement, this Fact, this 
Knowledge, must be delivered to all of 
mankind.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 29, 1995 AT 12:50 P.M.

SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST

“There have been stories about 
My life when I was upon the earth.  Not 
all was recorded, because at that time 
records were not kept on all important 
occurrences, happenings, or activities.  
When My life was depicted by mankind 
through pictures and verbal wording, 
mankind did not know all the details 
that took place.

This Gift of Life for the Soul that 
I was instructed to perform is being 
carried on in your day, but not always 
the fullness of Its meaning is spoken 
about, because mankind, through 
progressive thinking, eliminates much 
of the basic sound reasoning that was 
evident in My time.  It is true, mankind 
has carried through much of the detail, 
and added more up-to-date reasoning.

It is important for mankind to 
more fully understand that this Gift of 
Cleansing, of Purification, had great 
intention to It, above and beyond 
what mankind has been instructing, 
regarding this Act of Water and 
acceptance of its reason, because of 
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what mankind believes:  that mankind 
is wiping away, cleansing the original 
sin of Adam and Eve.  In reality, 
Baptism has much more meaning, 
because in this Act of Water, there is 
an in-depth Gift of purification that, 
in its process, is intentionally telling 
mankind that it is important to not 
only cleanse the body, but the mind.

Man’s mind, man’s mental 
abilities are the means of action, 
motivation, intention in everyday 
living, so the Act of Baptism is a 
reminder throughout life that one 
must constantly be aware that the 
Act of Baptism does not stop at that 
point, but continues on through life, 
reminding mankind of the importance 
of purity of mind, body and Soul.

It is sad for Me to see Baptisms 
occurring, and all understanding of 
this Blessing being past History, with 
little reminder that Baptism is the 
forerunner of What the Father Wills 
for mankind:  purity in all things that 
pertain to thoughts, to the will, to 
abilities, and of course, to all human 
associations; and do not forget, the 
individual’s example to others must 
always be thought to be pure.  There 
are so many Lessons to be taught on 
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this one Gift of The Father’s Love, but 
it is becoming less and less important, 
and is being taken as a necessity to be 
done, ignoring the full reason for it.

Mankind has no concept of the 
Magnitude of This Miracle that The 
Father has given to the world, because 
of His Love for mankind.  When We 
hear skepticism, ridiculous reasonings, 
jealousy, pessimistic attitudes, even 
vulgar remarks made where This Gift 
of The Father’s has been placed among 
mankind, verbally and scripturally, it 
brings a sadness beyond what mankind 
knows sadness to be.

We are All available to speak, to 
have Our Words written, so nothing 
that is presented cannot be read by 
millions.  I will speak more on this at 
a later date.”
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AUGUST 29, 1995 AT 1:40 P.M.

SAINT JOHN VIANNEY

“Mankind has no concept of Our 
Constant Presence wherever man is.  
Most times man thinks We are in the 
churches, waiting to hear from them.  
This is not so.  We are in every place 
where man is.  The Father uses Us in 
many ways.  Sainthood is a privilege in 
many ways.  There is always a Presence 
of a Saint in every place in the world, 
Many of Us sometimes at one time.

It is sad to hear mankind read 
about the Goal of Sainthood and not 
realize that it is not just the Title that 
represents Us, or that We represent, 
but that We work constantly according 
to The Father’s Will.  This Miracle 
should prove this because of so many 
Revelations that bear Our Names.  
Granted, this Particular Manner of 
reaching mankind is not the same way 
throughout the world.  Our Presence 
is silent, but We are aware of all that 
is going on, and I promise you, We hear 
all prayers.

It is sad to say what I am going to 
say, but mankind does not pray enough.  
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Mankind does not fully understand 
that there is always the Presence of 
The Father, The Son, and The Holy 
Spirit, and without question, Our 
Heavenly Mother, but Our Presence 
is in many places that man would not 
suspect Us to be.  This Miracle is a 
Gift to the world, because through It 
The Father has allowed so much to be 
explained, so much Instruction to be 
given, so much to be taught for all ages 
to understand.  As you are aware of 
each other, Our Presence in the world 
is like this.  We are many places, but 
man cannot see Us.

This Gift of The Father’s, This 
Miracle of Divine Love is beyond man’s 
comprehension.  The Instruction that 
has been given so openly, so lovingly, 
regarding the Importance of the Soul 
of every living human being, cannot 
be questioned, for as you are a living 
human being, your awareness of all 
that is occurring where you are, and 
other places, should prove to you the 
magnitude of human life, and never 
question it is Special to The Father.

An animal cannot write, a flower 
cannot write, a hill cannot write, water 
cannot write.  You have a mentality 
that is constantly working within you, 
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alert to safety, alert to danger, alert 
to changes, alert to needs, alert to 
sorrows.  This makes mankind special 
in many ways, so why would mankind 
not see the rationale that mankind has 
a Soul, and that this Soul is beyond 
any other human ability, belonging?  
It is logical to understand that this 
Soul has to be a Portion of The Father 
in man, because mankind knows right 
from wrong, good from evil.

The Father’s Love for mankind 
is beyond any human conception 
of love, full understanding of love, 
ability to love.  This Miracle was 
designed to instruct mankind on what 
a great privilege human life is, and 
the importance of each living day, how 
it should be treated, how it should be 
lived.

I raise My hand in a Blessing and 
I say, ‘As you greet each day, never 
forget to cross yourself and say the 
words openly: 

In The Name of The Father 
Who Created me,

In The Name of my Heavenly 
Mother Who always watches 
over me,
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In The Name of The Son Who 
was Sacrificed for me, and 
Who Sacrificed much so I 
would live with God for All 
Eternity, and

In The Name of The Holy 
Spirit of God, thank 
You for giving me the 
Enlightenment through 
This Miracle that bears 
Your Name, for since I have 
learned so much, I promise 
I will do all I can to lead 
and live a life of purity.’   
So be it.”
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AUGUST 29, 1995 AT 2:30 P.M.

SAINT TERESA OF AVILA

“I am Saint Teresa of Avila.  It is 
important that all of mankind learn of 
This Miracle, because Souls are being 
lost for ridiculous reasons; basically, 
mainly on impurities, activated by 
mankind’s lack of understanding of 
The Father’s Commandments.

Mankind is abusing little ones in 
the act of abortion.  Mankind is abusing 
the Souls through pornography.  
Mankind is deliberately making 
excuses for all sorts of disobedience to 
The Father’s Commandments.  So many 
little ones are being subjected to what 
man calls ‘incest’.  There is no excuse 
for this; it is being done deliberately.

Mankind as a whole is sitting 
back and allowing what is being 
termed ‘pornography’ to be acceptable 
even in the home.  Whatever happened 
to dignity in human life, protection of 
human life against all impurities?

Mankind in many ways is not 
just forgetting God’s Commandments, 
but provoking many areas of thinking 
that initiate ugly impurities.
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I could say much more, and I do 
not come to the world in a soft manner, 
because if mankind could but see the 
futility for the Soul when mankind 
addresses so much evil, in a manner 
and a way, willfully accepting the 
thrill of the human way, the so-called 
‘excitement’ that in every degree it 
is being practiced, is costing Souls 
Happiness with The Father Forever.  
So be it.”
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AUGUST 29, 1995 AT 3:50 P.M.

THE SACRED HEART

“I am The Sacred Heart.  
Whenever a picture of My Heart is 
exposed to children of all ages, there 
is a Blessing through this picture that 
automatically is given to all who will 
say one word of love My Way.

I have allowed this picture to be 
made, and to be present in many places, 
because mankind can associate with 
the sight of a Heart, because mankind 
is fully aware that through his or 
her own heart, life is evident.  The 
picture of My Heart allows mankind to 
remember that one day as The Son of 
God walked the earth, the Heart was 
human in the way of man.  This picture 
that is allowed for mankind to relate 
to, to recognize, is important, because 
it says to mankind:  ‘I gave My Heart 
for you.  Can you not allow your heart 
to beat for Me My Way?’

In so many ways love for another 
person is associated with the heart, 
and in this association there is much 
expression, because there is life in the 
beat of a heart, there is hope, there 
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is definitely love.  A picture of My 
Heart should be in every home, even 
in places where few would expect it 
to be, because on the very sight of it, 
in the very existence of its presence, 
it always makes men, women and 
children think of Me.

You live in a time where so much 
desecration is occurring to the minds, 
the bodies and the Souls, purposely 
done, because mankind is a precious 
Gift of life that The Father created, 
because it was The Father’s Love to 
share with mankind All of Heaven.  

Man says to someone else, ‘I love 
you.’  Sometimes it is a mere expression 
of closeness, concern, or love.  The 
Father, in all He has given to the 
world, human life, human intelligence, 
human abilities, human understanding 
of right over wrong, also a sharing of 
so much through the Lives of Those a 
long time ago, This Gift through This 
Miracle of handing to mankind a fuller 
understanding of the Creation of life, 
the Love The Father has for it, and of 
course, the Goal for the Soul of every 
living human being, cannot be thought 
of in any other way but Divine Love, 
Divine Hope, Divine Will.
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There is so much mankind is 
able to understand regarding the 
Importance of being man, but the 
enemy has in many ways caused so 
much distraction, and mankind is 
constantly ignoring the Importance 
of human life, and accepting all 
vulnerability that the enemy is leading 
mankind into because of weakness, 
human, moral.  There is much Love 
that passes through This Miracle.  It is 
shown by so much Direction, so much 
Instruction.

The whole world must hear 
of This Miracle and in every way 
possible exposed to It.  Let nothing or 
no one stop this from occurring.  It is 
important for the benefit of Souls of 
all ages, all creeds, all cultures, for 
there is no human life that does not 
have a Soul.

Sometimes standing strong on 
all that is good for others, places one 
on a battlefield, but remember, as you 
stand on the battlefield and you are 
strong in what you know is best, for 
even the enemy, all you do, all you say, 
all you give to win the battle will be 
on a record in Heaven, and your Soul 
will be the Victor.
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Remember what I have spoken, 
for Each Word is important to 
remember.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 30, 1995 AT 10:15 A.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“Mankind has a closeness to his 
or her mother.  If not a closeness, 
there is an innate sensitivity, feeling 
associated with this way of life.  I am 
your Heavenly Mother.  All children 
born to the world are a Portion of Me 
in many ways.  This Statement may be 
difficult for some to understand.  It 
may even bring criticism in some form, 
some manner of thinking.

This Miracle that The Father 
has Blessed the whole world with is 
a Miracle of Instruction, giving to 
mankind more strength in the Close 
Connection man has with The Divine.  
A child gets strength from his or her 
parents.  There is security in the unity 
of togetherness.  Through This Miracle 
mankind has learned what a Close 
Association there is between God and 
the whole universe.

At the time of the birth of a 
child, it is important that much care 
be considered for the physical, because 
the child is unable to do for himself 
or herself, so responsibility of caring 
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in many ways is automatically that of 
the parents, or parent, or other adults 
who see the importance of the child’s 
needs because it is a human life, and 
unknowingly to many, this life has an 
Importance, sometimes to a degree 
that is impossible to estimate in such 
a small form.

The world has been given a 
Treasure, and It can be called ‘a 
Treasury of Instruction’ through 
This Miracle of Divine Love.  True, 
there are many books available to 
mankind, instructing mankind on 
Spiritual values and Spiritual avenues 
to follow, but This Miracle is Personal 
to all who will read the Words, follow 
the Directions in Them and absorb 
the strength that is meant by Them, 
because This Miracle is giving to the 
world Direct Attention, Personal 
Direction, Governed and Guided by a 
Love of The Divine.

Mankind has received a Blessing, 
and it is sad to hear anyone belittle 
This Blessing or deny This Blessing, or 
in any way weaken Its Beauty, because 
through This Miracle of Instruction, 
the Souls of millions are to benefit 
in more ways than mankind has the 
ability to know of.  Each time One of Us 
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from Here speak, it is a Gift of Divine 
Love.  Each time should be recorded, 
because What We say, What We deliver 
is for all time to come.

This period of time in which 
you live, is to go down in History as 
One of the Most Important Spiritual 
Events that ever took place in the 
midst of mankind, for the Souls of all 
of mankind.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 30, 1995 AT 10:50 A.M.

SAINT JOAN OF ARC

“I am Saint Joan of Arc.  Many 
have read the story regarding My 
time upon earth.  Not all important 
things were written about.  It would 
have taken many more hundreds of 
pages to deliberately emphasize all 
the injustices, all the hate, all the 
wrong that men did to me in the name 
of justice.  This is the first time I am 
revealing this in this manner, but 
The Father has requested it be done, 
because at this time in the world 
He has delivered a Specific Form of 
Instruction that many men, and even 
women are denying, some because of 
jealousy, some because of a lack of 
reasoning, and some because of so 
little Faith in how The Father would 
work.

There is so much emphasis 
through This Gift of The Father, on 
the Importance of that unseen Portion 
within the body, that in truth, is the 
Most Important Part of human life.  It 
is called ‘the Soul’.  Christianity has 
had many Martyrs, many of which 
were not necessary, and only became 
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Martyrs because of the injustices, the 
jealousies, the untruths of those in 
charge.

Many of Us are involved in This 
Miracle of The Father’s Love.  We 
speak formally, and many times We 
speak spontaneously in conversation, 
because to speak formally all the time 
would be difficult on those who are 
with this little one that The Father 
has chosen to be the instrument of His 
Direction.  All that has been recorded 
is Important for not just the Souls of 
those who were present, but for all 
of mankind who will read What has 
been written and see the Value in the 
Instructions that, without a doubt, can 
be clearly understood.  None of Them 
are complicated.

The world has been Blessed at 
this time in which you live, because of 
The Father’s Love for human life, and 
because of the Importance of the Soul 
that is a Portion of Him that is placed 
within the conception immediately, 
because of the life that is involved.

Some human beings treasure 
the life of an animal.  This is in many 
ways good, it is natural, and it shows 
a sensitivity to life.  Human life has a 
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Divine Purpose, and it must never be 
seen as less than what it was created 
for.  At the time in which I lived, 
mankind was considered civilized, 
but being civilized did not mean that 
all who came in contact with me to 
judge me, were just, were without 
weaknesses, and of course, had the 
Faith to understand how God would 
work.

There are so many Important 
Messages delivered through This 
Miracle.  Some of Them will help some 
people in many ways.  Some of Them 
have been given to touch the lives 
of others, because everyone reads 
words to their own liking, their own 
capability, and their own personal 
determinations in what these words 
mean to them, how they can apply 
them to their own way of life.  There 
are so many books written on hundreds 
of items, subjects, that to the reader 
is entertaining, is enlightening, or 
the reader will receive a message of 
encouragement, strength, hope, more 
understanding of a subject.

All that has been delivered 
through This Miracle of Divine Love, 
has been given to instruct mankind 
on the Importance of human life, the 
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Goal of human life.  After reading 
Them, there can be no question that 
the Goal of life is available to everyone 
who lives the human life, and that is 
Sainthood.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 30, 1995 AT 12:00 NOON

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI

“I am Saint Francis of Assisi.  
Many things have been written 
about My time when I lived upon the 
earth.  There were many with whom 
I was associated that did not always 
understand my theory on different 
subjects.  We lived a way of life that, in 
so many ways, had a solitude in it, but 
also there was activity.  As we knelt 
to pray, we would many times pray 
for things that others wanted.  Our 
schedule in many ways was strenuous 
to the human body.

In the time you live there have 
been many changes in Spiritual 
Orders of men, and Spiritual Orders 
of women.  Mankind refers to these 
changes in a very off-handed manner 
of thinking, almost referring to our 
time in solitude, in prayers, as being 
past History.

In this time in which you live, 
there are many forms of what is called 
‘belief in a freer religion’.  Supposedly 
to some, in this communication with 
The Father, it is so personal and has 
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a freedom to it.  I, Saint Francis of 
Assisi, say:  ‘It also bears a familiarity 
with The Divine that lacks respect in 
many ways, lacks dignity, and lacks 
the formality that makes prayer so 
much more sincere, so much more 
respectful.  Granted, it is a good habit, 
a worthwhile habit, to speak to God 
casually, informally, personally, but 
there must be times of respect, honor, 
and dignity, because of Who He Is, 
because of What He Is.’

At this time mankind puts much 
emphasis on freedom, freedom of 
thought, freedom of actions, basically 
allowing all forms, all types of 
permissiveness to enter in, and many 
sinful acts and actions acceptable.  
Time does not encourage human beings 
to be lax or loose in their respect for 
The Divine.  Time is not the criteria 
for this type of acceptability.

Many times through This Miracle 
it has been said, ‘You live in a time 
worse than Sodom and Gomorrah.’  
This should frighten anyone and 
everyone who has any concept of what 
a horrible, sinful time and places 
these were.  The Father had to take 
a strong stand.  If The Father had to 
take a strong stand, then how can 
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mankind justify all the things that are 
so allowable now, when they are worse 
than what occurred at Sodom and 
Gomorrah?

Those in high religious positions 
are not instructing mankind in 
the correct manner.  The authority 
that these men represent is lax in 
responsibility.  We see all that is 
occurring throughout the world, and 
very, very little is instructing mankind 
on the Importance of human life, or on 
the Soul that human life is responsible 
for.  So much sin is acceptable in 
all ages, in all stations of life, in all 
vocations.  Does not this mean that 
there is an alarm ringing to alert 
mankind, to awaken mankind, to the 
time of Judgment?

In other times, mankind would 
learn about what Hell was all about, 
and when it was expressed in its fullest 
measure, there was something to think 
about, and it was an alert to those who 
were responsible, that things had to 
change, more prayer had to be a part 
of life, and the Goal for human life 
could only be reached by changing 
one’s pattern of life from sinfulness to 
a form of actions, thoughts, words and 
deeds that contained more purity, more 
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recognition of The Father’s Will, and of 
course, The Father’s Commandments.

Needless to say, All of Us Here 
in the Heavens could write Volumes 
of Instruction for mankind.  Each of 
Us could fill the world with what We 
know is valuable for mankind to know, 
to understand, to practice.

It is Our wish, Our hope, that 
what is occurring through This 
Miracle Of The Beloved Saint Joseph, 
Who Is The Holy Spirit of The Father, 
that mankind will see the Value, the 
Practicality in It, the Importance, and 
begin to practice purity of the mind, 
of the body, for the Soul.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 30, 1995 AT 1:26 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I will talk.  I am Saint Alphonsus 
Liguori.  It is important for mankind to 
fully understand that man was created 
for a Purpose other than human life.  
The Gift of life is a preparation for 
mankind to reach the Goal that The 
Father designed for the Soul.

There are so many men, women 
and children constantly agonizing 
over why life is not more profitable, 
giving them things they desire, they 
dream of, they hope for, that they see 
others enjoying.  Most of this is innate 
in some, because they do not see the 
values of what they already have.

Human life is a Gift of Divine 
Love, and every step, every age, has 
benefits to it, because as one grows, one 
progresses mentally, and many times 
in experiences that help them better 
understand the Purpose for human 
life, the Goal of human life, and that 
basically it is a Treasure.  When We 
hear emotional conversation regarding 
negative attitudes, feelings, wherein 
the physical life is not experiencing 
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all the benefits that others have, We 
want so much to have the individual, 
or individuals, realize that the Gift of 
life is Divinely Designed, so that at a 
given time the Soul of the individual 
will return to The Father Forever.

It is sad to hear mankind want 
only material gains or recognition 
above and beyond other human beings.  
The Goal of life is Sainthood, and what 
mankind many times forgets is that 
the practices in human life should be 
based on moral issues, moral values, 
moral standards, and in these practices 
there is an inner happiness, an inner 
realization that life has a Purpose.

Today is perhaps different than 
other times in History, but mankind 
has not changed, because mankind 
makes himself or herself vulnerable 
to things that are only humanistic.  
My time with you today, and with all 
who will read My Words, I want you to 
realize, and then accept, that the Goal 
of life is equal to all mankind.  There 
is no race, no creed, that is shut off 
from the Goal of life.  Sainthood is for 
every human being born.

Moral values and moral standards 
are obviously sound reasonings for 
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those who walk each day, living it in 
the manner of the place wherein they 
live, they work, and entertain.  Man 
has an expression, ‘Self-pity is self-
destruction.’  In many ways this is fact, 
because if mankind would use daily 
living to its full ability and concept, 
man would not find unhappiness, but 
it would strengthen the will in many 
ways to reach for Sainthood, instead 
of the temporary things that are 
associated with living.

Mankind has the Greatest Gift 
that God could give, and that is the 
Soul that is given to each human 
life, and the Goal is equal, because 
it is for the Soul to become ‘a Saint’.  
Sometimes men argue this point, and 
they say, ‘Well, aren’t Some Saints 
greater than Others?’  My, what a 
foolish remark!  Mankind should strive 
for Sainthood, because any Judgment 
that will be termed ‘a Saint’, is above 
and beyond any human goal in daily 
living mankind could attain.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 30, 1995 AT 2:00 P.M.

SAINT MARTHA

“I am Saint Martha.  There are 
so Many of Us Here Who delight in 
speaking through This Beloved Miracle 
of The Holy Spirit of God, Saint 
Joseph.  Here in the Heavens, We have 
many things to do, because of so many 
Souls of mankind that The Father 
wants returned to Him in a State of 
Purity, so there will be no time delay 
in the Soul entering The Divine.

Mankind has many subjects to 
talk about, to learn about, human life 
experiences, so many things that can be 
termed ‘pure or impure’, ‘interesting 
or not interesting’.  Mankind has 
volumes of areas in which each thing 
can give great strength to the mind, 
the body, in favor of helping to make 
the Soul ‘a Saint’.  There are many 
forms of life upon the earth, but man 
is the ultimate Creation.  No matter 
how extensively mankind becomes 
knowledgeable, the Soul of the human 
life is the Greatest Goal that mankind 
has to reach.
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The will of mankind plays a 
special role, even at the moment of 
birth, because whether it is seen in 
its full measure or not, the will of the 
child is active at this time.  Mankind is 
a special design, because of the senses 
of mankind, the intellect, the artistic 
abilities, the human nature, and then, 
of course, the ability of choice.  When 
choice has to be made of right or wrong, 
The Father’s Generosity in mankind’s 
structure is never truly recognized for 
how great it is, how special it is, how 
important it is.  This Miracle of Divine 
Love is handing to mankind verbally, 
and in written form, the Importance 
of life and all that is contained in life, 
plus much regarding the Portion of 
life that is to return to God, the Soul.

We watch happiness in many 
areas, sound, clean, clear happiness.  
We’re also present where there is 
nothing but ugliness, sinfulness.  
Mankind ignores the value of prayer, 
and many times only says it when it 
is convenient or not noticeable to 
others.  Prayer should be a constant 
communication silently, because in 
this way, in this communication, any 
human judgments that have to be 
made, will have the benefit of the 
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strength of that communication to 
help in many ways.

Children should be taught that 
they can say a silent prayer, constantly 
keeping their activities in the Sight 
of God in a personal way.  No one has 
to know, no one has to share these 
moments that in so many ways will 
give strength, because God in His 
Love for all of mankind, all ages, is 
constantly Present through the Soul 
of each individual.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 31, 1995 AT 10:50 A.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.  It is 
sad to say that in this time in which 
you live, there is little conversation 
regarding the lives of The Saints.  It 
is important for mankind to better 
understand anything about the lives of 
The Saints.  Of course, all could never 
be written, because as in your lifetime, 
every moment, every action, every 
good deed, could not be recorded, but 
because This Miracle is to encourage 
mankind, to enlighten mankind on the 
Importance of human life and its Goal, 
it is necessary that men, women and 
children begin to understand more 
about the Importance of their Soul.

There are many forms of religious 
beliefs, and in some of them there are 
degrees of truths.  In others there are 
merely man’s determinations, because 
in writing about these things, the 
writer many times would emphasize 
his or her own interpretation of what 
took place, what possibly took place, 
regarding the individual who was 
being written about.
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You live in a time of great heresy.  
It is a sadness to All of Us Here, because 
heresy is against the beauty of truth, 
the practicality of truth, the value 
of truth, the soundness of truth, and 
heresy in many ways can be termed 
‘totally diabolical in its structure, 
nature, and practices’.

This Miracle of Divine Love is 
continuously instructing mankind on 
the Importance of the Treasured Gift 
that human life is, and the Ultimate 
Gift placed within each human life.  
There is a common saying amongst 
mankind when there is doubt in truth, 
and that is, that those who deliver 
untruth and instruct others in what 
could possibly be diabolical, there can 
be no sound conscience, even though 
the person or persons appear to act in 
a very conscientious manner.

This Miracle has been given 
to the world, instructing mankind 
to follow sound moral values, sound 
moral standards, and to be ever 
conscious that human life has a Gift 
that is designed to live forever; not the 
physical, of course, but the Soul that is 
a Portion of The Father.  This subject 
of the Soul is not fully understood, 
but the Soul is what mankind should 
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strive to protect in every way possible.  
That is why The Father gave to the 
world His Commandments to live by, 
because in These Commandments 
there is instruction, there is purpose, 
there is logic.  Also, there is an obvious 
beauty and truth connected to man’s 
conscience that is immediately alerted 
to what is right, what is wrong, and 
The Father’s Commandments are the 
verification that should be used as the 
judgment for all thoughts, all words, 
all actions.

Mankind has the responsibility 
to control his or her nature, his or her 
intentions, his or her actions, his or 
her decisions, and all of these should 
be guided and guarded by obedience 
to God’s Commandments.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 31, 1995 AT 11:37 A.M.

SAINT ANTHONY OF PADUA

“I am Saint Anthony of Padua.  
This Miracle of The Father’s Love for 
mankind is a Gift to mankind beyond 
any gift man could receive or give 
to anyone else, because The Father, 
in His Love for mankind, allows and 
directs Us to speak openly, Directions, 
Instructions, so that mankind knows 
immediately what is right, what is 
good, what is sound, for the Important 
Place for the Souls of all of mankind 
to return to.

Mankind speaks only of human 
flesh, human ideas, abilities, personal 
efforts to accomplish things.  Mankind 
has been given a Gift beyond all 
human imagination.  This Gift is a 
Portion of The Father at the moment 
of conception.  There has never been 
a Miracle to mankind as This One is 
in your time.  There has been so much 
Direction, explaining the Importance 
of human life, the Goal that it was 
created for.  It is natural for man to 
strive for success, it is important for 
man to understand that success in the 
eyes of mankind has its place in the 
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life, or lives of mankind, but how many 
living in this day can say that they will 
be in Heaven as soon as the human life 
no longer exists, it is taken away?

Mankind many times thrives on 
goals, and when he or she fails at one, 
their human nature looks for another 
one, because it gives energy to life, 
purpose, hope.  This was instilled in 
mankind by The Father, this desire to 
reach a goal.  Now, This Miracle that 
has been so deliberately explained in 
teaching to mankind that the Goal 
of life should be Sainthood, what 
more could man ask, and why would 
any human being ignore striving in 
daily life to want to reach the Goal 
that is promised for practicing sound 
moral values, sound moral standards, 
because these things will guarantee 
man Sainthood?  There are so many 
sinful actions, thoughts, words 
acceptable, because they are referred 
to as the nature of mankind.  This is 
nothing but an excuse, because man 
knows better.

Children are not being instructed 
fully on what human life was created 
for.  There is so little direction in any 
place where children go, even in what 
is called ‘the House of God’.  There is 
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more humanism, more emphasis on 
man, man’s abilities, man’s thinking, 
man’s importance, than there is on 
God.  There is very, very, very little 
instruction on that Precious Gift 
within mankind, the Soul.  It is not 
just because it is not able to be seen.  
It is because humanism depends on 
only humanistic values, humanistic 
attention, humanistic goals.

There are so many diabolical 
practices that are not seen as 
diabolical, but only recognized as 
human behavior.  Many times We see 
such desecration to the Soul of an 
individual, that We ask The Father, 
‘What can We do?’  He says, with a 
sadness that human life cannot know, 
‘I have given mankind a free will and 
mankind depends upon that free will, 
because it allows mankind to make 
decisions in everyday living.’

So much has been delivered, 
and We see so many resisting the act 
of reading All We have given.  It is a 
sadness to Us, but as I speak to you on 
this day, I have a Message for each one 
here, and all who will read My Words:  
All that has been written through This 
Miracle must be passed throughout the 
world for mankind to read, to learn 
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from, so that mankind can use his or 
her will to make the decision, that 
what they have read is for the good of 
their own Soul.  The Father decided 
that to hand to mankind Direction in 
writing, was the best way to speak to 
mankind, in a manner that man would 
understand, could absorb, and would 
follow.  So be it.”
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AUGUST 31, 1995 AT 1:45 P.M.

SAINT ALPHONSUS LIGUORI

“I am Saint Alphonsus Liguori.  
There are many discussions amongst 
many men and women regarding the 
legalities of all that has been written.  
We smile at this, for there is no human 
being with the total ability to discern 
The Father’s Way of doing things.  This 
little one The Father chose to speak to 
the whole world, is difficult for some 
to accept, believe, or understand, but 
this does not make their attitude valid 
or acceptable.

This Miracle that generates so 
much Divine Love in Its Very Wording, 
is beyond any human ability to see in 
Its Full Authenticity, the Greatness, 
the Soundness, the Love that is 
extended for the Souls of all men. 
Mankind many times is inclined to 
read stories of History, believing every 
word inwardly, living every word of 
expression, of encounter, of decisions, 
of action.  If mankind would but 
look at What has passed through this 
little one, they will find All that has 
been written far greater in Value, in 
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Concept, in Hope, than anything that 
has ever before been written.

There is a sadness when We hear 
deception regarding this little one, 
because deception is a tool of the 
enemy of God and man.  Deception 
proves nothing, but it expresses 
jealousy, hate, hopelessness, deceit, 
corruption in all things, in this course 
of determinations.  Though there has 
been much revealed thus far, there 
are yet thousands and thousands and 
thousands of Words to be delivered, 
because The Father has Decreed it to 
be, that enough Words will be spoken 
so that no man, woman or child will 
be unable to be touched by One, Two, 
Three or More Things that The Father 
Wills them to better understand, more 
readily accept, for the Soul that He 
placed within them at the moment of 
their conception.

We could All dictate hours at a 
time without stopping, because This 
Miracle of The Father’s Will and Love 
is so Important, so Necessary for every 
human life in the world.  Those who 
accept without question, the reality, 
are immediately Blessed because of 
their sincere Faith in how The Father 
would express Love so Personally.
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As I leave you at this time I want 
you to know, that as this little one walks 
in total obedience to The Father’s 
Will, the enemy works diligently to 
encourage those who read the Words, 
hear the Words, to ignore the Words.  
Remember This Statement, because 
you see, enemies of all that is good 
have weaknesses, and good will always 
win when the final bell rings.  So be 
it.”
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AUGUST 31, 1995 AT 2:18 P.M.

SAINT THOMAS MORE

“I am Saint Thomas More.  The 
Father has handed to the whole world 
a Gift beyond human comprehension, 
based on His Love for all mankind.  
There is no price tag on This Gift, no 
monetary means or measure could buy 
This Gift, could sell This Gift, could 
approve of This Gift.

Mankind in all stations of life 
have a need for This Gift, because It 
is a Gift that is designed to not just 
encourage mankind, but to direct 
mankind to the Gates of Heaven.  
There is no bribery attached, no 
insulting gimmicks.  All that is taught, 
instructed, spoken, directed, is for 
the whole world of mankind, helping 
mankind to see the Value of human life 
and the Goal of human life.

It is important that All that 
has been given never be questioned, 
never be doubted, never have a price 
tag that will eliminate anyone from 
being able to receive any part of What 
The Father wants mankind to use, so 
that the Soul will be returned to Him 
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as soon as possible after the physical 
life no longer lives.  Life is Eternal.  
Mankind must understand this.  As 
the human life serves a Purpose, when 
this Purpose is no longer available, 
then the Soul takes over, and the Soul 
then, in returning to The Father, is 
used by The Father for the sake of 
other Souls.

What a beautiful Gift of life 
and for life The Father has designed.  
Mankind has mental abilities, 
physical abilities, superior to any 
other creation.  Mankind has a will 
for determinations.  All things were 
considered by The Father in this 
Creation, so it is logical for mankind 
to understand there has to be more to 
human life than what man experiences 
daily.

Children must be taught to 
exercise their abilities for good, to train 
themselves to see the value of truth 
over untruth.  The Commandments of 
God must be instructed to a degree 
that there is no guesswork in Their 
full meaning.  It is important for all of 
mankind to value human life because, 
as you know, it is innate in mankind to 
want human life to be safe, to be well, 
and of course, many other things.
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This Gift The Father has handed 
to the world, This Miracle of Instruction 
must never be set aside, because It is 
so practical for mankind to be able 
to follow.  There is so much logic in 
Everything that is spoken, Everything 
that is written.  This Miracle Of 
The Beloved Saint Joseph, The Holy 
Spirit of God, cannot realistically be 
denied, because of the Importance of 
Everything that has passed through, 
because of The Father’s Love for the 
Special Creation of His, human life.  
So be it.”
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AUGUST 31, 1995 AT 2:45 P.M.

SAINT PIUS X

“I am Saint Pius X.  I am speaking 
to you as a Saint, not as the Vicar of 
Christ upon the earth.  It is important 
for mankind to see the Value of All that 
has been taught to mankind through 
The Gift of The Father’s Love at this 
time, in this year in which you live.

There is so much desecration 
to moral values, moral standards, 
to obligations, to responsibilities, 
regarding Spiritual growth, strengths, 
practices.  You must understand, those 
who will read These Words, that The 
Father has sent to the world a Great 
Message, a Great Miracle, because of 
the impurities of the mind and the body 
that mankind is causing, destroying, 
desecrating the Soul.

It is difficult for some to read 
These Words and to feel that These 
Words are meant for them, because 
they are so entrenched in infidelity, 
impure practices, that their way of 
life seems as though it is the only 
natural way for them to live, to follow, 
to accept, to practice.  Mankind was 
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destined to become ‘a Saint’.  Mankind 
was given the ability to know purity 
from impurity, right from wrong.  
Many times the very ones who sin the 
most want to be treated with dignity, 
and resent anyone approaching them 
and acting in an undignified manner 
to their human life.

Imagine how The Father feels 
when there is so much sin by an 
individual that desecrates the whole 
of the human being, plus automatically 
desecrating the Soul of the human 
being.  There are so many human laws 
that mankind is bound to, because of 
what certain men and some women 
have appointed as laws to be the 
rule of life, the rules to live by, the 
rules that if they are broken, those 
who break them must pay physically.  
What about The Rules of God?  Each 
one of These is broken every day by 
millions of people.  Is it not important 
for mankind to see the injustice, and 
practice more sound morality?

So many at this moment have 
become so adjusted to sinning against 
every Commandment of The Father’s, 
that they do not feel any emotion or 
any contradiction in the offensiveness 
of what they are doing.  I could speak 
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a long time, but The Father requested 
I speak to you on this matter.  There 
is so much for mankind to correct, to 
eliminate, to ignore, to stop, because 
if it continues, what is occurring 
throughout the world, The Father will 
be forced to not just show His Hand, 
but take a Firm Stand, and He does 
not want to do this.

This Miracle was given to 
give mankind a chance to see the 
importance of sound morality, and cast 
out of their lives indecency, immorality, 
ingratitude.  Every time One of Us 
speaks it is to instruct mankind on 
what a Treasured Gift of Love human 
life is, and that it is ignoring The 
Father’s Will, thus disgracing The 
Father’s Personal Gift of Love to each 
life, a Portion of Himself, the Soul.

All of Us Here in The Heavens 
say to mankind, ‘The time has come to 
see the Importance of human life, the 
Goal of human life, and the Love The 
Father has handed to mankind that no 
one or nothing else can give.’  So be 
it.”
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AUGUST 31, 1995 AT 4:29 P.M.

SAINT DOMINIC

“I am Saint Dominic.  I have 
spoken many times through This Gift 
of The Father’s that instructs mankind 
on the Importance of human life, and 
that Precious Gift, the Soul.

It is sad for Me to say that so 
few in this day are remembering Our 
Heavenly Mother.  So many say, ‘I 
have prayed the Rosary so much in my 
lifetime; I have just gotten out of the 
habit of saying it.’  Also, many who 
used to pay Homage to Her in Services 
to Her, honoring Her and making 
requests of Her, no longer do this.  The 
absence of such attention is a sadness 
to Her, because mankind is ignoring 
these precious times that bring The 
Holy Mother close to the individual, 
in communication, in association, 
compared to a child and a mother.

So much is occurring throughout 
the world that is eliminating man’s 
association with The Divine.  There 
is so much attention on humanism, 
its abilities, and of course, its 
progress.  None of this is associated 
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with answered prayers at given times.  
Rarely does mankind kneel to pray.  
Lately it has been a small one on the 
run, or a fleeting thought, accepting 
the fact that they will be heard no 
matter what the conditions.  Disrespect 
is prevalent throughout the world for 
all that is Holy, all that is Good, all 
that is Spiritual.

There are many men and women 
who openly say they have great gifts 
of power to heal others, and that 
their power is closely connected to 
a Higher Power, and that mankind 
should listen to everything they say, 
and follow their pattern of prayer 
because great Miracles are occurring 
within them, helping others in severe 
cases of illnesses, and in other ways.  
When mankind refers to loving 
someone, caring for someone, there 
is automatically a certain degree of 
generosity, charity, sincerity.

In the world at this time there 
is much paganism, not called this by 
mankind, but it is obvious because 
of the tremendous decline in sound 
spirituality.  For some, to hear What was 
just spoken will be denied intensively, 
extensively, but nonetheless, it is fact, 
it is truth.  If all who will read These 
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Words will but ask themselves the 
following questions:

How much devotion do I 
practice in honoring Our 
Heavenly Mother?  Do I do 
it daily, or just when I think 
about it?

How much generosity and 
example do I show regarding 
my Spiritual feelings to 
people close to me, whether 
they be family or friends?

What example am I to the 
young people that I know, 
when they see me or they 
hear my voice?  Do they just 
recognize me in a human way, 
or do they associate me with 
my love for God that appears 
openly, lovingly, sincerely?

Do people see morality in 
me, or do they feel that on 
many issues I would not be 
respectable, nor would I show 
respect for all that is good, 
all that is Spiritual?
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To some, do I appear totally 
trustworthy in what they 
speak to me about, what they 
confide in me about?

There are so many things that 
mankind is missing in just using 
spirituality in a manner that can be 
termed ‘hit or miss’.  Is spirituality a 
daily practice?  Is it based on honesty?  
Some people automatically show 
spirituality when they want to impress 
another individual.  This is in so many 
ways disappointing to Many of Us 
Here, because it is hypocritical and it 
does not signify strength, loyalty.

Many of Us, when We are allowed 
to speak through This Miracle,  find it 
a privilege to help mankind, because 
in helping mankind We are making 
The Father happy.  There are so many 
men, women and children ignoring 
daily practices of prayer.  To many it 
is a thing of the past, to many it is not 
necessary, to many they cannot find 
the time.

This Miracle of The Father’s 
Love has touched so many subjects, so 
many areas of human life that should 
be attended to, because mankind has 
not grown closer to Sainthood, but has 
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pulled away because of the humanism 
that is so evident in every day.  It does 
not take courage to say a prayer.  It 
takes time, it takes love, it takes Faith 
that prayer will be heard.  Prayer 
is communication and it should be 
developed into dedication without 
question.

So many Blessings have been 
handed to mankind, so much attention 
given to mankind, so that mankind will 
be touched by what is right, because 
the Souls must be taken care of morally, 
physically, spiritually, continuously.

We are always present, We are 
always aware, We are always available, 
and We want you to remember that We 
do care.  That is why Each of Us Here 
ask The Father:  ‘May I speak?  Can 
I be the One to alert mankind to the 
Importance of what life is all about 
and to never allow anything to stand 
in the way of becoming a Saint?’  So 
be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 1, 1995 AT 11:54 A.M.

SAINT JOHN VIANNEY

“I am Saint John Vianney.  There 
are many children throughout the 
world, of all ages, who are searching 
for truths, for guidance, for valuable 
information, because they feel within 
their way of life something is missing.

It is true, there are many books 
available for mankind to learn from, 
but in reality, in most all books except 
one, man’s interpretation, man’s 
views, man’s personal inclinations, 
man’s values, man’s likes, dislikes 
are written about, because mankind 
cannot write what We say, because We 
do not dictate to all of mankind.

This Miracle that gives to the 
world Instruction Courses in the 
Importance of that Gift of Divine Love, 
the Soul, is a Miracle that mankind 
should readily see is different than any 
other written material, and All that 
is spoken in Words has so much merit 
beyond any other written stories, 
lessons, words.

Many of Us are constantly 
present where this little one is.  She is 
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immediately drawn to Who We are, and 
waits for Our Manner of getting her 
to speak what We desire to be written 
or to be heard.  Many Blessings are 
granted to mankind through This 
Miracle of Divine Love, because This 
Miracle is designed to instruct all of 
mankind regarding the Importance of 
human life, and the Important Goal 
The Father designed for it.

I will speak more on this at a 
later time.”
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SEPTEMBER 1, 1995 AT 1:13 P.M.

SAINT ANDREW

“I am Saint Andrew.  Many people 
depend much on their imagination in 
all areas of life, especially the moral, 
because through their moral actions 
they find access to all areas of life.  
Mankind’s imagination is very often 
revealed through their emotions, or 
many times through the style of living 
they choose.

All of Us Who deliver Instructions 
through This Miracle that was 
designed by The Father for the benefit 
of the Souls of all races, all creeds of 
mankind, in many ways eliminates any 
room for imagination, because All the 
Instruction that is delivered is for the 
benefits of the Souls.  There is nothing 
imaginative about Heaven, nor about 
Souls.  It is All reality, and mankind 
must understand that both of These 
Things are Factors that must never be 
set aside, any day, while one is living.

At the end of the human life 
there is a beginning, but it all radiates 
through the Soul.  There is not enough 
attention, respect, understanding, or 
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information spoken about, or taught, 
regarding what occurs when human 
life is over.

This Precious Gift of The Father’s 
Love, This Miracle of The Father’s Love, 
is an Important Issue for mankind of 
all intellects, all creeds, to more fully 
understand that human life is a Gift 
of Divine Love, and it would be foolish 
for mankind not to realize that in this 
Gift of intelligence, of sensitivity, of 
hopes, of goals, it would automatically 
be a Goal of Greatness.

With all the instruction that 
mankind receives from books that are 
written by the intellects of all who, if 
you were to truly see the moral values 
and the immoral values of these 
individuals, you would be shocked at 
how little they realize what mankind 
truly consists of.

With What I have spoken today, 
I hand mankind a Special Blessing, 
because in All that has been taught, 
elaborated upon so intensively 
regarding what a Precious Gift human 
life is, We find so few truly recognizing 
what a Magnificent Treasure God has 
made out of human life, over and above 
all other creations.
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My Blessing is this:  Wisdom 
comes in full measure when an 
individual can say:

‘I love You, God, thank You 
for making me who I am, 
and the Treasure of the Soul 
that is within me.  Thank 
You, God, for the Faith that 
gives me strength to endure 
all obstacles, and thank You, 
God, for the time in every 
day.’  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 1, 1995 AT 1:40 P.M.

SAINT ATHANASIUS

“I am Saint Athanasius.  There is so 
little solemnity in Spiritual practices, 
devotions.  Mankind is in so many ways 
being openly demonstrative, losing 
sight of the importance of personal 
communication with The Father, and 
Whomever else they are praying to.

There is so much egoism, 
egotistical antics being practiced in 
prayer and Spiritual commitments.  
Today throughout the world, respect 
for each other is almost no longer 
evident.  Respect for prayer and to 
Whom the prayer is addressed is no 
longer able to be recognized.

Mankind, in many ways, is 
practicing humanism in all areas 
of daily living.  Immorality is not 
something that is a thing of the past, 
or a thing that is thought about to be 
wrong to the mind, to the body and to 
the Soul.  It is acceptable because it 
is human to act out, participate in, or 
indulge profusely in what is going on.

It is sad to see so many who 
walked from decency into indecency, 
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from moral attitudes, actions, 
determinations, into total immorality.  
Man is constantly looking for physical 
cures, new ideas, educational degrees, 
popularity.  We rarely hear anyone 
searching for Sainthood.

You live in a time that basically, 
openly bespeaks depressive depression, 
humanity, vulgarity, egoism, selfishness, 
hate, permissiveness, promiscuity, 
adultery.  We see some who practice 
all these things voluntarily, and when 
they are approached with sincere 
advice regarding the possibilities of 
physical problems from them, mental 
problems could arise, and definitely it is 
against God, the individual addressed 
regarding these things becomes angry, 
and sometimes one can almost see not 
just obsession, but possession of all 
evil things.

It is important that All that We 
have spoken be delivered to the whole 
world, because if it does not occur, 
if the files are not opened, you can 
expect The Father’s Will to show, be 
acted out, because He says to All of Us, 
He will not tolerate so much abuse to 
Souls.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 1, 1995 AT 2:08 P.M.

SAINT THERESE OF LISIEUX

“I am Saint Therese of Lisieux.  
Many books have been written about 
Many of Us Who were declared 
‘Saints’.  The books gave many details 
on Our lives, but all was not written 
regarding Our true personalities, Our 
character, the in-depth feelings We had 
for issues that would arise wherein We 
had to make decisions that could have 
been contrary to what others felt they 
should be.

This little one through whom 
We All speak is subjected to the same 
type of conversation We were.  We 
oftentimes are present when her 
personality, her nature, her tolerance, 
her degree of love is expressed openly. 
Today some of you experienced the in-
depth justice that she revealed.  Many 
of Us Here found joy in this.

What many learned men do not 
understand, that to be chosen to walk 
a very serious Path that is constantly 
alerted to Our Presence, could be and 
can be and usually is, one in which 
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justice must show and justice may even 
attack.

The world at this time is in what 
We call ‘a draft of humanism’, and so 
many who used to be very concerned 
over their morals, the company they 
kept, are now standing in a tunnel 
wherein the draft they’re standing in is 
not protecting them, but the confusion 
they are experiencing is causing them 
to not know which way to get out of 
the tunnel.

This may sound complicated to 
some, but if logic is seen in what I 
have just spoken, some who will read 
These Words will have to say, ‘That 
is what I have been walking in for a 
long time:  a tunnel that was in more 
control of my life, my movement, my 
thoughts, my actions, my decisions, 
than I was, because of the confusion 
that I allowed to draw me from one 
side to the other side, and then back 
and forth continuously.’

Mankind must understand that 
the Soul within each human life can 
become victimized by the intentions, 
the actions, the purity, the impurity, 
the selfishness, the dignity or lack of 
dignity, the generosity, the morality, 
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the immorality that is evident, because 
of moods, selfishness, egoism, selfish 
traits, friendships that are not moral, 
activities that are totally immoral.

This Miracle is a wake-up call 
to the whole world of mankind, 
because it is important for mankind 
to remember and then to follow The 
Commandments of The Father, and not 
allow any outside interference, outside 
suggestions, outside dominance to be a 
distraction.  There are so many things 
All of Us want to instruct mankind 
in and on, because there is so much 
desecration to the Souls of millions of 
people throughout the world.

Sometimes We say to Each Other, 
‘Is man really reading What has been 
delivered, finding It not just Direction 
but Protection?’  How many children 
of younger ages will find What We have 
said, What was written, and see the 
Value in Every Word, Every Sentence, 
and use These Things as Direction?

Each time The Father sends 
a Message to mankind that is to be 
written, so that mankind cannot say, 
‘I have forgotten what was spoken.’   
There is great reason for This being 
written, because this means that 
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the mind cannot be blamed for Its 
loss.  And that is why We have said, 
‘Books must contain All that has been 
instructed upon, because One Phrase, 
One Line, One Word, may be the Key 
that the individual needs or is looking 
for.’  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 1, 1995 AT 3:17 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  This 
Gift of Love that has been given to the 
world by The Father is a Gift beyond 
what any gift could be.

As We speak, Our True Presence 
is with you, and so many times when 
you are discussing what you are 
doing, your intentions, We are present 
listening to you, and We are able to 
understand the sincerity, the joy, the 
laughter, or sometimes the sorrow that 
is evident in some form.

Mankind does not realize that 
Our Presence is in many ways all the 
time, and that is why, when impurities 
are acted out or even thought about, 
We know of it, We know of them, and in 
Our Own Way We try to discourage any 
of this because of what effect it has on 
the Soul or Souls involved.

There is so much confusion in 
the world today, so many false ideals, 
so much disrespect for human life, for 
morals, and it is not diminishing in 
any degree, but We see it advancing, 
growing.
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This Miracle is a Precious Gift 
of Divine Love because It is not just 
instructing mankind, but It has a 
Personal Closeness to all of mankind 
that in many ways is difficult for man 
to understand; but, if belief in The 
Divine is evident, and if a child of any 
age is aware of prayer and the prayer 
is heard as it is spoken, there should 
never be any doubt of Our Continuous 
Presence in the midst of mankind.

The world is full of activity:  
politically, mentally, morally, physically, 
emotionally, competitively, and in so 
many of these areas personal opinions 
make many decisions, not all good, 
not all bad, but many times on the 
borderline that causes them to be risky 
to one Soul or to Many.  We find that 
in many workplaces, there is so much 
activity, so much personal association, 
that We are rarely thought of, and of 
course, Our Presence is never even a 
conscious understanding.

There have been many times since 
the beginning of mankind, that wars 
and many diabolical interventions 
developed and enveloped thousands of 
people, thus causing much immorality, 
much diabolical intervention, and it is 
sad to say that rarely does man think 
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of morality or Our Presence at these 
particular times.

The Father picked a small form, 
and entrusted to this form of human 
life a Great Responsibility, and to 
assist this little one, The Father hand-
picked others, because of the trust 
they had in Him, the love they had for 
Many of Us.  This Gift of Divine Love 
is a Treasure beyond any treasure that 
man could design or cultivate, and so 
as your Heavenly Mother, I ask you to 
continue to be a part of handing to the 
whole world the Directions, the Love, 
that through The Divine is passed to 
save mankind from the horror of Hell.  
So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 3, 1995 AT 12:15 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“It is with much Love I have given 
the world This Miracle of My Love.  
The Soul of each human being is a 
Portion of Me because of My Sincere 
Deep Love for this Special Creation of 
Mine.

This little one I use to reach and 
instruct all of mankind is constantly 
alert to My Presence and the Presence 
of All Others Here.  Perhaps this is 
difficult or even impossible for some 
to believe, but that is due to their 
personal inability to understand My 
Love for mankind and how I would 
choose to give My Love to mankind.  
The world must hear of My Gift before 
it is too late, because the enemy is 
constantly working to distract all ages 
so they will lose their Soul to him.

The little one I use is stronger 
verbally and mentally than mankind 
understands these characteristics of 
man to be.  Many Saints deliberately 
move in and out to keep her attention 
to This Way.  She is never without One 
from Here close to her or delivering 
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Words through her.  Her naturalness is 
important, else no one could possibly 
endure the way she would be on all 
subjects.

Mankind understands what 
makes wars between men, but also 
the artillery that is necessary to fight 
the enemy.  This little one fights the 
enemy constantly, because he uses 
many things to try to interfere with 
This Gift I have given to mankind.  
The whole world should and could 
build the City I designed, but the men 
in the Church she belongs to have 
fought, and will continue to fight 
against this accomplishment.  It is sad 
to see so many fight against something 
so physical, and yet so Important for 
millions of Souls to be returned to 
Me.

The Books must be delivered 
throughout the world.  She is working 
diligently on this and has been.  The 
Words are on the way of a different 
means, and We will do all We can to 
encourage mankind to respond, but 
you must remember, the free will of 
man I do not take away.

Time is of the essence, and 
mankind must be constantly alerted 
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to This Gift I have given.  Her work 
in some ways is just beginning; she 
knows this.  Her littleness is on 
the battlefield of so much egoism, 
degeneracy, diabolical intervention, 
but her will is with Me.  So be it.”
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SEPTEMBER 3, 1995 AT 12:58 P.M.

OUR HEAVENLY MOTHER

“I am your Heavenly Mother.  This 
Miracle of The Father’s Love and My 
Love passes through a delicate child, 
a delicate instrument in terms of size 
and design, but We are fully aware of 
the strength and the abilities of this 
instrument to perform under all types 
of encounters, even open battles.

All that has been given to 
mankind through verbal means and 
through the written Words is important 
for mankind to value and to respond 
to, regarding the Importance of the 
Reason for This Miracle, and that is to 
save Souls.

We hear some say:  ‘What is a 
Soul?  No one has ever seen One; how 
do we know It truly exists?’  It does, 
and It should be taken care of morally, 
physically, and through all mankind’s 
actions, practices, and abilities to 
recognize right over wrong.  Why did 
My Son give His Physical Life for 
mankind, when without a doubt, He 
could have stopped the whole world at 
any given moment?
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Mankind’s indifference to This 
Miracle is not just a sadness to 
Us, but is in many ways allowing 
diabolic interference through moral 
weaknesses, worse than any other time 
in the History of mankind.  Granted, 
civilization has passed through many 
diabolic periods, but at this time 
when mankind is so finely tuned 
academically, it does not make good 
sense for so much immorality to be 
prevalent.  Man knows better.  Mental 
illnesses, physical illnesses, moral 
illnesses are being accepted without 
rationalizing the reason for many of 
them.

I love all children of all nations 
throughout the world, and We use one 
little one to pass Our Words, to instruct, 
encourage, and to help mankind in all 
ways that man can understand, follow, 
and accomplish what is best for the 
Soul.”
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SEPTEMBER 3, 1995 AT 1:50 P.M.

SAINT JOSEPH, THE HOLY SPIRIT

“I am Saint Joseph.  This Miracle 
that is designed by The Father is the 
Most Important Miracle of Instruction 
that The Father has ever given to 
mankind.  It is in many ways instructing 
mankind in all of the past Important 
Messages that were designed to help 
mankind understand the Importance 
of human life, and the need for purity 
of mind and body, for the benefit of 
the Soul.

Mankind is walking a tightrope 
over the abyss of Hell, through all the 
immorality that is being practiced in 
all ages, all degrees of intelligence, 
and all manner of life.  When Hell 
is mentioned, mankind just treats 
it casually, but at sometime later, 
hopefully will remember some of what 
was referred to, and the impact of 
Hell will make an impression worth 
changing something that they are 
vulnerable to, that is totally diabolic.

I am truly The Holy Spirit of The 
Father, and as I walked with The Son 
upon the earth, I now walk with this 
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little instrument who is instructed to be 
immediately obedient to Our Presence.  
So much must be accomplished in 
a short time, because mankind is 
catering to all that is selfish, impure, 
diabolical, and justifying it all as being 
human nature.

We speak in such detail, so there 
is no excuse for anyone who reads Our 
Words to say they do not understand 
what We mean.  Man must change, 
because without more sound moral 
behavior, the price for Souls to pay 
will be heavier than anything in the 
world can compare to.”
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SEPTEMBER 3, 1995 AT 2:55 P.M.

GOD THE FATHER

“The world has been Blessed by 
Me, because I have given to mankind 
My Blessing through My Personal 
Attention that is in much detail, 
through This Miracle of The Holy 
Spirit of Mine.

Mankind speaks much on the 
spirit of doing things, and in this 
wording, man means ‘the enthusiasm, 
interest, love, worth, and the 
intentions’ that are the foundation of 
whatever is the subject.  My Love for 
mankind is constantly encouraging 
man to resist all temptations that in 
any way have one speck, one tiny tinge 
of impurity, because impurity mars the 
Beauty of the Soul that is Special to 
man, because It is a Portion of Me.

My Commandments must 
become more obvious, more open 
to conversation and sight, because 
as They are now, They are mostly 
remembered as having been learned a 
long time ago, or through some picture 
wherein a human actor portrayed 
Their Words.  I constantly bless those 
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who are good example to others, and 
who hold as their manner of daily 
living, that purity of mind and body 
are the action that all others see as 
example, in all areas of daily life.

I want My Words to be read by 
millions, so mankind will realize I am 
always present where they are because 
of the Soul that is within their being.  
I never leave, nor does this Soul get 
distracted by anything or anyone.  My 
Love is beyond what human love is, 
and My Presence never ending.”
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